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ESG
OVERVIEW
Our mission is to create sustained value for all our
stakeholders. We believe combining sustainability
with ESG creates value and is simply responsible
business practise.

2017

*

90 Grayston, Sandton
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ESG highlights
In the highly dynamic environment in which we operate, we understand that in order to be competitive,
we need to create sustained value for all our stakeholders. We believe this means that we need to
look beyond short-term returns, integrating long-term ESG factors into our everyday business.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Our total installed solar
capacity to date is

7 807 kWp up from
4 MWp in 2016

Total number of
Green Building
Council of South Africa

certifications
increased to

43

Made significant progress
in our existing building
certifications – moving

First full waste

Secured a level

Learnership programme
now in its fifth year, with

footprint
completed

from 10 to 29 Existing
Building Performance
(EBP) Green Star SA
certifications

SOCIAL
Certified as a

Invested more than

for 2018

in training
and development

Top Employer

R12 million

4 BEE rating
under the revised
sector codes

23% of 2016
class employed
full-time at Redefine

GOVERNANCE
Ranked

ESG feedback and

second in EY’s
Excellence
in Integrated
Reporting
Awards 2017

engagement
sessions

were held during the year
to understand investors’
take on our approach
to ESG

Balanced
approach

to risk management and
commercial decisions

Refined the roles
and composition
of our board to further
our transformation and
governance objectives

At Redefine, our vision is to be the best in all aspects of what we do. How we manage our ESG
considerations sits at the top of that list. While we’re proud of the progress we’ve made to date, there
is still much to be done.
We are focused on continuously improving, both in the way we manage these considerations, but also
in the way we report our progress.

i

4

Refer to the

scorecard self-assessment on pages 116 to 122 for a summary of our progress
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Our ESG focus areas
We believe in making sustainability an integral part of our day-to-day operations. Our sustainability
strategy transcends pure compliance, focusing rather on value creation for all our stakeholders,
and is supported by a comprehensive implementation plan, which outlines priorities, risks,
opportunities, targets and action plans.

ENVIRONMENTAL
We have identified specific areas of environmental responsibility that require our focus:
JJUnderstand how our business impacts on the environment (carbon footprint)
JJAwareness and response to external environmental challenges
JJThe environmental influence on our stakeholders
JJEnvironmental sustainability driven through environmental policy

SOCIAL
JJRedefine takes an integrated approach to stakeholder engagement and focus on delivering real value
according to each stakeholder group’s unique needs
JJRedefine supports the principles of diversity and practises equality of opportunity among all of its employees
and its board of directors
JJStrive to continually improve our compliance with Broad based black economic empowerment (BEE) requirements

GOVERNANCE
Our board of directors ethically and effectively leads the company through the execution of the following role
and responsibilities:
JJSteers and sets strategic direction
JJApproves policy and planning
JJOversees and monitors
JJEnsures accountability
in order to ensure that the company realises the benefits of: an ethical culture, good performance, effective
control and legitimacy.

i

Refer to

for priorities and outcomes in each capital
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We continue to adjust, manage and measure our performance with reference to the principles set out in King IV in terms of the
Companies Act.

THE MANDATE OF THE SOCIAL, ETHICS AND TRANSFORMATION COMMITTEE GIVES THE COMMITTEE
RESPONSIBILITIES TO:
Monitor the group’s activities with regard to the following six areas of
social responsibility:
1	Social and economic development
2	Good corporate citizenship
3	Environment, health and public safety
4	Consumer relationships
5	Transformation
6	Labour and employment

Draw all matters within its mandate to the
attention of the board as required

Report on matters within its mandate set
out in the integrated report and attend the
company’s annual general meeting

THE COMPANIES ACT REFERENCES SPECIFIC PIECES
OF SOUTH AFRICAN LEGISLATION and various principles
and standards of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), the International Labour Organisation (ILO)
and the United Nations Global Compact Principles (UNGCP).

The social, ethics and transformation committee is responsible for monitoring and overseeing the overall direction and control
of social responsibility performance. Relevant management members are invited to the committee’s meetings to provide
feedback and report back on the company’s performance with regard to:
JJLegal and regulatory affairs
JJEthics and compliance
JJBBBEE and transformation
JJConsumer affairs, whistle-blowing lines, investigations and human resources
JJSustainability and corporate affairs
Social responsibility is managed across the company and performance in many of these areas is incorporated into our
employment contracts for performance-based remuneration. While this report is designed primarily to meet the reporting
requirements place on the social, ethics and transformation committee, the group’s performance on social, governance and
sustainability matters is also dealt with throughout our
.

THIS ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE REPORT FOCUSES OUR EFFORTS IN:
JJMaintaining good relations with employees, employment equity and transformation
JJSupporting and protecting the environment, including the impact of the group’s activities and of its products and services
JJHealth and safety
JJMaintaining good relations with key stakeholders
JJPreventing and combating bribery and corruption
JJBeing a good corporate citizen, particularly in our efforts to protect and advance human rights, promote equality and
prevent unfair discrimination
JJEthical and effective leadership and good performance
JJFair and transparent remuneration

6
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Achieving a broader agenda

Driven by the United Nations, the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) listed below are a set of global targets that form
part of a wider 2030 agenda for sustainable development.
At Redefine, we believe in integrating enviromental, social
and governance concerns into our everyday business and
therefore look to the SDGs for guidance on what we are
striving to achieve across our organisation.
We have included these goals as part of our report to indicate
our progress in aiding the achievement of these important
global targets.
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Benchmarking our progress against our aims
We benchmark our performance against our peers, both national and international, to track our
progress in our aim to adopt international sustainability best practices across our organisation.

Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI)
Redefine was once again selected as an index component of the DJSI for the third consecutive year. We are proud to be
recognised for our corporate sustainability efforts in the real estate industry.
Climate change and energy efficiency are important issues for our industry as buildings are responsible for about one-third of
global greenhouse gas emissions. Additionally, low-energy buildings that use innovative materials reduce the impact of volatile
energy prices on the cost of management and ownership of a property. As a result, there is a high demand for commercial and
industrial green buildings.
In addition to environmental issues, social responsibility and social integration are gaining importance in our industry. In the
current volatile economic environment, community engagement and investments in areas surrounding properties are receiving
increased attention to maintain asset values and remain the preferred provider of space for tenants.
We acknowledge that there is still much that needs to be done, but we have seen positive shifts in our results since our first
inclusion in the index in 2014. This is indicative of our efforts to improve our sustainability performance and practices.

OUR OVERALL SCORE COMPARED TO INDUSTRY AVERAGE:
70
60
50
40
30
20

2014

2015

42

55

43

56

45

52

44

0

Redefine total sustainability score

47

10

Total industry average

2017

2016

NOTEWORTHY DIMENSIONS WHERE WE HAVE PERFORMED ABOVE INDUSTRY AVERAGES INCLUDE:

Redefine score 2016

100

Industry average 2016

80

Redefine score 2017

60

Industry average 2017

Code of business
conduct

Corporate governance

Climate strategy

43

87

41

76

41

100

41

100

59

77

57

77

67

88

0

57

20

76

40

Talent attraction
and retention

Going forward, we will continue to use our scorecard as a means to identify targeted areas for improvement.

Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB)
GRESB is an industry-driven organisation that assesses the ESG performance of real estate assets globally, including real
estate portfolios and infrastructure assets. By participating in GRESB’s annual assessments, companies and funds are able
to better manage portfolios, funds and assets in the face of more volatile energy prices, stricter legislation to combat climate
change, increased energy-efficiency requirements and changing the preferences of corporate tenants.
More than 250 members, of which approximately 60 are pension funds and their fiduciaries, use the GRESB data in their
investment management and engagement process, with a clear goal to optimise the risk/return profile of their investments.
Benchmark results provide member companies with the opportunity to identify areas for improved sustainability performance,
both in absolute terms and relative to industry peers.

8
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RESULTS FROM THE 2017 GRESB FEEDBACK REPORT
2015
2016
2017
80
60
40

Overall

Implementation
and measurement

Management and
policy

Environment

Social

77

77

64

51

42

21

49

47

38

69

68

57

51

48

35

56

53

0

46

20
Governance

Our performance has improved and compared with our 2016 results, positive shifts in scores in all areas of measurement were
reported. Redefine scored well on management and policy, however, the benchmark highlights the need for improvement on
the implementation and measurement front, which will be areas of focus going forward.
In addition to providing a performance score, GRESB also measures the level of ESG disclosure by listed property companies
against 22 indicators aligned with the GRESB Real Estate Assessment. These disclosure levels are expressed through a rating
scale from A (most transparent) to E (least transparent).
Redefine’s public disclosure level was

rated as A

,
against a global average of a C rating.

2017 = A
Redefine’s disclosure performance per disclosure topic is also above GRESB public disclosure averages and its comparator
group average and is included below for ease of reference.
E

Disclosure of sustainability
governance

A

Disclosure of sustainability
implementation

A

Disclosure of operational
performance data

B

Disclosure of stakeholder
engagement practices

B

* (Source: GRESB)

GRESB public average 		

D

C

B

A

Comparison group average

FTSE4Good Emerging Index
Redefine has been included for the second consecutive year in the FTSE4Good Emerging Index. The index was designed to
measure the performance of companies demonstrating strong environmental, social and governance (ESG) practices.

FTSE RussellTM (the trading name of FTSE International Limited and Frank Russell
company) confirms that Redefine Properties has been independently assessed according to
the FTSE4Good criteria, and has satisfied the requirements to become a constituent of the
FTSE4Good Index Series. Created by the global index provider FTSE Russell, the FTSEGood
Index Series is designed to measure the performance of companies demonstrating strong
environmental, social and governance (ESG) practices. The FTSE4Good indices are used by
a wide variety of market participants to create and assess responsible investment funds and
other productsTM.
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OUR
ENVIRONMENTAL
LANDSCAPE
Preserving the natural resources we rely on to run
our business isn’t just a green objective. It is an
overarching business objective that will define our
success in years to come.

*

2017

Black River Park, Western Cape
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Addressing the Sustainable Development Goals

Clean water and sanitation

Sustainable cities
and communities

Life below water

Affordable and
clean energy

Responsible consumption
and production

Life on land

Industry, innovation
and infrastructure

Climate action

Partnerships for
the goals

We are conscious of and active in our role in protecting and enhancing the environment

i

Refer to pages 20 - 23 to see how our green building focus addresses specific goals.

Overview
As a leader in the property sector, we are conscious of and active in our role in protecting and enhancing the environment. Our
environmental strategy focuses on facilitating the reduction of our environmental footprint while maintaining a positive effect
on asset values and decreasing vacancy rates. We also wish to share positive practices and influence our development partners,
tenants and shoppers towards greater sustainability activity.
Ultimately, we seek to create a more sustainable operating environment for the benefit of all our stakeholders.

Our environmental materiality framework
We strive to understand and reduce the impact that external environmental factors such as climate change, energy, water
shortages and waste proliferation have on business operations. We consequently identified material issues that require
continuous attention.
Redefine has implemented adaptation or mitigation strategies to reduce the risk of these material environmental factors:

Energy
security

Increase in extreme
weather conditions
Increase in energy costs

Environmental compliance

12
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Q&A with Ntombi Langa-Royds,
independent non-executive director
(Social, ethics and transformation committee chairperson)

Why natural capital matters
JJFrom a board perspective, why is
natural capital critical to the business?

As a starting point, it’s important to note that Redefine’s dayto-day functioning, along with that of every other business, is
dependent on natural capital.
The mission of the group is to create sustained value for all its
stakeholders and this, therefore, necessitates the preservation
and protection of the environment that enables Redefine to be a
thriving business.
From a commercial perspective, over the last few years we’ve
begun to feel the scarcity of these resources through the rise in
administered prices, the fining and restrictions that come with
drought and so on. These instances have just driven home the
fact that managing scarce resources is everybody’s business – a
philosophy that Redefine as an organisation has held for quite
some time.

JJHow, as a board, do you drive this focus on preserving
natural capital throughout the organisation?

The key is to make it part of the strategic thinking of the group.
Redefine’s strategy was designed to factor in all the capitals the
business needs – financial, manufactured, human, social and
relationship, intellectual and natural.
Once you have a strategy that views value holistically, you need to
ensure that you are measuring and rewarding the right things. The
business’s progress against its strategic objectives is measured
using carefully chosen key performance indicators, which are tied
to remuneration across the organisation. These KPIs are reported
at a board level.
In this way, you ensure that everyone is pulling in the same
direction, focusing on creating value that will last.

JJHow do you reconcile the need to drive
growth with the notion of going green?

The reasons for preserving natural capital are broader
than short-term financial gains. Without a viable natural
environment, we cannot thrive as people or as a business,
never mind continue to generate returns.
The hard decisions, which may cost more today, contribute to
the long-term sustainability of the business and therefore are
key to driving growth – just on a longer timeline.
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Understanding our impacts
We dedicate the time and resources to participate in various indices because we believe that the
exercise of contributing and benchmarking our progress against our peers offers us the opportunity
to learn from our results and make the necessary adjustments to achieve our sustainability goals
and thus our overarching business objectives.
During 2017, we participated in the following sustainability initiatives:

Carbon footprint
SCOPE 1
DIRECT EMISSIONS

(mobile combustion, stationary combustion and
refrigerant gases)

(tonnes CO2e)

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

635
269
294
980
1 936
2 921
0

1000

500

1500

2000

2500

3000
(tonnes CO2e)

SCOPE 2
INDIRECT EMISSIONS
(electricity consumption)

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

50 553
44 575
32 025
32 696
49 301
46 761
0

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

60000
(tonnes CO2e)

SCOPE 3
INDIRECT EMISSIONS

(tenant electricity use, business travel, travel
reimbursements and employee commuting)

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

478 811
462 597
476 020
604 510
700 506
724 539
0 100000

Our total carbon footprint for
2017 was 774 221 tCO2e

Redefine’s overall carbon footprint has
increased by 3% from 751 743 tCO2e in
2016 to 774 221 tCO2e in 2017.
Using a like-for-like comparison on properties
in our portfolio for 2016 and 2017, electricity
consumption, which contributes to the majority of
our carbon footprint, has

200000

300000

400000

600000

800000
(tonnes CO2e)

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

3 631
4 092
5 026
4 490
5 238
3 640
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

Non-Kyoto gases

decreased by 4.06%

Like-for-like benchmarking (kWh/m2)

tCO2e/m²
14
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2016 2017

kWh

2016 2017

GLA

150

156

3 659 318

547 406 924

2016 vs 2017 = 4.06% Reduction

570 552 033

2012 = 0.017

2013 = 0.014

2014 = 0.009

2015 = 0.008

2016 = 0.010

2017 = 0.010

2016 vs 2017 = 2% Reduction

3 659 318

Intensity metric scope 1 & 2

2016 2017

kWh/m2

6000

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

SCOPE 1 = 2 921 SCOPE 2 = 46 761 SCOPE 3 = 724 539 NON-KYOTO GASES = 3 640
Our overall carbon footprint increased by 3% mainly due to organic
portfolio growth such as the inclusion of Pivotal assets in our
portfolio.

2017

The two main contributors to the increase in our scope 1 emissions
are increased diesel use and increased Kyoto gases.

Total emissions
(tonnes CO2e)
774 221

During 2017, we decreased our emissions from greenhouse gases
not covered by the Kyoto protocol by 30%. As a result of replacing
R22 with other refrigerant gases covered by the Kyoto protocol, our
scope 1 emissions increased.

Our diesel usage increased in 2017 as we installed more standby generators and an increase in power failures was experienced.
This resulted in a 197 tCO2e increase in our scope 1 emissions.
Our diesel consumption for the past six years is reflected in the table below.

Portfolio
New generator
Pivotal

150

114

tCO2e

200

27

Diesel (tCO2e)

250

100

18

53

63

33

86

0

19

50
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

BENCHMARKING SCOPE 2 AND SCOPE 3

Electricity (tCO2e/m2)
Hyprop Investments
(operational)

0.384

Growthpoint Properties
(operational)

0.170

Emira Property Fund
(equity share)

0.180

Redefine Properties
(operational)

0.157

lowest emissions
per m2

Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) - Climate change
In 2016, Redefine received a climate change disclosure score of Aand was one of the best-performing South African REITs. The bar
is constantly raised through increased requirements to encourage
organisations to set verifiable long-term targets so as to reduce
emissions consistent with limiting global warming to well below two
degrees centigrade, as per the Paris Agreement.

For 2017, Redefine received a disclosure
score of B which is in line with
performance of participating SA REITs.

CDP PEER COMPARISON

B

Redefine Properties

B

Attacq

B

Emira Property Fund

B

Growthpoint

A-

Hyprop
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Understanding our impacts (continued)
Water footprint
Our total water footprint has reduced by 10.3%
2017 marked the second year of completing an annual water footprint. Using a like-for-like comparison on properties in the
portfolio in 2016 and 2017 our water footprint has reduced by 10.3%. A portion of this reduction is attributable to improving the
quality of data in our collection; however we have also implemented a number of operational measures to reduce our water
consumption. Our total water withdrawal footprint for 2017 was 3 664 166 kl.
Water resource management is increasingly listed as one of the greatest global challenges of the 21st century1. In South
Africa, we are facing a growing gap between water supply and demand. Monitoring and reducing our water usage is therefore
a crucial practice in both a commercial and a moral respect.
	(“Confronting South Africa’s Water Challenge”) http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/sustainability-and-resource-productivity/ourinsights/confronting-south-africas- water-challenge

1

Like-for-like comparison

2017

2016

0.71

kl

0.79

2016

3 865 255

2017

2 725 186

3 037 992

kl

3 664 166

3 654 240
2016

3 865 255

Our total change -10.30%

Total water withdrawal

2017

2016

2017

GLA

kl / GLA

Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) – Water
To better understand our total water footprint, we submitted our second CDP
water disclosure during 2017, which has assisted us in providing an integrated
understanding of our water use and impacts.

We are proud to announce that forour first water disclosure

we received a B score,

with just one other South African Real Estate Investment Trust (SA
REIT) participating in the 2017 CDP water disclosure index

WATER SCORE
B

Redefine Properties

F

Attacq

ND*

Emira Property Fund

ND*

Growthpoint

ND*

Hyprop

*ND: Not disclosed

Waste footprint
During 2017, we completed our first full waste footprint
for inclusion in our total emissions reporting. Internal
waste management currently covers 23% of our total GLA.
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Reducing our impacts
Optimising efficiency
During the year, we implemented a number of optimisation projects, resulting in annual savings
of 2 971 000 kWh. Our estimated energy savings over the past four years, according to GRESB
categories, can be summarised as follows (in MWh):

Building energy
management systems
upgrades/replacements

= 353

Installation of highefficiency equipment
and appliances

= 6 145

Installation of
on-site renewable
energy

= 3 942

Occupier engagement/
informational
technologies

=114

Cumulative energy savings*

* As per the GRESB methodology, the information disclosed in
2017 is based on 2016 data.

TOTAL: 10 554 MWh

In 2017, we have achieved a

combined energy reduction
through optimisation and
renewable energy projects of

10 330 333 kWh
Smart metering
Redefine believes that our measurement and verification strategy is pivotal to the successful use of energy across our portfolio.
While the continued roll-out of smart meters remains a priority, large-scale roll-out of smart meters was delayed during 2017
in order to focus on renewable energy.
However, in the year to come, the continued roll-out of smart meters will once again be a central focus in line with our strategic
focus on operating efficiently.
A total of 3 793 smart meters are deployed across the portfolio, down from 4 100 in 2017 as 1 283 meters were installed in assets
sold during the year.

During 2017, we installed

976 new meters
Smart meters

Sold assets (meters) 1 283
Total (including sold)
4 100

3 793

= 5 076

2016

2017

Total smart meters
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Recognising our sustainability efforts
REDEFINE SUSTAINABILITY
At Redefine, sustainability is not a nice-to-have, but rather
a mindset that is embedded throughout the organisation.
As a leader in the property sector, we are fully conscious
of and active in our role in protecting and enhancing the
environment. Furthermore, our drive towards sustainability
is based on overwhelming evidence that demonstrates the
positive impact of green buildings on productivity and the
wellbeing of their occupants.
During the year, our Black River Park office precinct in
Cape Town was announced as the winner in the Sustainable
Facilities Management Operations category at the recent
South African Facilities Management Association (SAFMA)
Awards, which tangibly demonstrates this on-the-ground
commitment to sustainability at our buildings. The award
aims to recognise efforts by individuals, teams or corporates
involved in facilities management, which have delivered the
best sustainability initiative during the course of the year.
The award validates our commitment to providing tenants
with work spaces that are in themselves conscious of the
environment in which they operate and cost effective to run.
It further demonstrates to our tenants, the community and
all other stakeholders that our properties are managed to
the highest standard of excellence.
Black River Office Park is the first office precinct in
the country to receive Green Building Council of South
Africa (GBCSA) certified Green Star existing building
ratings for all of its eight buildings, with a combined
75 000m2 of office space. Amongst its many firsts, Black

River Office Park is also home to the first Green Star SA
Existing Building Performance (EBP) certified building and
the first building to receive a 6-Star Green Star SA EBP
rating.
Black River Park also boasted Africa’s largest
integrated rooftop photovoltaic (PV) system. The
rooftop installation at the office park in Observatory
is rated at 1.56 MW and is made up of approximately
6 000 panels spread over 9 000m2 of roof space. It ranks
amongst the world’s top 20 commercial rooftop solar
installations.
The office precinct has also implemented best practices
in water, waste, energy and overall sustainability. The
park has retrofitted all of its common and parking areas
with light-emitting diodes (LEDs), as well as instituting a
cost-benefit sharing agreement with tenants to further the
roll-out of energy-saving technology. The park has also
engaged with tenants to reduce their energy consumption
through tenant education and active audits.
Aside from the potential energy savings the park has been
able to facilitate, its environmental policy also extends to
waste management, with over 75% of waste collected being
diverted from landfills. All waste from the park is sorted on
site into recyclable and non-recyclable materials, including
correct disposal of fluorescent tubing. The park also
maintains ecologically friendly gardens with water sourced
from boreholes on site.

Our green building journey
JJGreen offices use

‘circular’ principles,
where resources are
not wasted

JJGreen offices

are a key part of
sustainable cities
and communities

JJGreen offices can

JJGreen offices can

JJGreen offices can

JJOffices can enhance

enhance employees’
health, wellbeing
and productivity

use renewable
energy, making them
cheaper

JJGreen offices can

catalyse innovation
and be resilient to
climate change

enhance employees’
health, wellbeing
and productivity

biodiversity, save
water resources and
help to protect forests

JJThrough building

green offices, we
create strong, global
partnerships

JJGreen offices produce
fewer emissions,
helping to combat
climate change
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Pursuing green development, as well as green existing building certification, bolsters our aim of delivering sustained value to
stakeholders by supporting the creation of a more sustainable operating environment.
Redefine registered as a member of the GBCSA in 2013 and focuses on building all new developments to a minimum Green Star
rating of level 4, as certified through the GBCSA’s assessment criteria on design and as-built basis.
We have also continued the journey of pursuing Green Star SA ratings on our existing buildings. During 2017, Redefine registered
20 of our office buildings for Green Star SA ratings under the Existing Building Performance tool from the GBCSA.

To date, Redefine has received

43 Green Star
certifications

We continue to pursue certifications with the GBCSA because we believe it adds value to our buildings, and therefore our
business. Green building presents the following benefits:

DEVELOPER

TENANT

Why build a green building?

Why lease a green building?

Higher sales price | Quicker sales | Letting
JJAbility to secure finance
JJRapid return on investment
JJIncreased market value
JJReduced vacancies

Health and wellbeing | Increased productivity

JJLower refurbishment costs
JJCorporate image and prestige value
JJCompliance with legislation and CSR requirements
JJLower transaction fees

JJReduced downtime
JJLower operating costs
JJLower maintenance costs

Slower depreciation | Increased occupancy rates | Lower exit yield

OWNER

Why own a green building?

Our certification journey
Pursuing green development, as well as green existing building certification, bolsters our aim of
delivering sustained value to stakeholders by supporting the creation of a more sustainable operating
environment.

1

3

5

DESIGN & AS-BUILT RATINGS
targeting 4-star minimum

14 GREEN STAR
ratings by FY 2016

TOTAL NUMBER
of certifications = 43

CONVENTION TOWER

2

1st Redefine EBP rating with
pre-certified policies

4

additional ratings in 2017

6

through implementation of Green Star SA
approved policies and procedures

20 EBP

STANDARD PRACTICE
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Managing the impact of our buildings
Our holistic green building approach
Efficient heating, ventilation and
air-conditioning (HVAC) systems
OUR
PERFORMANCE

AREAS OF FOCUS
Reduced use of harmful refrigerants.
Installation of efficient equipment and
systems such as variable speed drives
or ice plants



PROGRESS DURING
THE YEAR
30% decrease in emissions
in line with our gradual
refrigerant replacement
policy

Renewable energy sources
OUR
PERFORMANCE

AREAS OF FOCUS
Alternative energy sources reduced the
carbon footprint of the building



PROGRESS DURING
THE YEAR
Installed 3 807 kWp solar
PV capacity

Indoor air quality and thermal comfort
AREAS OF FOCUS

OUR
PERFORMANCE

PROGRESS DURING
THE YEAR



Pre-certified GBCSAapproved internal air
quality management
plan implemented in 29
buildings to date

OUR
PERFORMANCE

PROGRESS DURING
THE YEAR

Measurement of volatile organic
compounds, CO2, CO and degrees
Celsius to ensure air quality. Improved
air quality and thermal comfort result in
greater occupancy productivity

Low-emitting materials
AREAS OF FOCUS
Using non-toxic materials such
as low volatile organic compounds
paints improves air quality and
environmental impact



Pre-certified GBCSAapproved hardscape
management plan
implemented in 29
buildings to date

Natural light
OUR
PERFORMANCE

AREAS OF FOCUS
Natural light reduces energy costs and
enhances occupancy experience



 Achieved target

20

 Still in progress / ongoing

 Did not achieve target
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To ensure we manage the negative impacts and increase the benefit derived from our buildings, we use the following framework:

Biodiversity
AREAS OF FOCUS

OUR
PERFORMANCE

PROGRESS DURING
THE YEAR



Compliance on
developments, however
we have identified
biodiversity as a focus
area on our existing
buildings for 2018

OUR
PERFORMANCE

PROGRESS DURING
THE YEAR



Redefine’s approach to
integrating spaces into
communities is again
evident in the design of
its new Rosebank Link
development

Review and manage impacts on
ecological systems and biodiversity

Green spaces
AREAS OF FOCUS
Green roof spaces may reduce energy
use. Community garden projects
integrate space into communities

Alternative transport opportunities
AREAS OF FOCUS

OUR
PERFORMANCE

PROGRESS DURING
THE YEAR



Pre-certified GBCSAapproved green travel
plan implemented in 29
buildings to date

OUR
PERFORMANCE

PROGRESS DURING
THE YEAR

Reduced carbon emissions through the
availability and access to shared and/or
alternative transport opportunities

Energy-efficient lighting
AREAS OF FOCUS
Reduced energy costs and improved
light quality for occupants



2 971 000 kWh savings in
2017 as a result of retrofit
projects

Green cleaning
OUR
PERFORMANCE

AREAS OF FOCUS
Using biodegradable products reduces
the environmental impact of the building



PROGRESS DURING
THE YEAR
Pre-certified GBCSAapproved policy
implemented in 29
buildings to date

Metering and monitoring
OUR
PERFORMANCE

AREAS OF FOCUS
Installation of smart metering to identify
energy and water savings opportunities
and influence behavioural drivers

 Achieved target

 Still in progress / ongoing



PROGRESS DURING
THE YEAR
A total of 3 793 smart
meters are deployed
across the portfolio with
976 meters installed in
2017

 Did not achieve target
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Managing the impact of our buildings (continued)

Operational efficiency
AREAS OF FOCUS

OUR
PERFORMANCE

PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR



Pre-certified GBCSA-approved
policy for landscape, hardscape,
storm water and pest management
implemented in 29 buildings to date

Smart operations decrease
the waste of natural resources
and increase the life span
of equipment

Waste-to-value opportunities
AREAS OF FOCUS

OUR
PERFORMANCE

PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR



First comprehensive waste footprint
conducted. 23% of our total Gross
lettable area (GLA) is managed by
outsourced waste management
contractors, who have recycled a
total of 38% of all waste collected

OUR
PERFORMANCE

PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR



Investigation into water security
and treatment solutions which have
proved challenging to implement

OUR
PERFORMANCE

PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR



Developed a green tenant
guideline providing a bestpractice environmental framework
implemented in 21 properties

OUR
PERFORMANCE

PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR



Pre-certified GBCSA-approved
operational guideline implemented
in 29 buildings to date

Recycling and reusing waste
to generate sources of
heating, cooling or energy for
the building while reducing
waste-to-landfill

Water security, treatment
AREAS OF FOCUS
Solutions to mitigate water
security and quality risks

Green tenant guidelines
AREAS OF FOCUS
Guiding tenants to ensure the
use of environmentally friendly
and energy- and waterefficient products throughout
the building

Acoustics
AREAS OF FOCUS
Improved acoustics increase
occupancy comfort and can be
achieved through quiet HVAC
systems and the use of soundabsorbing materials
 Achieved target

22

 Still in progress / ongoing

 Did not achieve target
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Water efficiency
Water is one of the most important, and increasingly scarce, commodities on earth. The City of Cape Town currently faces
Level 4 water restrictions and, as an organisation, we are doing a great deal to improve water efficacy within our buildings to do
our part in conserving this valuable resource. Practical, targeted interventions instituted during the year include:

WINDOW CLEANING
Many of our buildings are designed with beautiful glass features and windows that offer tenants
light and views of the city. Due to the extent of the water scarcity, planned maintenance window
cleaning of commercial properties has been cancelled until further notice

COMMON AREA ABLUTIONS
Every flush counts. We have installed water-saving devices such as flow reduction valves and
tap aerators. During the cleaning of our ablutions, we’ve excluded the unnecessary flushing
of toilets and urinals, saving up to eight litres of water per flush avoided. Although waterless
urinals were investigated, the challenges and hygiene risks associated with these were deemed
a barrier to installation

AIR-CONDITIONING
Central air-conditioning plants use a substantial amount of water. For this reason, we are
disconnecting the chiller plant of all central air-conditioning plants in our properties every
Wednesday, in support of the Waterless Wednesday campaign. While the fresh air supply fans
remain functional, our tenants are encouraged to plan their Wednesdays accordingly.
Over and above this, Redefine is investigating changing, where possible, the chiller plant
systems to air-cooled plant systems. This would entail replacing an air-conditioning unit cooled
by water with a unit that is cooled by air. In the meantime, waste water from air-conditioning
will be harvested for use in ablutions

IRRIGATION
Our strong focus on eliminating all, but the most necessary water usage has led to all irrigation
systems being disconnected unless they are serviced by reclaimed groundwater

GROUNDWATER
Redefine has invested in a filtration plant to harvest groundwater for use in a building in the
Foreshore. This process is being tested, and if feasible – subject to groundwater availability –
we intend to roll out the filtration project to additional properties

LEAK DETECTION
We have employed the services of a leak detection company to review bulk intake from council
and consequential loss of water at properties. This water usage audit has commenced with four
commercial properties and we will address any reported problems immediately

EVERY DROP COUNTS
Our ‘every drop counts’ campaign offers advice and useful information to our tenants on all the
ways they can use less water.
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Capitalising on renewable energy
Renewable energy is a clean source of energy that has a far lower environmental impact than conventional energy technologies
and has a growing financial appeal due to the constant concern of rising costs and of electricity within our South African
context. In short, renewable energy is just more sustainable over the long term.
Solar energy currently represents the cheapest and most sustainable way to generate renewable electricity. The technology has
also improved to such an extent that efficiencies are constantly improving as prices fall. As the panels use space on top of the
commercial buildings, they shield it from the sun leaving it cooler, further lowering energy consumption.

STONERIDGE MALL POTENTIAL OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
This is an example of the potential (in one day) of renewable energy sources (solar PV) replacing high carbon-emitting gridsupplied electricity.
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AN INVESTMENT CASE FOR SOLAR PV – THE BOULDERS SHOPPING CENTRE

The first phase of the Boulders solar PV project was completed in October 2015. The project entailed the installation of a 500
kWp grid-tied rooftop solar PV system. After a year’s successful operation, Redefine decided to expand the plant in a second
phase installation, adding another 500 kWp of capacity to the plant. The second phase was completed in March 2017. The life
expectancy of the plant is 20 to 25 years. The plant comprises approximately 3 175 solar PV modules.
In the last financial year, the first phase plant delivered 825 651 kWh, resulting in a financial saving of R1 188 384. The second
phase plant delivered 349 027 kWh in its first six months of operation, resulting in a R496 143 saving. The table that follows
indicates savings achieved from the first phase installation for the past 12 months, achieving 13.15% yield.
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kWh produced

kVA savings

ZAR savings

September 2016

69 088

190

99 370

October 2016

85 176

225

117 946

November 2016

81 822

136

103 316

December 2016

82 469

207

115 050

January 2017

78 714

97

93 217

February 2017

61 404

129

80 824

March 2017

77 471

212

111 351

April 2017

58 802

42

63 703

May 2017

54 505

22

57 566

June 2017

52 115

190

101 056

July 2017

56 328

308

126 899

August 2017

67 757

137

118 090

825 651

1 894

1 188 384

LAST 12 MONTHS

FINANCIAL SAVINGS (R)

ZAR projected
ZAR achieved
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Dec 2016
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Jun 2017

Jul 2017
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R92 783
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R77 420
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R107 929
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0
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71 645
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Capitalising on renewable energy (continued)
Installed solar PV to date
The total cost savings achieved from existing plants and plants commissioned during the year was R12 201 868.
Another 14.38 MWp of PV installations are currently under construction, which will increase Redefine’s total installed capacity
to 22.2 MWp during the 2018 financial year, with projects being identified on an ongoing basis.

Recently completed projects
The installation of Redefine’s biggest solar PV system to date was completed in August 2017 at Matlosana Mall in Klerksdorp,
adding 2 573 kWp of renewable energy capacity to Redefine’s operations. The plant is expected to deliver around 3 988 150 kWh
per annum, with a financial saving of R3 852 102 in its first year of operation and an expected initial yield of 11.3%.
The installation of a 549 kWp rooftop solar PV system at Wembley Square was completed towards the end of May 2017. The
expected initial yield of the project is 9.69%.
The Phase 2 installation (500 kWp) at Boulders Shopping Centre was completed during the year, bringing the expected
production of the plant to be 1.6 million kWh hours per annum, 16-18% of the total consumption of the centre. The installation
of a 924 kWp rooftop solar PV system at East Rand Mall was also completed in January 2017, producing 271 170 kWh in its first
month of operation, with an approximate monetary saving of R130 230 for Redefine (based on our shareholding).

Continued development
In a drive to be efficient on a sustained basis, we are rolling out solar PV to 10 properties at a cost of R155 million.
Redefine has recently approved ten projects for roll-out and installations are already underway for four of these projects at
Stoneridge, Centurion Lifestyle, Shoprite Park and Langeberg Mall. We anticipate achieving an initial income yield of 13.3%,
which will come through as lower electricity costs.

*
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East Rand Mall, Gauteng
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IMPACT ON CARBON FOOTPRINT
In addition to the financial returns from the installation of solar PV plants, this renewable source of energy has the potential to
drastically reduce carbon emissions. Once the current installations are fully operational, our total solar PV fleet will produce
approximately 32 819 207 kWh per annum, which equates to an indicative saving of 32 819 tCO2e. If this is offset against
Redefine’s total scope 2 carbon emissions of 49 301 tCO2e in 2016, the impact is a 66% reduction, assuming a like-for-like
portfolio. Redefine’s scope 2 carbon emissions are essentially calculated as electricity consumption not recovered from tenants.
The graphs below show the percentage of renewable energy versus Eskom consumption and shows the tonnes of carbon
dioxide equivalent saved in 2017.

7 212 tCO2e SAVED IN 2017

2017 SAVINGS
JJBlack River Park & Observatory Business
Park [2 391 tCO2e]
JJWonderboom Junction [1 749 tCO2e]
JJThe Boulders Shopping Centre [1 151 tCO2e]
JJEast Rand Mall [991 tCO2e]
JJAlberton Mall [551 tCO2e]
JJ90 Rivonia [153 tCO2e]
JJ90 Grayston [77 tCO2e]
JJWembley [150 tCO2e]
Grid-supplied
91%

Renewables

9%

In 2017, 9% of electricity consumption for Alberton Mall, Boulders, 90 Grayston,
90 Rivonia, Black River Park, Observatory Business Park, Wonderboom Junction,
Wembley and East Rand Mall was from renewable energy.

Key risks for renewable energy
Policy uncertainty remains a key risk for our renewable energy focus. In December 2016, the Department of Energy (DoE)
released a draft amendment to the Electricity Regulation Act for public comment. The amendment specifically addresses
licensing exemption conditions for embedded generation systems such as solar PV. Redefine submitted a detailed response
to the DoE, addressing areas of concern and seeking clarification due to ambiguity of the stipulated licensing exemption
conditions. There has been no further update from the DoE regarding the draft amendment, however, we continue to engage
with relevant industry bodies in this regard.
While this was our position at year end, an update to the Electricity Regulation Act was gazetted in November 2017, detailing
the conditions for licensing exemption. We are currently scrutinising the potential impact of these regulations on our forecasted
renewable energy roll-out ability and associated income.

Focusing on biodiversity
Wherever possible, Redefine strives to make a positive contribution to biodiversity in the local environments of all new
developments. Our property at 90 Rivonia Road, Sandton, underwent an eco-conditional assessment by an independent senior
natural scientist and is being developed to meet the ECO-00 conditional requirement, as per conditions provided by the GBCSA.
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OUR SOCIAL
LANDSCAPE
We believe that it is our unique approach to
relationships that sets us apart and allows us to
deliver sustained value to all our stakeholders.

2017

*

Buskaid Learner
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Addressing the Sustainable
Development Goals
No poverty

Quality education

Reduced
inequalities

Zero hunger

Gender equality

Sustainable cities
and communities

Good health and
wellbeing

Decent work and
economic growth

Partnerships for
the goals

Overview
We differentiate ourselves through our dedicated people-centric approach to business, focusing on excellence in the context of
relationships. We nurture this culture internally and extend it externally in the way we engage with and add value to the lives of
our stakeholders. We are committed to upholding the human rights of every person involved in our business, investing in both
our social and relationship capital (our external stakeholders) and our human capital (our employees) to create and sustain
meaningful value for every person in our value chain.

Taking an integrated approach to stakeholder engagement
While property is our commodity, people are our business. We believe that it is our unique approach
to relationships that sets us apart and allows us to deliver sustained growth to all our stakeholders.
We invest in understanding our stakeholders’ views and needs, recognising that the quality of these relationships determines
the continued success of our business and our brand. We understand that while advertising has its place in brand development
and positioning, it largely serves to create familiarity with a brand and its objectives. To cultivate a solid reputation, and to truly
grow our social and relationship capital, the promises that are made in our advertising campaigns have to be kept in the way
our stakeholders experience our company.
To this end, an integrated stakeholder engagement strategy is central to the development and maintenance of our social and
relationship capital. We believe we have firmly positioned the Redefine brand, with a valuation of more than R6 billion (according
to the Interbrand valuation conducted in 2016), and going forward our primary focus is to ensure that this positioning is in line
with what our stakeholders experience at every interaction and touchpoint with Redefine.

*
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Black River Park, Western Cape
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Stakeholder engagement
We believe that relationships support our ability to create value. By establishing good lines of communication with our various
stakeholders and maintaining a constructive relationship with them, we enhance our business sustainability by being better
able to identify and address risks and opportunities. We have identified our key stakeholder groups in order to engage with
them most effectively.
MEASURING THE IMPACT OF RELATIONSHIPS
COLLABORATE

i

INVOLVE

CONSULT

Refer to page 38 for more information on how we identify our material stakeholder groups and their respective
engagement strategies.

Investors & Funders
WHY WE ENGAGE
By understanding our funders
and investors’ requirements and
meeting their needs, we grow
trust in our organisation, which
strengthens our access to capital

HOW WE ENGAGE
JJAnnual and interim results presentations
JJFormal investor presentations and/or one-on-one interactions to
announce large transactions and corporate activity
JJOne-on-one investor meetings
JJBi-annual property tours
JJCorporate website updates
JJElectronic announcements (in the form of Breaking News emailers)
JJElectronic distribution of opinion pieces
JJEditorial coverage in property sector and financial media (proactive press
release distribution)
JJAttendance of investor conferences and meetings with investors
JJThe integrated annual report
JJA communication plan that involves multiple channels to communicate
and reinforce our refreshed investor value proposition

Issues raised

Our response

JJClarity on Redefine’s strategy
(overall and in terms of
international investments)

JJWe communicate our long-term focus and strategy, which is explicitly laid
out in our

JJTransparency on Redefine’s
transformation strategy (at
board level and in general)
JJIndependence of the board
JJConcern around the role of
the executive chairman
JJClarity on the investment
case and value proposition

JJWe have elaborated on our transformation strategy in our
and this
report, and also presented our transformation strategy at our investor
presentations. Transformation remains a challenge and is a key priority
going forward
JJWe continue to communicate our governance practices clearly and
transparently through various mediums
JJTo ensure investors and analysts are exposed to and given an opportunity
to engage with the investment proposition, our communications plan for
2017/2018 includes specific themes that underpin the value proposition and
delivery on our promise, but also other topical issues that were highlighted
in the perception survey, for example quality, diversified portfolio,
transformation, sustainability, etc. These themes have been communicated
through a range of existing platforms, but are supported by a media plan
with additional exposure to reach our investors (as well as potential new
investors), through multiple channels.
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Stakeholder engagement (continued)
Employees
WHY WE ENGAGE
Our employees are fundamental
to the success of our business and
to the delivery of a high-quality
service. We believe that employee
engagement is key to maintaining a
motivated workforce

HOW WE ENGAGE
We have an extensive employee engagement programme to drive company
culture and alignment to our values, but also to stimulate two-way
communication with our employees. Multiple communication initiatives and
channels are used, including:
JJOne-on-one interactions between staff and line managers
JJVarious employee surveys
JJMonthly informal staff events
JJIntranet and electronic newsletters
JJRewards and recognition programme
JJCommunication from chief executive officer’s (CEO’s) office
JJPerformance reviews and exit interviews
JJInternal roadshows and presentations
JJWellness programme offering financial, physical and emotional
wellness support

Issues raised

Our response

JJCommunication

JJVarious platforms are utilised to improve internal communication such as
our intranet platform, the team chat communication tool, roadshows and
the annual leadership conference

JJStaff integration of newly
acquired portfolios
JJTransformation
JJRemuneration
JJCareer development and
opportunities
JJMentorship and coaching
programmes

JJEmployees are encouraged to participate and give feedback to stimulate
two-way communication and not a top-down approach through ongoing
employee surveys and our Team Chat Forums
JJWe have a holistic approach to employee onboarding. Formalised induction
and onboarding programmes ensure information is relevant, clear and
easily retrievable for new starters
JJWe acknowledge that we need to improve our efforts to transform the
business at all levels and are conscious that we have been slow in doing so.
This remains a key priority
JJRemuneration practices are benchmarked annually against peer and
industry companies. We have introduced a Total Reward Statement to
create a better understanding of employee remuneration and benefits and
to encourage dialogue on these matters
JJWe have introduced a long-term staff incentive scheme
JJWe have a rewards and recognition programme incentivising our employees
to be the best at what they do. The programme allows all employees the
opportunity to recognise their colleagues and is not exclusively dependent
on line managers’ input
JJWe support and encourage our staff to improve their skills and capabilities.
We consider employee promotions, where suitable, and encourage internal
career growth
JJFlat organisational structures, our acquisitive nature and low staff turnover
are barriers to promotional and career opportunities. We endeavour to
overcome these obstacles by encouraging people to be innovative and
through designing jobs that are challenging and stimulating to foster a
culture of ongoing learning
JJWe have introduced a specialist learning and development department to
support the business and employees to build capacity for future business
needs and, in doing so, also focus on employees’ development needs,
including a mentorship and coaching programme
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Tenants
WHY WE ENGAGE

HOW WE ENGAGE
JJOn-site teams

JJPrint and electronic
communication

JJOperational notices

JJEthics hotline (Whistle-blowers)

JJSafety notices and practice drills

JJCall centre

Our business would not
survive without our tenants. By
understanding and meeting our
tenants’ needs, we encourage
lease renewals, which sustain and
grow our business

JJPersonal interaction

Issues raised

Our response

JJInconsistent service levels
throughout the tenant life
cycle

JJWe have embarked on a project to install standby power supply solutions at
several of our key retail properties, providing a full backup service, enabling
the property to run normally during supply interruptions

JJSupply interruptions

JJIn addition, municipal property valuations are monitored constantly, and
an external independent service provider is appointed to undertake the
objections process

JJIncreased cost of utilities

JJIntroduced a green tenant
guideline

JJDuring 2016, we initiated certification projects with the aim of increasing the
resource efficiency of our properties through environmentally responsible
operating methods. This, in turn, also reduces operational costs to our
tenants. We continuously review and improve our operating methods to
ensure environmental sustainability
JJDuring 2017, we completed phase 1 of the client relationship management
(CRM) system and commenced work on compiling a centralised database
containing all our tenant information
JJWe also commenced work on formulating a comprehensive tenant
engagement strategy and tenant experience programme, with the first
milestone being to develop a tenant journey map

Property brokers
WHY WE ENGAGE

HOW WE ENGAGE

Working closely with our
property brokers ensures a flow
of information that supports
the efficient letting of space
in Redefine’s portfolio, thus
contributing to the growth of our
business

JJWebsite

Issues raised

Our response

JJInformation supply and
response times

JJWe have introduced a centralised broker liaison

JJIncentive programmes
JJPresentation and broker getaways
JJAccess to information
JJInternal leasing executives
JJConstant social networking

JJCommission payments

JJWe ensure payments are authorised and paid after fulfilment of all
requirements

JJSlow-moving deals

JJWe strive for quick decision-making and simple deal structuring
JJWe have broadened our engagement strategy with brokers and introduced
additional communication platforms like a new vacancy portal on the
website
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Stakeholder engagement (continued)
Suppliers and service providers
WHY WE ENGAGE
By maintaining good relationships
and open communication
with our suppliers and service
providers, we ensure that we are
the beneficiaries of service levels
that preserve and enhance our
properties while enabling us to
meet our business objectives

HOW WE ENGAGE
JJEfficient, ethical, and best practice business procurement methodologies
JJRegular supplier meetings
JJSite visits and inspections
JJPerformance evaluation and audits
JJBusiness association meetings
JJEmploying specialist consultants and intermediaries
JJOngoing relationship management in terms of Redefine’s value system

Issues raised

Our response

JJConducting business in a
transparent manner that is
mutually beneficial to us and
our tenants

JJOur procurement processes ensure fair and consistent management of
supplier relationships

JJFair compensation
JJManaging expectations in
terms of service delivery
and delivery on values as
representatives of Redefine
JJCreate equal opportunity
for small and medium-sized
enterprises

JJAll existing suppliers and service providers were given the opportunity to
participate in an anonymous ethics survey for the second time during 2016
to identify any areas of concern
JJWe include strategic partners in employee roadshows and other initiatives
JJWe have a stringent vendor application and procurement process. If the
criteria are not met by the supplier, the risk is reviewed case by case
JJWe integrate value propositions into service level agreements

JJLeveraging economies of
scale compromise pricing
levels

Communities
WHY WE ENGAGE

HOW WE ENGAGE

Open dialogue and interaction with
our communities affords us the
opportunity to understand their
needs and to further align our
business to meeting these needs,
but also to manage the impact they
have on us, and we have on them.
This is how we ensure we maintain
our licence to operate in these
communities

JJDirect interaction through various CSI initiatives and environmental
campaigns in various communities

Issues raised

Our response

JJInvestment into underdeveloped

JJWe continually review and improve our CSI strategy. This year, we
commenced work on our integrated community engagement programme
to address wider engagement and impact management in the communities
in which we operate

communities

JJProviding improved environments and opportunities around our buildings
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Local and national government
WHY WE ENGAGE

HOW WE ENGAGE

By engaging with local and national
government, we ensure that their
concerns, as well as our own, are
heard. We can, therefore, help
create and maintain an appropriate
regulatory environment. In this way,
Redefine can operate in a context
that provides reasonable certainty
and is fair and transparent to all
competing participants

JJPersonal meetings and relationships with municipal and departmental
officials

Issues raised

Our response

JJContinued contribution to
economic growth
JJGood corporate governance

JJWe aim to align our community development projects to the National
Development Plan. Local government’s involvement and buy-in are key
considerations in all our community projects

JJCompliance with applicable
legislation

JJWe regularly engage with local authorities and regulatory bodies to improve
service delivery and accuracy of billing for utility services

JJWritten and verbal communication
JJTax returns
JJCollaboration with community initiatives
JJCollaboration on issues surrounding municipal approvals for capital
projects where possible
JJWe liaise closely with local authorities during development planning and
execution. Through town planners, we gain the required approvals to
develop our properties for the benefit of all parties

JJWe liaise with council on capital project approval issues, fostering an
understanding of private sector stakeholder requirements and sensitivities
JJWe strive at all times to create shared value for all our stakeholders,
pursuing the highest standards of legislator compliance and sound
corporate governance

Media
WHY WE ENGAGE

HOW WE ENGAGE

Through clear and mutually
beneficial communication, the
media gains a good understanding
of our organisation, which it then
broadcasts to the public

JJMedia statements and briefings

Issues raised

Our response

JJProactive engagement to
ensure strategic information
is shared efficiently and
comprehensively

JJWe have a full-time communications specialist, as well as a public relations
agency to drive strategic communications and ensure that timeous and
accurate information is supplied

JJTimeous responses to
enquiries and responses that
provide a true reflection of
the facts

JJSite visits
JJAccess to management

JJA crisis communications strategy is in place and is continuously refined and
communicated within the business
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Stakeholder engagement (continued)
Development partners
WHY WE ENGAGE

JJSourcing of development opportunities

Issues raised

Our response

JJFees for services rendered

JJWe review on a case-by-case basis, under advisement

JJCultural fit to Redefine

JJWe ensure fees are market-competitive

JJValue added

JJWe conduct cultural fit assessments

JJQuality of resource

JJWe assess the availability and quality of resources

JJAvailability of capital

JJWe perform financial due diligences

JJKnowledge base and industry
reputation of partner

JJWe assess the capital funding headroom

JJPartner understanding of
Redefine’s value system and
the manner in which Redefine
conducts business. There are
expectancies both ways, and
performance requirements
are made clear in view of
the partner acting as an
ambassador of Redefine

*
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HOW WE ENGAGE

We understand that without our
development partners, we would
not be able to grow at the pace we
require. We work in collaboration,
where pertinent, in order to
take advantage of development
opportunities we come across,
benefiting from our partners’
expertise and the resources they
supply in the development process

JJConceptualisation of development projects
JJJoint venture and joint ownership of development projects
JJInternal development management team
JJInternal project management and leasing team
JJTender processes
JJOngoing relationship management in terms of the Redefine value system

JJWe assess the intellectual property and reputational standing of
potential partners

South Coast Mall
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Public
WHY WE ENGAGE

HOW WE ENGAGE

Managing our relationship with the
public, especially in and around
our shopping centres, is essential
as the general public impacts on
our brand reputation by reporting
on their experiences on various
platforms (formally and informally)

JJPro-active engagement with retail tenants

Issues raised

Our response

JJSafe, secure environment

JJThe security of our staff, shoppers and tenants is of the utmost importance, and
therefore security measures are constantly revised within shopping centres

JJCorrect tenant mix
JJService delivery
JJCurb appeal of
shopping centres
JJConvenient parking
and relevant equipment
and facilities
JJShopping centre events and
other forms of entertainment
JJManagement access to
manage complaints
JJIssues during retail
redevelopments/
refurbishment
JJHealth and safety compliance
during development
JJEnvironmental impact
of our buildings

JJShopping centre marketing, promotions and communications
JJPro-active management of communication with local media, as well as
social media platforms
JJPro-active management of complaints and enquiries
JJCommunity forums and engagements

JJWe are partnering with the South African Council of Shopping Centres and the
Consumer Goods Council of South Africa in an effort to improve relationships
and communications with the South African Police Service
JJWe are focused on continuously monitoring, measuring and improving the
tenant mix to ensure that we meet our shoppers’ needs
JJWe continue to research and monitor shoppers’ needs, as well as risks and
opportunities and are focused on offering the appropriate tenant mix for each
centre. We have introduced Admyt, a new ticketless and cashless parking
system
JJWe have successfully internalised management of marketing activities and
non-GLA spaces to improve the offering and experience in all our malls
JJWe remain focused on improving the shopper and tenant experience during
retail upgrades and extensions
JJEnvironmental sustainability and the impact of our properties on the immediate
surrounding environment is top of mind and there are numerous sustainability
initiatives in progress

Industry and business organisations
WHY WE ENGAGE

HOW WE ENGAGE

By participating in and engaging
with industry and business
organisations, Redefine gains
from the sharing of ideas and
experiences in these forums,
especially on matters affecting the
industry as a whole and matters of
mutual interest

JJActive involvement on improvement of district and business boards of
directors, including industry association committees

Issues raised

Our response

JJSupport and participation
to ensure knowledge is
shared within the industry
and to position

JJWe support and actively engage with the relevant boards, committees and
industry bodies. Participation and engagement at conferences continue,
while opportunities are explored to ensure exposure and to position
Redefine as a thought leader in the property space

JJPresentations at conferences and congresses
JJNetworking events
JJPartnering with industry organisations to communicate and drive common
goals to our stakeholders

JJRedefine as a key player
who is top of mind in the
property industry
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Focussing on our key stakeholders
OUR KEY STAKEHOLDERS ARE OUR:
Investors & funders, employees, tenants, brokers & suppliers and the communities in which we operate. We have identified
our material stakeholder groups according to their levels of influence on us, our impact on them and the level to which we
collaborate, involve or consult with them.

BROKERS &
SUPPLIERS

MEDIA
INFLUENCE ON REDEFINE

GOVERNMENT

INVESTORS
& FUNDERS

EMPLOYEES
TENANTS
COMMUNITIES

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

PUBLIC
INDUSTRY BODIES

REDEFINE’S IMPACT ON STAKEHOLDERS
COLLABORATE

INVOLVE

CONSULT

Our integrated stakeholder engagement strategy, which is continuously being developed and refined, comprises tailor-made
solutions for each of these key stakeholder groups, commencing with a translation of our brand promise into value propositions
that suit their respective needs and the formulation of engagement plans that drive consistent experiences at each touchpoint
and interaction with them.

Investors and analysts
As the providers of financial capital, our investors and analysts are key to our success. We understand that we need to meet
their needs and understand their concerns. To do so, we commission an annual independent perception research study to
measure, through qualitative and quantitative research, the perceptions of our investors and analysts.
In the last perception survey, conducted in the last quarter of 2016, key issues raised included:
1.

Clarity on Redefine’s strategy (overall and in terms of international investments)

2.

Transformation strategy (at board level and in general)

3.

Independence of the board

4.

Role of the executive chairman

5.

Clarity on the investment case and value proposition

Historically, communication of Redefine’s positioning strategy of ‘Redefining relationships’, articulated in the pay-off line “We’re
not landlords, We’re people”, was very specifically aimed at tenants and brokers. From the perception survey undertaken, it was
evident that this positioning strategy and pay-off line did not resonate with the investor community of Redefine.
To address this concern, we revised our investor value proposition, making the link between the investor value proposition and
Redefine’s positioning strategy. In doing so, clarifying what “we’re people” mean in the world of an investor.
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The new investor value proposition and positioning strategy can be summarised in the diagram below:

OUR PROMISE
At Redefine, we know that top investors see great strategy beyond the brick and mortar. They see
it in our results.
We believe that there are five pillars of our investment proposition that position us uniquely to deliver real value to our
investors in the short, medium and long term. These are unique to Redefine and encapsulate what our investors get when
they choose Redefine.

Diversified property
platform

Agile
approach

Extraordinary
talent

Peoplecentricity

Sustained
value

STRATEGY
SUSTAINED VALUE CREATION

To ensure investors and analysts are exposed to and
given an opportunity to engage with the investment
proposition, our communications plan for 2017/2018
includes specific themes that underpin the value
proposition and delivery on our promise, but also
other topical issues that were highlighted in the
perception survey, for example quality, diversified
portfolio, transformation, sustainability, etc.
These themes have been communicated through a
range of existing platforms, but are supported by a
media plan with additional exposure to reach our
investors (as well as potential new investors), through
multiple channels.
Following the launch of this campaign, the 2017
investor perception survey was conducted during July
2017 and similar concerns were highlighted.
We will therefore re-asses and improve the 2017/2018
investor engagement plan, set out above.
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Focussing on our key stakeholders (continued)
Tenants
We know that our tenants are critical to our business and without them, we would not survive. Our tenants want their
expectations not only met, but also consistently exceeded.
While more extensive engagement plans are in place to ensure our tenants’ legitimate needs and concerns are dealt with
professionally, timeously and proactively, we have launched a project to investigate, scope and specify the business needs for
the implementation of a CRM system. The project aims to analyse our current tenant engagement initiatives, identify the needs
of our tenants and which interactions or touchpoints they deem most important and what their expectations are in terms of
their experiences at each of these touchpoints. The outcome of this will be a customer journey map.
From the customer journey map, we will compile an extensive tenant engagement strategy (our tenant experience programme)
that will include the formulation of a tenant-specific value proposition, based on feedback from the analysis described above.
The original CRM system will then be used as a tool to drive implementation and consistent delivery of this strategy.

THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVES OF THE TENANT ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY CAN BE SUMMARISED AS:
Ensuring a consistent approach to how we deal with our tenants at all touchpoints throughout their
life cycle in dealing with Redefine, the CRM system aims to:
JJCreate a centralised database (stored on a central source) of potential and current stakeholders’ information (in order to
ensure compliance with legislation and corporate governance in terms of the information kept)
JJCreate a tool for measurable, direct marketing activities
JJIncrease business efficiency and productivity through streamlined and automated processes, and
JJGenerate centralised reports on key business indicators

PROGRESS TO DATE WITH REGARD TO THE TENANT ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY INCLUDES:
JJAn integrated tenant engagement committee was established
JJA consulting firm was appointed to conduct research and create a customer journey map, to inform the tenant experience
programme
JJThe CRM system has been customised and installed, and training and workshops commenced during August 2017. We
anticipate that this programme will become a vital tool in the delivery of the overall tenant engagement strategy

Employees
At Redefine, we understand that there is nothing more powerful than our employees’ passion and we want our people to know
that the value they bring to our organisation is as much who they are as it is what they do. During 2016, we developed and
launched our employee value proposition – which captures not only our promise to our employees, but also what Redefine
expects from employees in return.
In the recent brand valuation, the brand strength survey highlighted the value of Redefine’s engaged employee base, who are
committed to Redefine’s brand promise, delivering on that promise and living the values. Our ongoing engagement strategy
comprises various communications and engagements to maintain and grow this strong base.

i
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Refer to pages 51 to 61 for more information on how we engage with our employees
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Communities

JJAssess each building in our portfolio and consider
immediate risks and opportunities for Redefine, based
on the needs of the communities surrounding these
buildings
JJFrom there, the buildings with the highest risk and
opportunity scores will be identified and an engagement
plan will be created per building to address issues that
have been identified in the respective communities

BROKERS &
SUPPLIERS

MEDIA

INFLUENCE ON REDEFINE

EMPLOYEES

INVESTOR
AND FUNDERS

GOVERNMENT

TENANTS

COMMUNITIES

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

PUBLIC
COLLABORATE

INDUSTRY BODIES

INVOLVE
CONSULT

REDEFINE’S IMPACT ON STAKEHOLDERS

2016
INFLUENCE ON REDEFINE

During the year, we reassessed and revised our community
strategy, understanding that the communities in which we
operate have a greater impact on our business than we have
previously calculated. We believe it is essential to involve
them in our decision-making processes to ensure that the
best decisions are being made for the sustainability of our
business. We have, therefore, reassessed our strategy and
will commence work to achieve the following:

2017

Employees
Brokers

Media
Government

Tenants

Investors and funders

Development partners
Public
Suppliers
Industry bodies

Communities

Collaborate
Involve
Consult

REDEFINE’S IMPACT ON STAKEHOLDERS

While work is already in progress, during 2018, we will focus on finalising an integrated engagement programme for the
communities in which we operate and formulating a consolidated CSI strategy that amalgamates outcomes of various
programmes to drive key business deliverables (such as filling the skills gap, and developing and providing opportunities for
prospective future tenants).

*

Rosebank Towers, Rosebank
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Focussing on our key stakeholders (continued)
Communities (continued)
Our CSI pillars

During 2016, we revisited our four CSI pillars. Learnings from our involvement in charities like Buskaid (see page 43) have
shown us that education, in isolation, does not necessarily address unemployment as a number of factors play a role in skills
development. Therefore, while skills development is still at the heart of our strategy – as we focus largely on the development of
future talent to develop business leaders who will ultimately become influencers/employees/tenants of Redefine going forward
– we are widening the scope of our strategy to address immediate concerns of communities in which we operate, rather than
just focusing on education.
CSI pillars
To align our CSI initiatives to ensure that our efforts are creating sustained value for our stakeholders, we evaluate potential projects
based on the following CSI pillars:
1. Projects identified based on the immediate risks and opportunities identified in the communities surrounding our buildings / in the areas
in which we operate
2. Contribution to skills development and upliftment of communities and future stakeholders – delivering not only a public service, but a
significant social intervention
3. Create sustainable, long-term solutions for the areas in which we operate
4. Integrated approach to ensure alignment with wider business processes and strategies
5. Staff involvement and engagement with projects

Projects supported during 2017
New initiatives

We understand that the value we deliver goes beyond the brick and mortar of our buildings to the real difference we make for
individuals and our country as a whole in facing real challenges – youth unemployment and their lack of access to opportunities
being chief among these.
As South Africa suffers from what is commonly called a ‘crisis of leadership’, we believe that it is up to corporates
to step into the breach and provide leadership for future generations. We are, therefore, proud of our sponsorship of
The Mentorship Challenge with Marc Wainer. This weekly television show takes entrepreneurial insight beyond the boardroom
to a place where bright young minds meet seasoned leadership legends to exchange ideas and perspectives. We believe the
show is not only socially relevant, but also a good fit for us at Redefine, clearly demonstrating how our people-centricity
translates into social upliftment.
Hosted by Marc Wainer, who is not only our executive chairman, but also a seasoned entrepreneur in his own right, together
with his experienced guests, the show looks at issues such as the lack of mentorship opportunities, skills shortages, start-up
challenges and employment opportunities for youth in South Africa.

We genuinely believe that The Mentorship Challenge is an innovative way to make a real difference in people’s lives, and
demonstrates our commitment to our country and its future leaders.
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Maintaining existing partnerships
Maintaining existing partnerships is important to us. We continue to assess our impact and try to find ways to enable more
sustainable support solutions that enable the long-term sustainability of these organisations that is their ability to support
themselves and create even greater measurable impact going forward.

*

Buskaid learner

BUSKAID
Buskaid Music Academy in Diepkloof, Soweto, is a township project that brings the gift of music to underprivileged children,
teaching them to play classical string instruments.

OUR INVESTMENT

VALUE FOR THE STAKEHOLDER

JJR1.1 million invested,

JJ122 students enrolled this year

contributing to overall
administration, teachers’
funding, concerts and on-site
clinical psychologist to support
students as they have need

JJ11 teachers employed – seven full-time and four part-time.
Teachers are employed from a pool of students who have graduated
from the programme
JJThe full ensemble of performers consists of 23 musicians who play
at concerts under the guidance of the musical director, Rosemary
Nalden, and the assistant to the director, Sonja Bass
JJFor gigs, approximately 13 musicians play, depending on their
availability, providing employment for students when they reach the
appropriate level of training

OTHER INITIATIVES AT BUSKAID:
JJDuring the year, besides the financial contributions made to Buskaid, Redefine also supported a skills-based
volunteer programme, which saw our employees offering time and expertise to support the organisation
JJIn addition, we assisted with the employment of an individual to assist in the general administration office. This
will assist Buskaid going forward in the day-to-day running of the project

Psychotherapeutic services
The psychotherapeutic services offered at Buskaid include individual sessions and group sessions and generally
include support around the following themes:
JJInterpersonal difficulties
JJLoss/bereavement/trauma
JJWorkplace stress
JJPersonal development
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Focussing on our key stakeholders (continued)
Communities (continued)
MAHARISHI INSTITUTE
Young people graduating from South Africa’s high schools need experiential skills to help make them highly employable.
In addition, many are in need of financial support and academic learning skills to enter and succeed in post-secondary
school studies.
The Maharishi Institute provides financing, education access, skills development, personal development and a supportive
environment for these students to succeed.

OUR INVESTMENT

VALUE FOR THE STAKEHOLDER

JJR201 000 invested

JJSeven students were supported by Redefine in 2016 and were once again
provided with full bursaries for their 2017 studies. One student finalised their
studies during this time and therefore one additional student was identified
and included this year.

AMANDLA EDUFOOTBALL
The Amandla model uses football to provide an accessible way to help support children in areas with very few opportunities.
Due to its popularity, soccer has the ability to draw young people off the street into ‘Safe Hubs’ that provide a place of
physical and emotional safety in which young people’s rights are recognised, their responsibilities are encouraged and their
potential is realised.

OUR INVESTMENT
Amandla Youth Café
JJAcademy Youth Café training

costs of external Safe-Hub
teams: R1 005 000

JJAcademy Youth Café shared

services contribution (HR,
Finance, IT, Marketing, M&E):
R550 000

VALUE FOR THE STAKEHOLDER
JJYouth unemployment in South Africa is at crisis levels. Official statistics
indicate national youth unemployment levels at well over 50%. In the most
impoverished communities this often exceeds 70%.
JJThe Amandla Youth Café, which forms part of the larger project, has been
designed to directly address the challenge of youth unemployment. It
targets young people, between the ages of 17 and 25, who are not engaged
in employment, education or training – with the goal of moving them into
employment, education or training. The success of the Youth Café will be
measured against the number of young people who access and remain in
employment, education or training for an extended period.
JJThe Youth Café is a space that facilitates a paradigm shift. The concept
is developed with young people in mind to support an experience that
invigorates their sense of purpose and fuels inspiration.

REACH FOR A DREAM’S JABULANI KINGDOM PROGRAMME
OUR INVESTMENT

VALUE FOR THE STAKEHOLDER

JJR40 000 invested

JJOn average, 2 612 children benefited from Reach for a

Dream per month.

Collaborating with our employees to make a difference
As part of our Casual Day festivities, we encouraged our staff to swap their corporate wardrobe for a casual wardrobe for the
day. This meant that they could wear casual attire for the day, but had to donate any item from their corporate wardrobe. This
was donated to the Maharishi institute, together with a donation of R10 000 to add into their clothing library, which is used by
their students when they go out for interviews to ensure they are presentable.
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Making space for a firm foundation
During the year, Redefine, the Kirsty Watts Foundation and Bottle2Build collaborated to provide a much-needed Grade R
classroom for the Sedibathuto Primary School in Soweto.
The school, which is located at the far end of Soweto in Mapetla, close to Protea South, is significantly under resourced
and the intake for Grade R increases dramatically each year. We were motivated to build a classroom to accommodate the
growing class numbers of first-time learners and to ensure that the children have the opportunity for learning in a smaller
class, which creates a more conducive environment for the learners, as well as for the teacher.
Redefine Properties decided to partner as a sponsor for this project by means of an exhibition stand at the 2016 South
African Council of Shopping Centres (SACSC) congress. Water was made available to visitors to the stand in the form of a
bottle-brick. Collection containers were then placed around the exhibition facilities and these bottles were used to build
the classroom structure.
In addition, with the help of a donation from Redefine Properties, the classroom was completed at the beginning of 2017,
in time for the new school year.

BOTTLE2BUILD

At the 2016 SACSC conference, we included a project wall from Bottle2Build. People attending the conference were
encouraged to return their water bottles to our stand for collection. These bottles were donated, with an additional
sponsorship of R88 000.
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Focussing on our key stakeholders (continued)
Communities (continued)
Getting closer to our communities
As part of Phase 1 of our new community strategy, we have identified the key shopping centres in each region where communities
in the surrounding areas have the highest needs. Charities were identified that provide educational support and R100 000 was
donated for each project.

CENTRES

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Maponya Mall (Soweto)

Motjoli Primary School is situated adjacent to the Maponya Mall. With the sponsorship
of R100 000 from Redefine towards education development in our communities,
we saw it as a great opportunity to invest in the school’s computer programme by
sponsoring a computer lab for the school. The computer lab was dilapidated and
used as a storeroom with computers that were not functional.
Redefine Properties sponsored 14 computer sets, supplied by Matrix Maponya Mall,
with Matrix installing the computers and providing training in their use.
The new computer lab was unveiled by Mr Maponya on 29 September 2017, which
coincided with the mall’s 10-year birthday celebrations.

Kenilworth Centre (Western Cape)

Countless girls in South Africa are being denied an education and a chance to learn
vital skills, all due to poverty, gross lack of guidance and information, negative
perceptions around menstruation, and poor hygiene and sanitary facilities.
In partnership with the mall, Mina visited two secondary schools in our catchment
area and provided each girl child with a menstrual cup and information on how to
use it.
By distributing the menstrual cup, together with Mina Journal and facilitation to
schools and communities, this project will contribute significantly towards keeping
our young girls in school and motivating them to study further and become champions
in their communities.
A donation was also made to the Muhammadeyah Scout Pack, which has a
complement of 100 scouts residing in the Wynberg, Grassy Park and Parkwood
areas. The group equips the scouts with life skills to become useful and empowered
members of society.

Scottsville Mall (KwaZulu-Natal)

Founded in July 1996, CINDI is a multi-sectoral network of over 200 civil society
organisations working with vulnerable children in KwaZulu-Natal. CINDI has over
60 member crèches, the large majority of which are dilapidated and unsafe for the
children attending them.
The mall donated R100 000 to CINDI towards the complete refurbishment of two
crèches.

The Boulders (Midrand)

The Rainbow Day Care Centre in Rabie Ridge was adopted by the mall in July 2016. The
school currently cares for 82 learners.
After a complete review, we realised that we would not be able to meet the depth of need
identified on our own, and made a call to sponsors/partners to assist. In less than a week,
we had tremendous support from tenants and major corporates.
With sponsorship from Saint Gobain we managed to repair the crèche’s entire ceiling that
was on the point of collapse. The interior and exterior walls of the school were given a
fresh coat of paint, sponsored by Plascon. In addition, a play area was created.
In the year ahead, projects identified include:
JJConstructing new separate ablution facilities for boys and girls – currently being
used together
JJCreating a new sick bay area
JJPurchasing kiddies’ mattresses as the children currently sleep on the bare floor at
nap time
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Going forward
Work is in progress to further enhance and finalise integrated engagement plans for all our key stakeholder groups This is an
ongoing process as we continuously assess the quality of our relationships to ensure we deliver real value.

*

Jabulani Kingdom programme
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Focusing on broad-based growth
We want to achieve more than simply financial returns. As a South African business, we realise that the socioeconomic
challenges facing the country are immense and we are committed to being a responsible and active corporate citizen.
We seek to create long-lasting, robust and broad-based benefit for the broader South African society. We believe that by
empowering South Africans through education, we can go a long way towards overcoming the barriers to transformation and,
at the same time, create the skills that the country needs.

In keeping with this focus,
Redefine has established an empowerment trust,
issuing to the trust shares valued at approximately

R3 billion
The trust, which has been structured as a capital-preserving trust, will continue in perpetuity. Its primary focus is on activities to
improve education and training through the provision of scholarships, bursaries and community development programmes. The
trust operates independently and is managed by external independent trustees.

Our BEE performance during 2017
We are committed to the objectives of Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) and we endeavour to explicitly
integrate the tenets in our business. The revised property sector codes were promulgated during June 2017. Certain new
elements were significantly increased. Despite the fact that these codes were released in the latter part of our financial year, we
were pleased to achieve a level 4 contributor-status. We have made meaningful organisational changes to embrace the spirit of
BEE, including forming a BEE committee. It remains a priority to improve our compliance to the codes.

BEE scorecard*
Ownership

2016

2015

26.30

21.24

23.00

Management control

2.60

2.62

2.46

Employment equity

2.47

3.70

2.61

Skills development

16.48

13.32

13.05

Enterprise & supplier development

10.00

27.01

10.00

Socio-economic development

0.29

0.15

0.35

Economic development

5.00

14.82

12.55

80.16

81.26

80.42

4

3

3

Overall score
BEE contributor level
* As rated by Honeycomb BEE Ratings (Pty) Ltd
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Employees
We understand that our employees personify Redefine on the ground . Our employees are one of our
key differentiators in the market, therefore we endeavour to hire extraordinary people who exemplify
the values of our organisation. We also work to create a corporate culture that embodies this promise.

Q&A with Bridgitte Mathews, lead independent
non-executive director and deputy chairperson
(Remuneration committee chairperson)

Attracting and retaining the right people – why it matters

JJWhy are the right people critical to Redefine’s success?

The property sector is extremely dynamic and requires dynamic
and motivated people who make things happen.
As a result, as a board and as a company, we all understand
that in order to achieve Redefine’s vision of being the best South
African REIT, the passion and initiative of the people who drive
the everyday aspects of ‘being the best’ are indispensable.
Essentially, in the end, it all comes down to people.

JJHow do you attract the type of employee you’re looking for?

Finding these unique individuals – the dynamic, relational, selfstarters of the world – is an ongoing challenge. Critical to this
process is ensuring that the Redefine employer brand does
much of the work for us. The focus is also on growing talent
from within – giving people the right opportunities to match
their drive and potential.

JJHow do you retain these top performers?
JJAre these structures only about financial
performance measures?
As a remuneration committee, it’s essential that the company’s
rewards scheme focuses on retention, as well as reward. To
retain this top talent, Redefine’s long-term and short-term
incentive schemes, as well as our reward and recognition
programme, are key. This ensures that staff are motivated
firstly, to stay and secondly, to chase their potential.

Definitely not! The recognition and remuneration
structures don’t only drive financial performance,
but culture too. All employees, including executives,
commit to behavioural competencies that are directly
linked to living Redefine’s values and ultimately, its
strategy. These are designed to deepen the group’s
sense of identity and are closely aligned with long-term
shareholder interests.
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Unpacking our staff profile
We operate in a fiercely competitive industry. Attracting and retaining the right people is key to our success.

Employees

Average age

424

(up 13% from 2016)

40

Average tenure

Total staff
turnover

5 years 12.6%

Female staff

54%

Our human resource strategy

m

Tangible VALUE

INTANGIBLE
VALUE

Intangible VALUE

a
pit
Ca

=

JJA strong employer
brand to attract and
retain employees

for our stakeholders
is created by

lis
ing

ing

+

Our focus in human resources:
strengthening the intangible
capital of the organisation

JJA values-driven
corporate culture

ing
ot

lo
p

 uman capital delivering
H
sustained value for stakeholders

Pr
o

Our human resource strategy focuses on strengthening the intangible capital of our organisation, that is the capability, energy
and integrity our employees bring to their roles, which in turn contributes to the success of the business and maximises our
stakeholders’ benefit.

ve
De

JJOur employee
capabilities

Stakeholder VALUE
During the year, our human capital focus was on encouraging innovation to develop a creative attitude to problem-solving and
promote a responsiveness to change. This will be an ongoing focus in the year ahead as we endeavour to equip our people to
thrive in a challenging ever changing operating context.

*
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Embracing change
We operate in an increasingly volatile market characterised by constrained growth opportunities. Change is the new normal,
and organisations can be overwhelmed by it.
At Redefine, we understand that in order to create and capitalise on opportunities, we need to embrace change. Our context
requires us to anticipate and respond to change quickly. To do so, we remain focused on building change capability by
encouraging open communication, facilitating collaboration, making information clear and available, and fostering an approach
to decision-making that is based on assurance and self-confidence rather than promises of stability and security.

Ensuring and measuring meaningful engagement
Our employees are our brand ambassadors. We therefore endeavour to engage meaningfully with our employees in order to
understand and respond to their legitimate needs and concerns.

Entrenching our employee value proposition
Our employee value proposition (EVP) demonstrates the value we offer to our employees as an employer, but also clearly
articulates our expectations of our employees in return.

REDEFINE EMPLOYEE BRAND
Statement

At Redefine, we understand that there is nothing more powerful than our
Vision
employees’ passion and initiative in our efforts to be the best in all aspects
To be the
of what we do. We want people to know that the value they bring to our
best SA REIT
organisation is as much who they are as it is what they do

Our focus is on delivering
sustained value to shareholders

Property is our commodity, people are our business
Our unique approach to relationships enables us to
create and sustain meaningful value
Our values underpin our success

Strategic matters

Themes

Mission

Relate

Our primary goal is to grow and
improve cash flow

Strategy and performance

Resonate

Culture and sustainability

Values
JJOneness

JJMean it

JJMake it happen

JJChallenge the norm JJRespect personal relationships

Ethos
JJUnconventional thinking
JJSimplicity and straight talk

Reverberate
Recognise and reward

Promise

JJTrusting partnerships
JJDecisive action

Reach

Training and development

Reimagine
Real
Value

Promise

We’re not landlords. We’re people.

REDEFINE BRAND
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Employees (continued)
During the year, all employee communication was streamlined using these themes, culminating in our internal promise to
‘reimagine real value’, which promotes the understanding that the value our employees bring to our organisation is as much
who they are as it is what they do.

Measuring our success
Our employee engagement survey is a critical part of understanding our employees’ levels of engagement. During 2017, our
employees were again provided with the opportunity to share their views by participating in the 2017 employee engagement
survey. This is the fourth year we have asked our employees to participate in this confidential, web-based survey, asking their
opinions on topics such as career and professional development, manager quality and rewards and recognition.
The survey was conducted in July 2017. Approximately 69% of our workforce completed the survey, ensuring the results can
be viewed as credible and representative of the current levels of employee engagement. Redefine’s scores were benchmarked
using global results from over 300 like-sized organisations across more than 20 industries.

SUCCESS MEASUREMENT
Survey category
JJEngagement capital
JJHigh overall level of commitment, discretionary effort,
and intent to stay

Redefine score

Benchmark score

= 77

= 61

Redefine score

Benchmark score

Redefine score

Benchmark score

Top engagement strengths
JJLeadership
JJCulture/Values

= 78
86

= 47
61

Top engagement gaps*
JJDiscretionary effort
JJSafety environment

= 75
72

= 72
70

* Relative to Redefine’s scores

We sustained
JJEngagement

capital score of 77% with the
benchmark set at 61%. (2016: 77% with a
benchmark of 60%)
JJThe engagement capital score is a metric
designed to give the organisation an overall score
of the amount of commitment, discretionary
effort and intent to stay exhibited by employees.
Our employee engagement survey is performed annually to monitor any
developments in these scores.
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Building our relational brand from the inside out
A key component of our human capital management is embedding our unique culture and values into the way we do
business. We use a variety of platforms to support this, including our onboarding process, employee roadshows and our
internal communication platforms such as our Team Chat forums. We measure and monitor the effectiveness of our effort
through the employee engagement survey. These platforms ensure key themes and important information flows from senior
management to teams throughout the business. Through the Team Chat forums, line managers are encouraged to facilitate
two-way communication with their teams to share key messages, but also identify areas for consideration to enhance
employee engagement.
To reinforce the importance of living our brand, our annual employee roadshow focused on the theme of ‘heads up, hearts in
and hands on’. The theme emphasised our unique approach to relationships as a key differentiator and unpacked how our
stakeholder engagement strategy supports our vision, mission and strategic objectives. While we have conducted employee
roadshows for a number of years, this was the first roadshow to be held with employees from all regions in a single venue. The
roadshow was spread over two separate sessions of two days each for business continuity purposes.

THIS WILL REMAIN THE CENTRAL THEME OF ALL
COMMUNICATION FOR THE YEAR AND CAN BE
UNPACKED AS FOLLOWS:

Heads up!
(Strategy, objectives
and goals)

Hearts in!
(Values, behaviours,
passion)

The roadshow was also a time for employees to raise any questions they may have around
our strategy and also about the business in general. Going forward, we have a number of
initiatives planned to build on the roadshow and deepen our brand promise.

Hands on!
(It’s over to you)

83%

of employees

attended
the event

Assessing our internal employer brand
We strive to be the best in all aspects of our business. We value external feedback on employment practices as an important
part of improving our business, which is why we once again participated in the Top Employer certification. The certification not
only helps us to benchmark our people practices and policies as an organisation through an independent audit process, it is
also a mechanism to keep our organisation relevant and forward thinking in applying HR best practices..
During the year, we were once again recognised as a Top Employer in South Africa by The Top Employers Institute for our
exceptional employee offerings, for the third consecutive year. Redefine is the only listed South African REIT that has been
certified as a Top Employer 2018.
The comprehensive research concluded that Redefine provides an outstanding employment environment and offers a wide
range of employee engagement initiatives from employee benefits and working conditions to performance management
programmes that are well thought out and truly aligned with our culture.

*

Boulders CSI Project
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Employees (continued)
OUR EMPLOYER BRAND
The human resources best-practices survey is at the core of the Top Employer certification process. This in-depth
research survey consists of questions about the company’s employee conditions on nine different topics:

COMPANY’S EMPLOYEE CONDITIONS

Talent

Workforce

Onboarding

strategy

planning

Learning

Performance

Leadership

Career &
succession

Compensation

Culture

and development

management

development

management

and benefits

Each topic consists of questions related to the specific practice or policy, strategy, priorities, role of executive
management, measurement, specific key performance indicators (KPIs) and how it’s supported by technology. We have
improved our performance year to year and achieved an absolute score of 79% (2016: 78%).

Measuring and managing performance
Our vision is ambitious – to be the best. To achieve this, we need our teams focusing on delivery against our strategy. How we
measure and manage performance is a key component of ensuring we all remain focused on what matters most.
We recognise that by clearly communicating strategically aligned goals, we ensure that time is not wasted on unrelated tasks.
To achieve this alignment, we have cascaded our strategic matters and objectives throughout the organisation.
During this process, strategic matters were broken up into key performance areas (KPAs) and key performance indicators
(KPIs) assigned to measure the achievement of these KPAs against a set of predetermined business goals and targets. Living
the brand promise – “We’re not landlords. We’re people.” – is central to our business and is measured as part of our behavioural
competencies during the performance review process. We want our people to know that the value they bring to our organisation
is as much who they are as it is what they do.
While we are pleased with the progress made, we acknowledge that we still have work ahead to ensure we have more robust
measurement criteria in place, in line with emerging trends in performance scoring techniques. The process of creating,
monitoring and evaluating KPIs that are aligned with strategic objectives is ongoing and needs constant focus to ensure we
have clear KPIs and targets to support the business.

Recognising and rewarding achievements
During the year, we enhanced our reward and recognition programme with the introduction of the Brilliance Awards. These
awards are based on five performance categories:

Collaboration

Results

Service

Integrity

Innovation

Each one of these categories is delivered on by living our ethos and values. Furthermore, we introduced the Above and Beyond
Awards to assist our leaders in building high-performing teams. We also introduced a long-term staff incentive scheme for all
our staff, which is aligned to individual and company performance.
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Our formal reward and recognition programme comprises:
JJPeer-to-peer nominations (non-monetary);
JJSpot prizes (monetary);
JJQuarterly rewards (monetary); and
JJCEO year-end awards (the big celebration).
All employees participate and are eligible for recognition.

i

Refer to the remuneration section in this report.

Mind the gap
According to the International Monetary Fund, income inequality and unemployment in South Africa remain the highest in the
world. Despite our country’s massive unemployment rate, there is an ever-increasing talent and skills gap. This means that the
jobs that are available in our shrinking economy are not filled, as the right skills are not available to fill them. This is particularly
problematic in the property sector, where the pool of skilled and experienced employees is small.
At Redefine, we believe in pragmatic solutions to real problems. We seek to address these issues through education and
opportunity, providing the stepping stones for our employees or potential employees to gain productive employment and move
up the pay scale by gaining valuable education, training and experience through our internal programmes.

Learnership programme
Our learnership programme offers an exciting opportunity for candidates, while it simultaneously grows the pool of qualified
and skilled people entering our sector. The programme offers graduates and school-leavers from designated groups the
opportunity to gain work experience at Redefine. Starting with only five learners in 2013, our learnership programme entered
its fifth year in 2017 and has grown to include 41 learners. Since inception, the programme has graduated 108 learners and was
expanded this year to include our Cape Town region.
Successful applicants work for Redefine for one year to gain practical business experience, while earning a salary. Learners
obtain a recognised qualification in business administration and practical industry-related experience. The learnership
programme comprises structured learning at National Qualifications Framework (NQF) levels 2 and 4, as well as practical onthe- job training in all facets of property management.
Our learnership programme is critical to creating a sustainable pipeline of talent in our skill-scarce operating environment.
2017
%

2016
%

2015
%

Retention conversion (learners retained for an additional year)

23

25

29

Permanent conversion (learners absorbed permanently into the business)

8*

23

50

* Ongoing as and when employment opportunities become available

Our retention conversion rate speaks to learners retained for an additional year, where they are exposed to further training
and development at a higher level. When opportunity arise, top performers are given the option to take on full-time positions
within the group.
This year, we extended the programme to include full-time employees within Redefine who may have the necessary experience
in a particular field, but lack the qualification to move to an area of greater responsibility and therefore better remuneration.
This has been an exciting move for us, further embedding our ethos of growing talent from within in a pragmatic way that meets
our employees’ needs, as well as the needs of the company.
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Employees (continued)
Creating opportunity and growing the skills base through our learnership programme

Q&A with Laurence Eric Maletswa:
accounts payable learner

JJHow did you become involved in the
Redefine learnership programme?
I found out about Redefine Properties online, at a time when
I was looking for an opportunity to spread my wings and gain as
much knowledge outside the tertiary environment as possible.
I wanted to gain practical experience in the corporate world and
the learnership programme offered by Redefine seemed like the
perfect opportunity.

JJWhat has the programme meant to
you personally?
This programme means a lot to me. It’s opened my eyes to the
vast opportunities available to me and it has helped me grow as
a person and a professional, expanding my knowledge, as well as
enabling me to gain practical experience.

Q&A with John-Lee Curtis Malope:
IT learner
JJWhat element of the learnership programme
has meant the most to you?
To me, the most important part of the programme has been the
people I work with. My manager is my mentor. He has supported
me on my journey and enabled my growth – both as a person and
a professional.

JJWhat is the most important lesson
or insight you’ve gained that you feel will help
you professionally going forward?
One of the most important lessons I’ve learnt is pragmatic
problem-solving. When a challenge seems insurmountable,
the key is to focus on the possible solutions rather than the
problems, and to remember to ask for help. Never let yourself
get overwhelmed in the learning process. This quote says it all:
“Whether you think you can or you think you can’t – you’re right!”
The key is to believe that you can.
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Cultivating a culture of learning and development
Redefine continues to develop talent from within by giving employees the opportunity to acquire skills, knowledge and
competencies in their roles. Redefine uses a blended approach, which includes on-the-job training, coaching, workshops,
structured programmes (including learnerships and graduate programmes) and study bursaries for tertiary education.

Q&A with Andile Magiba, acquisition and disposal analyst
Focusing on career development

JJRedefine strives to develop talent from within by giving
employees the opportunity to expand their knowledge
and skills. What has this meant to you in your career?

I’ve been encouraged to develop as a person and a professional
from the day I started at Redefine.
When I joined in April 2010, I started as a junior lease
auditor and have progressed to complex deal-making within
acquisitions and disposals because of the opportunities
provided over the years.
To start with, I completed courses on topics such as leasing,
property administration, business writing, MDA and Imanage
training. As my skill and experience developed, the type of
opportunities I’ve been offered have also expanded. Over
the last three years, I’ve participated in financial analytics,
reporting and negotiation skills training. In addition, I’ve
received legal and soft skills training internally.
Moreover, the open-door policy at Redefine has allowed me
to interact with countless experts in their fields, including
the various executive members, who in my years here, have
provided me with countless words of advice.

JJWhat is the most important lesson or insight you’ve
gained during your time at Redefine?

I’ve learnt a lot during my time at Redefine, but the most important is a quote from Marc Wainer: “Relationships are everything”. I’ve
learnt that great relationships are at the core of any successful deal. I’ve come to understand the importance of creating mutually
beneficial relationships with all our partners: brokers, investors, valuers and internal staff.

We are committed to making financial resources available for training and staff development. Through Redefine’s various
business-specific training initiatives, we aim to reach our annual training target of 80% of the workforce attending a minimum
of one training event in the year. Redefine is committed to identifying, transferring and developing scarce or critical skills to
optimise competence in key areas of business.
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Employees (continued)
Learning and development
JJ3145 training interventions
JJ36 947 staff-hours spent in training
JJR 8 421 667 - Direct cost of training (course costs + other costs such as travel, accommodation, catering, venue, etc.)
JJR 12 447 847 - Total cost of training (direct cost + salaries of qualifying categories)
Line managers and human resources are committed to understanding individual aspirations through ongoing feedback and
communication, and can assist in mapping personal development plans and career paths. Employees are encouraged to
take full responsibility for identifying opportunities in the business in line with their personal aspirations and initiating career
development conversations.

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT POLICY

PERFORMANCE REVIEW POLICY

JJDevelop our staff, without prejudice and
discrimination

JJConduct performance reviews biannually

JJAllow our staff to progress to full qualifications
in the work that they do
JJEnsure the highest possible quality of training
by ensuring the accreditation status of training
providers used
JJAllow flexibility for staff to progress in their
career path development

JJUse strategic matters as the basis to determine outputs required
for business and individual success. Goals supported by KPIs are
clearly defined, cascaded and communicated to ensure alignment
JJMap career paths for individuals
JJSupport and encourage employees to develop themselves
JJInitiate personal development plans for employees to focus
on areas that will assist them to perform at their peak in their
current roles and achieve their personal career goals

Q&A with Leah Mashiane, Regional accountant
Focusing on career development
JJHow has being part of the Redefine team enriched your life?

Being part of this team has provided me with many occasions to grow. I started out my career at Redefine as a property administrator,
where I learned a lot about the property industry. When an opportunity opened in the finance department, I applied for the position of
banking administrator, where I continued to learn and grow. The next opportunity I was given was a position as regional accountant.
I have continued to learn ‘on the job’ and to study, with Redefine encouraging me to further my career by paying for my studies. Aside from
career development, I have been enriched as a person. I’ve grown in confidence and gained better communication skills. I feel invigorated
by the fact that my determination and hard work are valued and can make a positive contribution.

JJThis year’s employee theme is “Heads up, hearts in, hands on”. How do you see this working
out in your immediate team and in the employee culture at Redefine in general?
In my immediate team, this sums up how we work. The focus on this theme, however, has reiterated to me that we are on the right track
and has encouraged me to find ways to embed this even further into our everyday work and ways of interacting.
As a larger team, I think it encourages us to think beyond the small groups we work in. It helps us to see how our contributions are moving
us forward to achieve our vision of being “The best South Africa REIT”.

JJWhat advice would you give to someone just
starting out on their career journey?
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Leadership development
We value aspirational leadership and take leadership development seriously. We believe in measuring the effectiveness of our
leaders in order to help them and our organisation grow. During the year, we conducted a 360º leadership survey. The survey
assessed the level of responsible leadership displayed by senior leaders and evaluated their commitment to exemplifying
Redefine’s values.
During July, a Redefine leadership workshop was held to inspire Redefine’s thought leaders to deepen communication, drive
culture, set the goals and objectives to create an environment where all staff aspire to be the best version of themselves for
their personal benefit and the growth of the company.
We are managing the risk of key people dependency proactively by ensuring that we have a succession pipeline and that key
individuals are being mentored, coached and developed as future leaders.

Leveraging the strength of diversity
As a South African company, we understand the importance of real transformation in our business. We are committed to
encouraging diversity through all levels of our organisation, up to and, including leadership. We support the principles reflected
in the Employment Equity Act and are committed to creating a diverse and equitable workplace.
We know that we need to increase our efforts and have implemented affirmative action measures to ensure there is equitable
representation of designated groups in all occupational categories and levels and that our employee profile is representative
of, and relevant to, the environment we operate in. During the year, we made progress in attaining our transformation goals at
senior and professional levels, supported by a comprehensive employment equity plan with specific implementation goals and
targets, but recognise that there is still much work to be done to achieve true diversity across the organisation.
An ongoing challenge to our transformation efforts is the impact of employee transfers and resourcing models. When
properties are sold or acquired, the employees associated with these assets transfer out or into the business as part of sale
and acquisition agreements, and these business transactions can have an impact on our employment equity statistics. This
is exacerbated by the shortage of specific skills in our sector. To address these challenges, we remain focused on increasing
the number of employees from designated groups and continue to proactively seek and develop the right candidates, those
candidates who best support our overall business objectives.

EMPLOYEE EQUITY BY OCCUPATIONAL LEVEL
AM

CM

IM

WM

AF

CF

IF

WF

Foreign
nationals

Top management

-

-

-

5

-

-

-

-

-

Senior management

-

1

-

13

-

1

-

12

-

Professionally qualified

1

2

2

19

3

2

2

15

1

11

2

4

29

6

5

13

36

-

Semi-skilled

45

13

1

6

59

24

13

28

1

Unskilled

36

2

1

-

5

2

-

1

2

Total

93

20

8

72

73

34

28

92

4

Skilled technical

Refer to page 48 for more information on our overall performance with regard
to BEE.
We support the principles of diversity and practise equality of opportunity
among all our employees. We have adopted a board diversity policy to ensure
that, over time, we promote gender diversity among the board and senior
management.

i

Refer to the governance section of this report for more information on our
board diversity

EMPLOYMENT EQUITY NUMBERS
TOTAL MALE

TOTAL FEMALE

93

African

73

20

Coloured

34

8

Indian

28

72

White

92

4

Foreign nationals
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Employees (continued)
Preventing unfair discrimination
We take our employees’ rights seriously and view discrimination as a severe transgression of their rights and as such, a
dismissible offence. We have various policies prioritising employees’ rights (for example the disciplinary policy, employment
equity policy and the code of business conduct), as well as our sexual harassment policy prohibiting such behaviour as a form
of discrimination.

Measuring our ethical capital
Along with our values of

oneness; make it happen; respect personal relationships;
mean it and challenge the norm,

Redefine recognises the importance of ethics in the workplace and strives to create a culture that does not tolerate
unethical conduct.
Over the past three years Redefine conducted an annual ethics survey. This year we followed a slightly different approach to
providing internal assurance about ethics practices within Redefine in the form of an ethics management system audit.
The aim of the audit was to establish the depth and clarity of the leaders’ understanding of ethics and, specifically, the extent
of ethical practices within Redefine to gain an understanding whether or not the fundamentals that are necessary for effective
ethics management are in place.
While measuring this intangible capital is an ongoing challenge, we believe that this process assists in gaining a better
understanding of the ethical culture of the group and provides an indication of areas requiring improvement.
The ethics management system has six pillars namely: Leadership, ethics goal an strategy, ethical standards and enforcement,
ethics awareness and understanding, ethics assessment and Operational ethics: ethics in practice represent. The overall
result for our ethics management system audit was 67.09%, collectively the results reflect a good and sound ethical foundation
within the company.

Enhancing employee wellness
Improving the wellness of our employees is an important part of our overall employee value proposition. We recognise that
there is much to do in this regard, but believe that by continuing to invest in our human capital in this manner, we add value to
both our business and our employees.

OUR EMPLOYEE WELLNESS
Redefine believes in a holistic approach to wellness and has designed an employee wellness programme
based on three pillars:

EMPLOYEE WELLNESS PROGRAMME

Physical
wellness

Emotional
wellness

Financial
wellness

During the year, we continued our partnership with an external corporate health and wellness company to ensure we are offering
our employees the best support we can. We have an employee wellness programme (EWP), which offers a range of services to
assist employees and their immediate families, should they require support. This programme is funded by Redefine Properties,
and the employees and their family members can receive legal advice, counselling, and support in managing personal finances.
The programme also offers assistance and support to line managers in dealing with wellness-related employee matters. All the
services provided under the programme are free of charge to employees.
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The EWP also offers employees access to an online health portal, which includes information on topics such as chronic
diseases, medication, acute illness and general health information.
Redefine receives monthly reports that provide information on utilisation trends, key focus areas and services rendered.
Redefine also hosts an annual wellness day in all three major regions. This event measures health metrics such as blood
pressure, cholesterol, glucose, body mass index and voluntary counselling and testing with an on-site team of healthcare
professionals. Employees are given a report summarising their health status, which helps employees analyse their health
needs and provides them with the necessary guidance on how to improve their overall health.

*

Casual Day 2017
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OUR GOVERNANCE

LANDSCAPE
Our commitment to best practice governance forms
a key pillar upon which our business is built.

*

2017

Blue Route Mall, Western Cape
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Addressing the Sustainable
Development Goals
We believe that good governance contributes to the achievement of all
17 Sustainable Development Goals.
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Q&A with Phumzile Langeni,
independent non-executive director
(Audit and risk committee chairperson)

The importance of effective governance

JJWhat do you believe good governance entails?

Good governance is a philosophy and approach that each level
of a company adopts, with the tone primarily set at the top.
Good governance transcends ticking boxes; it necessitates the
exercise of ethical and effective leadership in a responsible, fair
and transparent manner. Good governance is an instrumental
component in creating value for Redefine’s stakeholders.
Good governance entails each executive and employee living
Redefine’s values in their everyday business dealings.

JJHow does strong, ethical leadership and
governance support value creation for Redefine
in the short, medium and long term?

For Redefine, value is created by being a landlord, employer,
business partner, community member and investment of
choice. To achieve this, we need to establish and maintain trust
with our stakeholders. This would be impossible without ethical
and effective leadership.
Appropriate governance structures and processes ensure that
the company is well managed and controlled. Redefine has a
rigorous strategy review process, which considers the risks
and opportunities connected to the broader context in which
the company operates. The governance processes in place then
ensure that the business delivers against this strategy, in order
to create value for the company and its stakeholders – now and
in the future.

JJWhat is the strongest determinant of a culture of
ethical and effective governance?

People. The right people across the group be, be it at the level of governance (board), management level or the employee on the ground.
It is the people within the organisation that drive an organisation forward and create a culture that is accountable and ethical.
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Corporate governance
The board believes that good governance contributes to value creation in the short, medium and long term and improves the
trust and confidence of the company’s stakeholders. An account of the work done by the board during the 2017 financial year
follows and describes how the board has applied principles of good governance in order to enable and support the company’s
value creation process.

Leadership
The board leads the company with integrity and competence and in a manner that is responsible, accountable, fair and
transparent, so as to ensure leadership that results in the achievement of the company’s strategic objectives and positive
outcomes over time.

THE BOARD ASSUMES COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY FOR
Strategy

Policy

Oversight

Accountablility

and has adopted a stakeholder-inclusive approach in the execution of its governance role and responsibilities. Its role is focused
primarily on exercising sound, effective leadership and independent judgment, based on an ethical foundation.
The roles and responsibilities of the board and individual directors are set out in the board Charter which is aligned with the
provisions of relevant statutory and regulatory requirements and is reviewed on an annual basis. The Charter regulates the
parameters within which the board operates and ensures the application of the principles of good governance in all its dealings.

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE AND DELEGATION
The company’s governance structure provides for delegation of authority while enabling the board to retain effective control.
The board delegates authority to established board committees, as well as to the CEO with clearly defined mandates.

SHAREHOLDERS
REGULATORS

EHOLDERS
STAK

BOARD
SUB-COMMITTEES
AR

REM

NOM

SET

INV

EXCO
MANCO
AR
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Audit and risk
committee

Remuneration

REM committee

Nomination

NOM committee

SET

Social, ethics and
transformation committee

INV

Investment
committee

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

BOARD COMMITTEES

The board delegates authority to executive management,
via the CEO, to manage, direct, control and coordinate the
day-to-day business activities and affairs of the company,
subject to statutory limits and other limitations set out in
the Delegation of Authority Framework.

The roles, responsibilities and composition of the board
committees are set out on pages 75 to 79 of this report.
The responsibilities delegated to these committees are
formally documented in the terms of reference for each
committee, which have been approved by the board and
are reviewed on an annual basis.
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EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT (continued)

BOARD COMMITTEES (continued)

The Delegation of Authority Framework is reviewed
annually in consultation with the finance function and the
audit and risk committee to ensure that the limits remain
appropriate, taking into account the size of the company
and its specific operational context.

After each committee meeting, committee chairmen
report-back to the board, which facilitates transparent
communication between directors and ensures that all
aspects of the board’s mandate are addressed.

The company secretary monitors effective implementation
of the delegated authority and has confirmed that in the
year under review, executive management acted within
the authority delegated to them by the board.

The board is satisfied that the committees are competent
to deal with the company’s current and emerging
risks and opportunities and that they have effectively
discharged their duties during the year under review.

LEADERSHIP ROLES AND FUNCTIONS
The board is led by an executive chairman and therefore, in compliance with paragraph 3.84(c) of the JSE Listings
Requirements and as recommended by King IV, a lead independent director has been appointed.
The role of the chairman is distinct and separate from that of the CEO and the separation of responsibilities is designed to
ensure that no single person has unfettered decision-making powers and that appropriate balances of power and authority
exist on the board.

Executive chairman

Responsible for leading the board and for ensuring the integrity and effectiveness
of the board and its committees. Ensures high standards of corporate governance
and ethical behavior.

Lead independent director

Maintains the effectiveness of the board by providing leadership and advice when
the executive chairman has a conflict of interest, without detracting from or
undermining his authority.
Provides support to the executive chairman, is available as a trusted intermediary
for the other directors, as necessary, and chairs a meeting of the non-executive
directors at which the performance of the executive chairman is considered.

Chief executive officer

Responsible for the effective management and running of the company’s business
in terms of the strategies and objectives approved by the board.
Chairs the company’s executive committee, leads and motivates the management
team and ensures that the board receives accurate, timely and clear information
about the company’s performance.

COMPANY SECRETARY
Ms B Baker is the appointed company secretary. Her primary responsibilities are to:
PROVIDE
counsel and guidance on individual
and collective powers and duties,
matters relating to governance, legal
compliance and ethics

RENDER
ongoing support and resources
to enable directors to extend and
refresh their skills, knowledge and
understanding of the company and of
proposed changes to applicable laws
and regulations

COLLATE AND DISTRIBUTE
relevant information ensuring that all
directors have full and timely access
to the information that helps them
perform their duties and obligations
effectively

INDUCT
new directors on their fiduciary and
statutory duties and responsibilities

ASSIST
the nomination committe with the
annual evaluation of the effectiveness
of the board

FACILITATE
professional and skills training,
access to information and independent
advisors as and when required by
the board

In compliance with paragraph 3.84(j) of the JSE Listings Requirements, an annual evaluation of the company secretary was
carried out by the nomination committe, on behalf of the board. The results of the evaluation confirmed that the company
secretary demonstrates the requisite level of knowledge and experience to carry out her duties.
The board is also comfortable that she maintains an arm’s length relationship with individual directors and confirms that
she is neither a director nor a public officer of the company or any of its subsidiaries.
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Corporate governance (continued)
INDUCTION AND TRAINING
An induction programme, administered by the company secretary with the support of the nomination committee, is in place
to ensure that new directors are adequately briefed and have the requisite knowledge of the company and its operations. The
programme further outlines the director’s fiduciary and statutory duties and provides guidance on all legal and governance related
obligations. Directors receive informative updates and training throughout their tenure which assist in keeping directors abreast
of economic, regulatory and industry trends.

BOARD ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND RESOURCES
Directors have unrestricted access to executive management and company information, as well as the resources required to carry
out their duties and responsibilities.
Access to external specialist advice is available to directors at the company’s expense, in terms of the board-approved policy on
independent professional advice.

ETHICS AND ETHICAL LEADERSHIP
The board subscribes to the highest levels of integrity in conducting the company’s business and in dealing with stakeholders. The
board understands that it must lead ethically, consistently demonstrate the company’s values and govern in a manner that embeds
ethics throughout the company so as to ensure that leadership is effective and that the company is able to act as a responsible
corporate citizen.
The social, wthics and transformation committe plays a key role in exercising oversight of the company’s ethics and ensures that
the board is sufficiently equipped to deliver on its goal of having a sustainable ethical culture. Although this responsibility has been
delegated, the board remains accountable for the way in which same is discharged.

INSIDER TRADING AND DEALING IN
COMPANY SECURITIES
The company’s policy on insider trading and dealing in company
securities prohibits directors from using their positions or
confidential and price sensitive information to achieve a benefit
for themselves or any related parties and further prohibits
directors and employees from trading in company securities
during closed periods.
The company secretary regularly informs directors and
employees of insider trading legislation and advises them of
closed periods. director’s dealings are disclosed in accordance
with the JSE Listings Requirements.

DECLARATIONS AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Directors are required to timeously inform the board of
conflicts, or potential conflicts, of interest that they may
have in relation to particular items of business or other
directorships. Comprehensive registers are maintained of
individual directors’ interests in and outside the company and
these are updated annually and noted by the board at each
board meeting.
Where there are conflicts of interest or potential conflicts,
these are minuted and the affected director/s recused from
the relevant debate and/or resolution.

CODE OF BUSINESS CONDUCT

ETHICS PROGRAMME

The board reviews and approves the company’s formal Code of
Business Conduct, central to the growth and sustainability of
the company and designed to entrench a culture of intolerance
towards unethical conduct, fraud and corruption. The Code
addresses the key ethical risks of the company and includes
a WhistleBlowing policy that offers several anonymous and
secure avenues for reporting unethical conduct.

The board oversees the company’s ethics programme, which
includes management of whistle-blowing mechanisms
and the company’s independent ethics reporting line to
detect breaches of ethical standards. It similarly monitors
management’s dedicated effort to create awareness, detect
and resolve ethical violations and provide training on ethics
and anti-competitive behavior.

ASSESSMENT OF ADHERENCE TO ETHICAL STANDARDS
Periodic independent assessments are conducted in order to monitor adherence to the company’s ethical standards by employees
and other stakeholders. The company conducts annual ethics surveys in partnership with ethics monitoring and management
Services and in 2017, carried out an ethics management system audit. The audit established the depth and clarity of the leaders’
understanding of ethics and, specifically, the extent of ethical practices within the company. Collectively the results were good
and reflected a sound ethical foundation within the company.
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Board of directors
The board is constituted in terms of the company’s memorandum of incorporation (MOI) and in line with King IV. The majority of
the board are independent, non-executive directors who bring diverse perspectives to board deliberations and create value by
constructively challenging management.
Designation

Other public company appointments

AR

REM

NOM

SET

INV

L Kok
Financial director

A König*
Chief executive officer

Cromwell Property Group (Australia); Echo Polska Properties N.V.
(Netherlands); ; RDI REIT PLC (UK); (alternate director to M Wainer)

M Wainer
Executive chairman

Cromwell Property Group (Australia); Echo Polska Properties N.V.
(Netherlands); RDI REIT PLC (UK)

M Barkhuysen
Independent
non-executive director

N Langa-Royds
Independent
non-executive director

Kumba Iron Ore Limited; Mpact Limited; Murray & Roberts Holdings
Limited

P Langeni*
Independent
non-executive director

Astrapak Limited; Imperial Holdings Limited; Massmart Holdings
Limited; Metrofile Holdings Limited; Transaction Capital Limited

B Mathews
Deputy chairperson and
lead independent nonexecutive director

Africum Limited; OneLogix Group Limited; PSG Financial Services
Limited; PSG Group Limited

H Mehta
Non-executive director

The Spar Group Limited; Tiso Blackstar Group SE (UK)

B Nackan*
Independent
non-executive director

RDI REIT PLC (UK); Rezco Collective Investments Limited

D Nathan*
Independent
non-executive director

* Standing for re-election at the AGM in February 2018
Committee member

Committee chair

ATTENDANCE
Board and committee meetings were held quarterly in line with the group’s financial reporting cycle. A separate risk and strategy
workshop was held in September 2017. All directors attended at least 75% of the meetings of the board and the committees on
which they served during the 2017 financial year.

EXPERTISE
Indicates the relevant board members’ specific areas of expertise.
Leadership

Finance

Industry/
operations

Risk and opportunity
management

Tax

Technology and
information
governance

Compliance and
governance

Environmental
sustainability

Sales and marketing

Human resources
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Corporate governance (continued)
Board composition
As evidenced below, the board comprises the approriate balance of knowledge, skills, experience, diversity and independence
to objectively and effectively discharge its governance role and responsibilities. The diversity in its membership across
various attributes creates value by promoting better decision-making and effective governance.

DIVERSITY OF EXPERTISE
Policy: Create an experienced board with the appropriate balance of knowledge and skills, in areas relevant to the group,
required to govern effectively.
The following areas of expertise are relevant to Redefine:

60%

60%

50%

90%

40%

6/10 directors

6/10 directors

5/10 directors

9/10 directors

4/10 directors

10%

70%

20%

40%

40%

1/10 directors

7/10 directors

2/10 directors

4/10 directors

4/10 directors

Leadership

Technology and
information
governance

Finance

Compliance and
governance

Industry/
operations

Risk and
opportunity
management

Environmental
sustainability

Tax

Sales and
marketing

Human resources

DIVERSITY OF AGE
Policy: Executive directors retire from their positions and from the board at the age of 65. Our retirement policy does
however make provision to extend this working relationship beyond the normal retirement age. Non-executive directors,
70 years or older, retire from the board at every annual general meeting and are submitted for re-election if eligible.

Executive directors’ average age = 55 years

Non-executive directors’ average age = 59 years

43

73
Median age = 58 years

BOARD SIZE
Policy: Sufficient number of directors to meet regulatory requirements and provisions of the company’s memorandum
of incorporation
12
8
4
0
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6 directors

9 directors

11 directors

10 directors

1999

2005

2011

2017
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INDEPENDENCE
Policy: Comprise a majority of non-executive directors, the majority of whom should be independent.

Perceptual independence

10%

Directors independance is judged from the perspective of
a reasonable and informed third party, based on inter alia
the prevailing circumstances, conflicts of interest, whether
perceived or actual, and other relevant considerations.

Independent NEDs = 6

60%

30%

EDs = 3
NEDs = 1

Statutory Independence
All directors have a duty to act with independence of mind
and in the best interests of the company.

The nomination committee oversees the assessment process for director’s independence for board approval. The review
considers director performance and factors that may impair independence, including prevailing circumstances and directors
interests, whether perceived or actual. The approved assessment process includes a self-assessment by each director as well
as consideration of each director’s circumstances by the board.
In 2017 and following a rigorous annual review, the board concluded that all non-executive directors continued to be independent
in character, demonstrated behavior, contribution to board deliberations and judgment. However, in the assessment of
independence, the effective shareholdings of non-executive directors in company shares are taken into account to ensure that
for directors considered independent, their shareholdings are not material to their personal wealth. While Harish Metha’s
shareholding is not factually material in relation to his personal wealth, stakeholders perceive it to be of a material nature and
as a result, the board has concluded that he be classified as a non-independent non-executive director going forward.

GENDER AND RACIAL DIVERSITY
Policy: Redefine’s gender diversity policy promotes a voluntary target of 40% female representation on the board over a
three-year period, while the racial diversity policy promotes a voluntary target of 50% black representation on the board
over the same period.

GENDER

RACE

Diversity progress:
GENDER

2017

2015

Females

30%

9%

Black

Males

70%

91%

White

RACE
Black

40%

18%

White

60%

82%

30%
70%

Males
Females

40%

60%
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Corporate governance (continued)
BOARD REFRESHMENT
Careful management of the board’s refreshment is vital for the effective functioning of the board. Taking into account the
company’s strategy and future needs, as non-executive directors retire, candidates with requisite attributes, skills and
experience are identified to ensure that the board’s competence and balance is maintained and enhanced.

Succession
and tenure

+

Rotation
plans

+

Retirement
age

+

Annual board
evaluations

12

13

new directors

retired directors

over last five years

SUCCESSION AND TENURE
Policy: Periodic, staggered rotation of board members so as to ensure the
introduction of members with new expertise and perspectives while retaining
valuable knowledge, skills and experience and maintaining continuity.
NED average tenure = 3,6 years
Succession plans make provision for the identification, mentorship and
development of future members.

0 - 3 year
3 - 6 year
6 - 9 year
9 year
0

1*

2

3

4

* Executive director

In addition to managing non-executive director succession, the board also considers the talent management, development and
succession planning of the executive management team.

APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTORS
The nomination of directors is delegated to the nomination committee, which recommends the appointment of new directors
for approval by the board. Such appointments are formal and transparent and the selection process is conducted under
the guidance of an approved policy. The nomination committee proposes directors to the board on the basis of their skills,
knowledge and experience, taking into account racial and gender diversity targets and ensures that the board is able to lead
the company and its business activities in line with the principles of King IV, in a manner that promotes the achievement of its
governance outcomes over time.  

ROTATION AND RE-ELECTION OF DIRECTORS
In accordance with the company’s MOI and in terms of the Companies Act, at least one third of the non-executive directors are
subject to retirement by rotation and re-election by shareholders at least once every three years and those who have reached
the age of 70 years or older retire at every annual general meeting and are submitted for re-election if eligible. Similarly, onethird of executive directors are subject to retirement by rotation and re-election by shareholders at least once every three years.

BOARD EVALUATION
The Nomination committe is responsible for the annual assessment of the board’s performance and the appropriateness and
effectiveness of the board, its committes, individual directors and governance procedures. The assessment process includes
an appraisal of the Chairman of the board, committe Chairmen, CEO and Financial director.
During the year under review, the assessment process was conducted by an independent external party and the results were
tabled and discussed at the Nomination committe meeting in August 2017. Issues that needed to be addressed in order to
improve the board’s performance were reported to the board and actioned accordingly. Although no significant matters of
concern were noted from the assessment, the board took cognisance of areas in which improvement could be made.
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Board effectiveness
Board effectiveness – demonstrating leadership and accountability as
custodians of corporate governance
The board understands that a well governed company inspires the confidence of stakeholders and lowers the cost of capitals,
and that inclusive and integrated governance, that aspires to sustainability, is good for society and the economy.
The decisions and actions taken by the board in directing the company, shape and determine its prospects and longer term
viability and ensure that the company subscribes to full compliance with applicable laws, regulations and governance practices.

Value creation through our governance structures
Compliance with applicable laws,
regulations and governance practices

Collective responsibility for primary
governance roles

Custodians of corporate governance

Cultivation and exibition of ethical
characteristics

ACTIVITIES
Leadership, ethics and corporate citizenship

Strategy, performance and reporting

Risk, oversight and compliance

Remuneration

Stakeholder relations

Corporate governance

OUTCOMES

Enable and support the company’s value creation process

i



Refer to activities and outcomes on page 74

VALUE CREATION
Achievement of and benefits realised
through good governance outcomes
Ethical culture

Effective control

Good performance

Delivery on
strategic matters
Operate efficiently

Achievement of stakeholder goals
S
 ource of sustained growth in total returns
Employer of choice

Invest strategically
Optimise capital

Provider of relevant space
Prefered business partner
R
 esponsible community participant

Engage talent
Legitimacy
Grow reputation
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Board effectiveness (continued)
Activities
Leadership, ethics and corporate citizenship
JJSet the tone of the company’s values, including principles of ethical

Outcomes
JJIndependent, informed and effective judgment on
material decisions

business practice
JJApproved formal code of business conduct and ethics policies
JJCommissioned independent ethics management system audit
JJMonitored protected disclosure and whistle-blowing mechanisms
JJDisclosed directors dealings in accordance with JSE Listings Requirements
JJDisclosed and proactively monitored conflicts of interest subject to legal provisions
JJParticipated in induction, training and development programmes, where relevant

JJEthical and effective leadership, resulting in the

Strategy, performance and reporting
JJOversaw and constructively challenged strategic direction in relation to risks,

JJA well-governed company, run for the purpose of and in a

achievement of strategic objectives and positive
outcomes over time
JJSound ethical foundation throughout the company,
resulting in ethical interaction with stakeholders
JJResponsible corporate citizenship status
JJContinuous development of director competence

manner that is intent on delivering value

opportunities, resources and relationships
JJHeld annual risk and strategy workshop to debate, refine and approve strategy
JJApproved key performance measures and targets for assessing achievement of
strategic objectives
JJApproved 2018 budget
JJConsidered material acquisitions, disposals, investments and capital expenditure
JJConducted review of strategic policies and procedures to ensure effective
implementation of strategy
JJApproved management’s determination of relevant reporting frameworks and basis
for determining materiality

JJRealisation of the company’s core purpose and values

Risk, oversight and compliance
JJReviewed and evaluated strategic risks and associated opportunities
JJConsidered an appropriate risk appetite for the company and approved risk

JJAppropriate governance structures and processes in place

appetite gramework

JJCommenced implementation of revised business continuity arrangements
JJConsidered potential impact of a South African sovereign rating downgrade and
of disruptive technologies

JJReviewed solvency, liquidity and going-concern status, and agreed dividend payments
JJOversaw technology and information management
JJMonitored corporate activities
JJApproved Integrated Report, annual financial statements, financial results and

through its strategy

JJReliable external reports that enable stakeholders to make
an informed assessment of the company’s performance

JJ2016 Integrated report ranked second in the EY Excellence
in Integrated Reporting Awards

to ensure effective control of the company

JJRisk and compliance management practices that

support the company in setting and achieving its
strategic objectives
JJEthical and responsible use of technology and information
JJSubmission of the annual REIT compliance declaration
and the annual compliance certificate, confirming the
company’s compliance with the JSE Listings Requirements

results announcements

Remuneration
JJApproved remuneration policy and oversaw that implementation and execution

JJFair, responsible and transparent remuneration
JJProvision for voting by shareholders on the

JJApproved and implemented malus and claw-back policy
JJMonitored executive directors’ compliance with minimum shareholding requirement
JJApproved and implemented long-term staff incentive scheme
JJConsidered and applied Binding General Rulings issued by SARS regarding VAT

JJAlignment between executive director and

Stakeholder relations
JJIdentified material stakeholders and oversaw formulation of stakeholder

JJStakeholder-inclusive approach adopted in the execution of

achieved started objectives

remuneration policy and implementation report
stakeholder interests

registration for non-executive dircetors

JJReasonable needs, interests and expectations of

Corporate governance
JJApproved appointment of Bridgitte Mathews as lead independent director
JJRefreshed composition of board committees, giving due attention to diversity

JJStrengthened independence of the board and

JJConsidered independent board evaluation report and implemented action plans
JJApproved racial diversity policy and monitored progress made in terms of gender

JJAchieved voluntary gender diversity targets at board level
JJSubstantial compliance with the spirit and principles

considerations

diversity policy

JJConsidered the recomendations of King IV, for which disclosure on the application
can be found on the company’s website – www.redefine.co.za
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governance roles and responsibilities

engagement strategies
JJConducted independent annual perception survey with investors and analysts
JJEngaged with various institutional investors regarding remuneration and other ESG
matters and considered feedback
JJOversaw facilitation by management of regular and pertinent communication with
shareholders
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company over time
JJESG policies and practices, integrated into the
company’s strategy and daily operations in order to
realise long-term value
JJEquitable treatment of shareholders that protects
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its committees

JJContinued improvement in the performance and
effectiveness of the board

of King IV
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Board committees
Audit and risk committee
Meeting schedule

Composition, tenure and meeting attendance

During the 2017 financial year, the committee met on 4
occasions; which meetings were scheduled in line with the
company’s financial reporting cycle. The committee also met
separately with internal and external auditors.

Member

Appointed

Phumzile Langeni*
(Chairperson)
100% meeting attendance

February 2017

Post year-end and on 12 December 2017, the committee held
a meeting in accordance with paragraph 3.84(h)(iii) of the JSE
Listings Requirements and satisfied itself as to the suitability
of the external auditors for re-appointment for the 2018
financial year.

Bernard Backan
100% meeting attendance
David Nathan
100% meeting attendance

Committee focus for 2018:
While the committee will continue to operate within its terms
of reference and ensure that the meetings address all regular
matters reserved for its consideration, the following additional
key activities are expected to require the committee’s attention
during 2018:

Other Regular Attendees
JJExecutive chairman

JJIT Governance and business continuity

JJInternal auditor

JJTax governance

JJExternal auditors

JJIFRS transitions (including IFRS 9, 15 and 16)

JJFinance





October 2009

March 2014

JJChief executive officer
JJFinancial director
JJChief operating officer

* Phumzile Langeni was appointed as chairperson and member of the committee on 9 February 2017, replacing Gunter Steffens who retired on
the same date.

During the year under review, all members of the audit and risk committee were independent non-executive directors. The
chairperson and members of the committee were elected by the board, subject to shareholder approval which was obtained at
the company’s annual general meeting in February 2017. All members were suitably qualified and had the necessary expertise
required to discharge their responsibilities.
The audit and risk committees full report detailing, inter alia, the committee’s composition and meeting procedures and
discharge of duties for the 2017 financial year is included in the
.

Remuneration committee
Meeting schedule

Composition, tenure and meeting attendance

During the 2017 financial year, the committee met on four
occasions.

Member

Appointed

Bridgitte Mathews*
(Chairperson)
100% meeting attendance

February 2017

Harish Mehta
75% meeting attendance
Bernard Nackan
100% meeting attendance





July 2013

November 2009

Committee focus for 2018:
While the committee will continue to operate within its terms
of reference and ensure that the meetings address all regular
matters reserved for its consideration, the following additional
key activities are expected to require the committee’s attention
during 2018:

Other regular attendees

JJOversight of stakeholder relations

JJHead of human resources

JJDisclosure

JJIndependent remuneration advisor

JJExecutive chairman
JJChief executive officer
JJFinancial director
JJChief operating officer

JJFair, responsible and transparent remuneration
* Bridgitte Mathews was appointed as chairperson and member of the committee on 9 February 2017, replacing Gunter Steffens who retired on
the same date.
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Board effectiveness (continued)
During the year under review, all members of the remuneration committee were independent non-executive directors. The
chairperson and members of the committee were elected by the board and all members were suitably qualified and had the
necessary expertise required to discharge their responsibilities.
The remuneration committees full report detailing, inter alia, director’s remuneration and the company’s remuneration policies
and practices is set out from page 81 .

Nomination committee
Meeting schedule

Composition, tenure and meeting attendance

During the 2017 financial year, the committee met
on four occasions.

Member
Bernard Nackan
(Chairman)

Appointed



November 2009



February 2017



July 2014

100% meeting attendance
Bridgitte Mathews*
100% meeting attendance
Harish Mehta
75% meeting attendance
Committee focus for 2018:
While the committee will continue to operate within its terms
of reference and ensure that the meetings address all regular
matters reserved for its consideration, the following additional
key activities are expected to require the committee’s attention
during 2018:

Other regular attendees
JJExecutive chairman
JJChief executive officer
JJFinancial director

JJChief operating officer
JJInformation and technology governance and environmental JJHead of human resources
sustainability skills training and development
JJIndependent external advisor
JJSuccession planning
JJIndependent external advisor
JJGender and racial diversity
* Bridgitte Mathews was appointed as a member of the committee on 9 February 2017, replacing Gunter Steffens who retired on the same date.

During the year under review, all members of the nomination committee were independent non-executive directors. The
chairman and members of the committee were elected by the board and all members were suitably qualified and had the
necessary expertise required to discharge their responsibilities.
The committee operates in terms of the company’s director appointment policy which guides the formal, transparent, fair and
consistent conduct of the nomination and election process of members to the board. The committee is similarly governed by its
terms of reference which further outline its mandate with regard to its role in assisting the board and ensuring that the board
has the appropriate composition to execute its duties effectively.
The committee operates within this documented mandate and complies with all relevant legislation, regulation and governance
codes and executes its duties in terms of the requirements of King IV, the Companies Act and the JSE Listings Requirements.
PwC continues to act as a standing advisor to the committee with regards to the recruitment and appointment of executive staff
and directors as well as with regard to market practices in relation to board composition and appointments.

Committee activities
The committee attended to, inter alia, the following principal matters during the year under review:

BOARD AND COMMITTEE COMPOSITION
JJReviewed and evaluated the structure, size and composition of the board and considered what may be required to meet
the company’s business and strategic needs going forward. The committee concluded that there was a need for additional
transformation at board level and made recommendations to the board with regard to the appointment of a new independent
director, Ms B Mathews, in line with these findings
JJConducted formal and transparent selection processes in line with the company’s director appointment policy and
accordingly identified and nominated the aforementioned candidate to fill the director role
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JJReviewed the composition of each of the committees and the committee chairs, recommending changes to the board
following the appointment of the new director and the resignation / retirement of other directors (as previously discussed),
which provided an opportunity to refresh committee memberships
JJReviewed the independence of each non-executive director, including consideration of their term in office and any potential
conflicts of interest, in particular the independence of Mr H Mehta. The results of this independence assessment are set
out on page 71 .
JJReviewed the time commitment required from each non-executive director, taking into account the number of meetings,
preparation for and attendance at those meetings and other commitments held. It was concluded that all non-executive
directors continued to devote an appropriate amount of time to address their responsibilities to the company

SUCCESSION PLANNING
JJConsidered succession planning and management development taking into account the current challenges and opportunities
facing the company as well as the skills and expertise required by the company going forward

BOARD EVALUATION
JJOversaw the annual performance evaluation process which was conducted by an independent external service provider and
tabled and discussed the results thereof. Issues that needed to be addressed in order to improve the board’s performance
were reported to the board and actioned accordingly
JJThe committee was satisfied with the leadership skills, experience and expertise of the executive chairman as well as his
unique contribution to the company and to the promotion of its corporate culture

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE MATTERS
JJApproved a Racial Diversity Policy in line with paragraph 3.84(k) of the JSE Listings Requirements
JJReviewed whether it remained appropriate for each director to stand for re-election at the Annual General Meetings and
made recommendations to the board

Social, ethics and transformation committee
Meeting Schedule

Composition

During the 2017 financial year, the committee met
on four occasions.

Member
Nomalizo Langa-Royds*
(Chairperson)

Appointed



August 2011

100% meeting attendance
Leon Kok

May 2016



1 October 2014



August 2011

100% meeting attendance
David Nathan
100% meeting attendance
Committee focus for 2018:
While the committee will continue to operate within its terms
of reference and ensure that the meetings address all regular
matters reserved for its consideration, the following additional
key activities are expected to require the committee’s attention
during 2018:

Other regular attendees
JJHead of human resources
JJHead of marketing and communications
JJHead of utilities
JJDevelopment director

JJBBBEE and transformation
JJEthical conduct
JJStakeholder engagement
* Nomalizo Langa-Royds was appointed as chairperson of the committee on 9 February 2017, replacing David Nathan

The committee is constituted as a statutory committee of the company is respect of its statutory duties in terms of Section 72(4)
and (5) of the Companies Act and its associated regulations. The committee, despite being a statutory committee, is constituted
by the board and fulfils the required functions on behalf of the company and all of its subsidiaries.
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The committee performs an oversight and monitoring role with regards to overall direction and control of social responsibility
performance and ensures that the company’s business is conducted in an ethical and properly governed manner. Respective
management are invited to attend the committee’s meetings to obtain guidance and report back on the group’s performance
with regards to:
JJLegal and regulatory affairs
JJEthics and compliance
JJBBBEE
JJConsumer affairs, whistle-blowing lines, investigations and human resources
JJSustainability and corporate affairs
The committee operates within a documented mandate and complies with all relevant legislation, regulation and governance
codes and executes its duties in terms of the requirements of King IV.

Committee activities
The principal matters attended to by the committee during the year include:

TRANSFORMATION
JJDeveloped and maintained appropriate policies and provided guidance with regards to transformation initiatives within the
group for approval by the board, including the Racial Diversity Policy in line with paragraph 3.84(k) of the JSE Listings
Requirements
JJMonitored the implementation of transformation policies, practices and procedures, to ensure compliance with current and
evolving legislation and related regulations in South Africa, with particular reference to the Broad Based Black Economic
Empowerment Act of 2003 and the Employment Equity Act, and reported thereon to the board
JJEnsured that the company met the requirements set out in the acts referred to above and that any related issues were
timeously addressed

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The committee monitored the social and economic development of the company including the company’s standing in terms
of the goals and principles set out in the United Nations Global Compact Principles and the Organisation for Economic CoOperation and Development recommendations regarding corruption.

ETHICAL CONDUCT
JJReviewed and approved the company’s Code of Conduct and all policies and proposals in relation thereto
JJOversaw the implementation of the ethics audit, used to assess the company’s ethical status and ethics in relation to both
internal and external stakeholders

GOOD CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP
JJMonitored the promotion of equality, prevention of unfair discrimination and reduction of corruption
JJConsidered the company’s contribution to the development of the communities in which its activities are predominantly
conducted
JJConsidered sponsorship, donations and charitable giving

SUSTAINABILITY
JJConsidered the environment, health and public safety, including the impact of the company’s activities thereon
JJConsidered the company’s standing in terms of the International Labour Organisation Protocol on decent work and working
conditions
JJMonitored employment relationships and the company’s contribution towards the educational development of its employees
JJReviewed workplace health and safety issues in accordance with the Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993
JJConsidered the top sustainability issues as determined by management and recommended the approval of same to
the board
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
JJMonitored the company’s activities regarding consumer relationships, including advertising, public relations and compliance
with consumer protection laws
JJConsidered stakeholder management in terms of King IV which addresses the concept of a stakeholder-inclusive approach
to corporate governance and recognises effective stakeholder engagement as essential to good corporate governance
The committee is satisfied with the company’s progress in the aforementioned areas. Economic and social sustainability is
of significant importance to the company in terms of its obligations to all stakeholders. Accordingly, it is recommended that
stakeholders review the detailed information relating to the company’s environmental, social and sustainability efforts set out
in the beginning of this report.
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PART 1
LETTER FROM THE CHAIRPERSON OF
THE REMUNERATION COMMITTEE TO THE SHAREHOLDERS
DEAR SHAREHOLDERS
I am pleased to present Redefine’s remuneration report for the 2017 financial year (FY2017). We believe that appropriately
designed fair and market-related remuneration will drive and retain high-calibre employees who contribute positively to
Redefine’s strategic objectives. Remuneration must be designed to support the company’s employment philosophy of attracting
self-starting, skilled employees who subscribe to Redefine’s values and culture of enterprise and innovation. A motivated and
skilled management team is considered as being integral to the successful implementation of company’s strategic objectives,
and members of the team are remunerated accordingly for their contributions.
A key objective of this report is to describe how Redefine has implemented its remuneration policy throughout the organisation.
Redefine made a positive contribution across its value chain in FY2017, and as part of its commitment to fair and responsible
remuneration and narrowing the internal wage gap, it has introduced a company wide long term staff incentive scheme for all
employees. It has also introduced a comprehensive malus and clawback policy as a risk adjustment mechanism for variable
pay. The report shows a strong link between pay and performance, and the company has taken solid steps to ensure that
executive salary increases are fairly moderate when compared to increases across the organisation. There are also clear links
between the overall company strategy, specifically Redefine’s strategic objectives, and the company’s remuneration policy.

CONTEXT
FY2017 has been a challenging year for the South African economy, and the downgrades by international ratings agencies
(and the economic recession in the first quarter of 2017) have affected trading conditions across every sector. In spite of this,
Redefine has continued to expand domestically by diversifying its local portfolio (now valued at R67.7 billion) and in particular
by acquiring the issued share capital of the Pivotal Fund, another JSE-listed company. Redefine’s total property assets have
expanded by R11.4 billion, and our property portfolio is now valued at R84.1 billion. Redefine’s growth rate remains on a positive
trajectory, having completed development projects totalling R3 billion during the past financial year.
This year, we bid farewell to the remuneration committee (Remco) chairman Mr Günter Steffens, who retired from the board of
directors with effect from 9 February 2017. We thank him for his invaluable service to Redefine, in particular in helping to fulfil the
Remco’s mandate and playing a crucial role in developing Redefine’s remuneration strategy. We also undertook to restructure the
board significantly, to improve overall diversity and transformation. More detail in this regard is set out in the corporate governance
section of this report.
In line with King IV and read with the JSE Listings Requirements, we have once again segmented the remuneration report into
three sections:
JJA letter to shareholders setting out the background to our remuneration strategy and policy (part 1)
JJThe forward-looking remuneration policy (part 2)
JJThe implementation of these arrangements in FY2017 (part 3)
As in previous years, we will put the forward-looking remuneration policy (as set out in part 2) to a non-binding advisory vote at
the 2017 annual general meeting (AGM), but this year we will require an effective majority of 75%+1 of shareholders to support
the policy. For the first time, we will put the implementation report (part 3) to a separate non-binding vote, and we require
the same percentage of shareholder support as for the remuneration policy. The company remains a recognised leader in
integrated reporting and disclosure of remuneration in this report is designed to be fully transparent and easily understandable.
The Remco made a number of improvements to the remuneration framework overall, which are set out in this report. Overall,
the Remco is satisfied that the remuneration policy achieved its stated objectives for FY2017.
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Letter from the chairperson (continued)
Shareholder engagement
Redefine conducted an investor roadshow in the 2017 financial year, and proactively engaged with its shareholders (on a oneon-one basis) to discuss the company’s approach to sustainability and governance, as well as its remuneration framework and
how this is tied to our overall business strategy. We have set out the results of this engagement below.
At the 2016 AGM (held on 9 February 2017), 76.68% of the shareholders endorsed the remuneration policy. As our remuneration
policy was not voted against by 25% or more of the shareholders at the 2016 AGM, we have not disclosed the names of the
individual investors, or the manner in which we engaged with them. However, we have disclosed the shareholder comments on
our remuneration framework, and our responses thereto, in the following table.

Shareholder comments

Remco responses

JJThere were significant increases
in total guaranteed package (TGP)
for two executive directors during
FY2016, without explanation

Redefine’s size and complexity has changed significantly since the previous
comparator group was established three years ago. The 2016 correction was
an extraordinary increase in order to align the TGP of the executive directors
in question with market practice, and to ensure the retention of executive
skills and changes to the structure. We do not foresee similar increases in
future, unless they are suitably justifiable
Furthermore, one should note that the increase for one of the executives
related to his TGP for a full financial year (in FY2016) compared to prorated
TGP in the previous financial year (as he was appointed during FY2015)

84

JJDistributions and NTAV are measures
which can be manipulated. How are
these measured?

Refer to page 105 for the detailed calculation based on audited figures and
method of measuring these performance criteria

JJThe internal pay gap should be
disclosed

Redefine takes a number of steps to measure internal pay parity – see our
approach to fair and responsible pay on page 91 .

JJA part of the restricted share income
(RSS) continues to vest subject only to
continued employment

We accept that the criteria should be subject to regular review. We confirm that
vesting levels were reviewed and adjusted in FY2016 following consultation
with advisors and stakeholders; the retention component of the RSS has
been reduced from 40% to 25%. The individual performance component was
reduced from 18% to 15% and the company financial performance component
was increased from 42% to 60%

JJThere is limited disclosure of
budgeted distributions, and the
budgets are set by management

We appreciate this feedback, and we endeavour to improve the way in which
we report our performance metrics to our key stakeholders. Furthermore
budgeted distributions are communicated to the market as part of the yearend market distribution guidance

JJThe variable pay comparator group,
given Redefine’s size and offshore
exposure, should be more aligned
with the SAPY index

Separate comparator groups were selected for total reward executive
benchmarking and measuring variable pay performance respectively. Both of
these comparator groups are disclosed in part 3 of this report, and we believe
they remain appropriate to Redefine’s business

JJThe matching share scheme (MSS) is
not supported, as it is
too geared

The MSS is leveraged from the short term incentive scheme (STI); and therefore
it is sufficiently aligned to performance “on the way in”. Furthermore, it is 100%
subject to the achievement of prospective performance conditions over the
three-year vesting period

JJGreater disclosure is required
regarding performance criteria and
targets, and the way in which shortterm performance criteria are meant
to support long-term performance
outcomes

The performance criteria, as well as the links between the performance
criteria and the company’s overall business strategy, are explained in part 2
of this report
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Shareholder comments

Remco responses

JJSome of the performance conditions
related to individual performance
remain vague. Shareholders may
find it useful to see greater disclosure
around their implementation,
and perhaps retrospective
targets achieved

We appreciate this feedback, and we endeavour to improve the way in which
we report our performance metrics to our key stakeholders. Furthermore, the
individual performance targets are disclosed in detail in part 3 of this report.

JJThere should be effective links to
value creation and other forms of
long-term value proposition through
the introduction of ESG goals
and targets

The Remco has drawn clear links between the positive outcomes of the
performance conditions for the variable pay plans and the six integrated
reporting capitals that Redefine uses or affects. This is disclosed in part 2 of
the report

JJThere was an increase in the
maximum bonus opportunity for
executive directors from 100% of
TGP to 200% of TGP in 2015, with no
explanation

We have added an explanation in part 2 of this report. In addition, if the overall
achievement of STI performance criteria is less than 60%, no STI bonus will
be awarded
The bonus is calculated using total score x 200% x TGP. In total, 50% is payable
in cash and 50% in deferred RSS. Actual company and individual performance
is measured against a scorecard and the targets set out in the KPI scorecard
translate to a maximum STI achievable
The STI which is deferred into RSS vest in equal tranches over three years at
the end of each year following the award

JJNot all targets are disclosed for RSS
and MSS performance shares; and
furthermore, the stretch performance
criteria remain questionable

The targets for the RSS and MSS performance shares are disclosed in part 2
of the remuneration policy (and their achievement is disclosed in detail in
part 3 of the remuneration policy)

JJRedefine provides loans to executive
directors to participate in the SPS,
and the interests which vest are not
subject to prospective performance
conditions

Under the SPS (which is effectively a co-investment plan), participants take
real financial risk, i.e. they are required to repay the arm’s length loan on
the 10th anniversary of the award (or upon termination of employment),
irrespective of whether the loan balance exceeds or falls below the value of
the shares on that date

In response to shareholder concerns, the performance criteria for the RSS
and MSS schemes respectively were reviewed in FY2016 and increased where
appropriate. Please consult part 2 of this report for more detail in this regard

As executive directors carry real financial risk and provide arm’s length
consideration for the shares, this is not seen as an incentive plan and therefore
there are no prospective performance conditions. It is not market practice
to impose performance conditions for share purchase schemes (or similar
co-investment plans) and we are not aware of any company that does so
JJRedefine should track performance
over a period of time against a real
return indicator, as well as the growth
in share price

The return on net tangible asset value (NTAV) measure was introduced as an
STI performance measure in FY2016, and it measures performance over a
12-month period. It is also reflected in the individual performance measure
for the RSS and MSS plans, and is measured cumulatively over a threeyear period. NTAV is used as a substitute for the share price to encourage
management to make strategic choices which generate sustained value
creation
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Letter from the chairperson (continued)

Areas of focus
The Remco’s activities for FY2017 were geared towards monitoring the achievement of Redefine’s strategic objectives, refer to
the .

Activities of the Remco in FY2017
JJConsidered and approved the annual work plan
JJMade awards under the long-term investment (LTI) schemes to eligible employees and approved vesting of awards
JJReviewed the continued appropriateness of the total remuneration comparator group
JJReviewed executive directors’ total remuneration with input from PwC, reviewed and approved overall TGP increases for
all levels against the market. The increases were made in the best interests of the company, and the Remco took into
account the average increase levels for employees across the company
JJReviewed non-executive directors' fees with the assistance of executive management (PwC was commissioned to
conduct a benchmarking exercise) against the total reward peer comparator group to inform non-executive director fee
proposals for the 2018 financial year
JJMonitored the implementation of the MSR to support the direct alignment of management with shareholders through
holding Redefine shares throughout their tenure
JJUndertook an analysis of major shareholders’ known voting policies, records, shareholder priorities and issues, and
proactively engaged with stakeholders in this regard
JJReviewed the terms of the RSS and MSS
JJReviewed and approved proposed awards to executive directors under the RSS and MSS schemes
JJConsidered the KPIs for the executive directors
JJReviewed the share purchase scheme (SPS)
JJReviewed the employee group risk benefits, as well as standard conditions of service, for all employees
JJReviewed and approve the malus and clawback policy
JJReviewed LTIs and approved FY2017 vesting of RSS and MSS awards for executive directors
JJReviewed STI bonus methodology and approved the FY2017 staff, management and executive director bonuses
JJReviewed the remuneration policy and strategy and recommended it to the board for approval
JJReviewed the terms of reference, updated them in light of the provisions of King IV, and recommended them to the
board for approval
JJFinalised the parameters of the long term staff incentive scheme, and oversaw its implementation
JJReviewed and approved the 2017 remuneration report
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Remuneration advisors
To ensure that the remuneration policy and its implementation are informed by market-related data, we have retained PwC as
the independent remuneration advisor to the Remco. The Remco is satisfied that in rendering its services, PwC was at all times
independent and objective.

REFLECTING ON 2017
In our 2016 remuneration report, we reported on certain priorities for our 2017 financial year. The Remco made a number of
improvements to the remuneration framework overall, which are set out in the table below. Overall, the Remco is satisfied that
the remuneration policy achieved its stated objectives for the year.

Priorities
MALUS AND CLAWBACK

Outcomes
Redefine has introduced a malus and clawback policy,
applicable to all long-term incentive awards (other than the
SPS) from 1 September 2017 onwards. It will apply to all
executive directors and senior management in the company
(and all of the participants in the recently introduced longterm Staff Incentive Scheme)



This is an important risk adjustment mechanism, which
shows Redefine’s commitment to recovering variable pay
where there has been proof of misconduct

LONG TERM STAFF INCENTIVE
SCHEME

Redefine has implemented a long term Staff Incentive
Scheme, to create wealth, narrow the wage gap and align
employee performance with stakeholder value for employees
below executive level. The plan came into effect in FY2017



The details of the scheme are set out in part 2 of this report

MATCHING SHARE SCHEME

Employees below executive director level will no longer be
invited to participate in the MSS, but will rather participate in
the long term staff incentive scheme

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

Refer to page 84 for detailed feedback on our stakeholder
engagement process




In our efforts to continuously improve we welcome any comments that you may have on our report, or any concerns regarding
the remuneration policy. We look forward to receiving your support on the resolutions for both the remuneration policy and
implementation report, at the AGM.
Yours sincerely

Bridgitte Mathews
Chairperson

Remuneration committee
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PART 2
THE REMUNERATION POLICY

Remuneration governance
The Remco operates independently from executive management. It acts as an overseer and makes recommendations on
remuneration-related decisions to the board for its consideration and final approval. The Remco is governed by its terms of
reference, which are reviewed and amended as and when required and approved by the board. The Remco meets four times a
year, and its attendance record is set out in the corporate governance section of this report. In summary, the role and duties
of the Remco are to:
JJAdvise the board in determining appropriate remuneration strategies;
JJEnsure that the link between performance and reward is maintained;
JJOversee the development of remuneration instruments and policies;
JJDevise and recommend a policy that results in fair, responsible and transparent remuneration for directors, the chief
executive officer (CEO) and other executives, as well as general staff;
JJReview and approve the company’s recruitment, retention and termination policies and procedures for senior executives to
enable the company to attract and retain executives and directors who can create value for shareholders;
JJOversee the establishment of a remuneration policy that articulates and gives effect to its direction on fair, responsible and
transparent remuneration and will promote the achievement of strategic objectives and encourage individual performance;
JJEnsure that the remuneration policy addresses company-wide remuneration and include provision for the following, specifically:
−− Arrangements towards ensuring that the remuneration of executive management is fair and responsible in the context
of overall employee remuneration in the company; and
−− The use of performance measures that support positive outcomes across the economic, social and environmental
context in which the company operates; and/or all of the integrated reporting capitals that the company uses or affects.
JJOversee the setting and administering of remuneration at all levels in the company;
JJEnsure that the remuneration policy and implementation report are put to two separate non-binding advisory votes at the AGM;
JJEnsure that the remuneration policy records the measures that the board commits to in the event that either the remuneration
policy or the implementation report, or both, have been voted against by 25% or more of the shareholders at the AGM;
JJEnsure that any remuneration policy fairly and responsibly rewards executives having regard to the performance of the
company, the performance of the executive and prevailing remuneration trends in the market;
JJReview the outcomes of the implementation of the remuneration policy to determine whether the set objectives are being achieved;
JJEnsure that the mix of fixed and variable pay (in cash, shares and other elements) meets the company’s needs and strategic
objectives;
JJSatisfy itself as to the accuracy of recorded performance measures that govern the vesting of incentives;
JJEnsure that all benefits, including retirement benefits and other financial arrangements, are justified and correctly valued;
JJConsider the results of the evaluation of the performance of the CEO and other executive directors, both as directors and as
executives, in determining remuneration;
JJSelect an appropriate comparator group when comparing remuneration levels;
JJRegularly review incentive schemes presented by management to ensure continued contribution to shareholder value and
that these are administered in terms of the relevant plan rules;
JJConsider the appropriateness of early vesting of share-based schemes for certain employees upon termination of employment;
JJAdvise on the remuneration of non-executive directors; and
JJOversee the preparation and recommendation to the board of the remuneration report to ensure that:
−− Remuneration is disclosed in three parts, namely: a background statement; an overview of the remuneration policy; and
an implementation report;
−− It is accurate, complete and transparent;
−− It provides a clear explanation of how the remuneration policy has been implemented;
−− It provides a sufficient level of disclosure as required in terms of King IV or provides the rationale behind principles not
applied by the company. Where the principles are not applied by the company, the Remco should review the rationale
provided by the company and whether this is acceptable; and
−− It provides sufficient forward-looking information for stakeholders to pass a special resolution in terms of section 66(9)
of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 as amended.
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The members of the Remco are:
JJBridgitte Mathews (appointed as the chairperson on 9 February 2017);
JJGünter Steffens (stepped down as the chairperson on 9 February 2017);
JJBernie Nackan; and
JJHarish Mehta.

Invitees to Remco meetings in the 2017 financial year were:
JJMarc Wainer (executive chairman);
JJAndrew König (chief executive officer);
JJLeon Kok (financial director);
JJDavid Rice (chief operating officer);
JJRenske Coetzee (head of human resources); and
JJThe independent remuneration advisor attends Remco meetings from time to time where relevant.
Invitees to Remco meetings have no vote and are not present when issues affecting their own remuneration is discussed.
In line with the recommendations of King IV, majority of the members of the Remco are independent non-executive directors.
A full record of their independence is set out in the corporate governance section of this report. The Remco members do
not decide on their own remuneration; instead they request that executive management propose directors’ fees and the fee
structure (through independent advice and benchmarking). These fees are then tabled before the board for approval, and then
recommended to the shareholders for approval by special resolution.
The Remco chairperson reports to the board following each Remco meeting and attends the AGM to respond to questions from
shareholders on the Remco’s areas of responsibility. The key decisions made by the Remco in FY2017 and the forward-looking
changes to the remuneration policy have been set out in part 1 of this report.

Redefine’s remuneration philosophy
Remuneration is not a stand-alone management process, but is integrated into other management processes that are aligned
to achieving the company’s strategic objectives. The strategic principles included in the remuneration policy are aligned to
the broader human resources strategy, which in itself supports the overall business strategy. In line with King IV, the full
remuneration policy document is available on Redefine’s website, and is accessible at www.redefine.co.za. The remuneration
philosophy is also explained in part 1 of this report.
To reinforce a culture of enterprise and innovation, the targeted remuneration mix offered to key talent is deliberately weighted
more heavily towards variable pay (STIs and LTIs) that is linked to the achievement of predetermined performance criteria.
The performance criteria are selected and aligned to the company’s strategic objectives and the targets are set at levels that
encourage high performance, but avoid excessive risk-taking behaviour by executives. Financial rewards are complemented
with non-financial rewards such as career growth and training opportunities for individuals.
The desired outcomes from the company’s remuneration policy include:
JJEnhanced internal fairness through consistent remuneration decision-making;
JJAppropriate and responsible remuneration decisions;
JJAn enhanced employer of choice profile; and
JJAlignment with our desired corporate culture.
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Remuneration structure and design
The remuneration policy is linked to sustainable value creation. The table below summarises the composition of total
remuneration offered to all employees. The LTI component applies to executives with the introduction of the long term Staff
Incentive Scheme for employees below executive level.

TOTAL GUARANTEED PACKAGE

FIXED

JJTGP, and the policy of positioning it between the 50th and 75th percentile of the
market, is positioned to attract and retain executives and key talent

PURPOSE

PERFORMANCE PERIOD AND MEASURES

Core element that reflects market
value of role with increases linked to
company and individual performance

Reviewed annually in September (aligned
to the company’s financial year) based
on performance against predetermined
performance criteria, consumer price inflation,
affordability and market surveys



CHANGES IN THE YEAR
JJNo material change

OPERATION AND DELIVERY
JJIncreases are effective on 1 September each year
JJBenchmarked against national and industry comparator companies
JJPositioned on average between the 50th and the 75th percentile

BENEFITS (INCLUDED IN TGP)

FIXED



JJBenefits are positioned to attract and retain talent

PURPOSE

PERFORMANCE PERIOD AND MEASURES

CHANGES IN THE YEAR

Provident fund, death and disability
cover and medical aid

Reviewed annually

JJNo material change

Benefits paid by the company:
Income continuation cover, funeral
cover and administration costs

OPERATION AND DELIVERY
JJIncluded in total remuneration benchmarking exercises

SHORT TERM INCENTIVE SCHEME
JJEncourage discplined growth and diversification of the property asset base by focusing
on enhancing the value of assets (e.g. through the introduction of the total return based
on the NTAV performance condition and total distribution). NTAV creates value for
stakeholders by increasing the value of the company’s investment property portfolio

PURPOSE

PERFORMANCE PERIOD AND MEASURES

Create a high-performance culture by
awarding a cash bonus in relation to
performance against predetermined
company and individual performance
criteria

Annual: The performance period is the same as
the financial year, i.e. 1 September to
31 August

VARIABLE



CHANGES IN THE YEAR
JJNo material change

OPERATION AND DELIVERY
JJPayable in December each year in respect of the previous financial year. The key measures are total return on
NTAV; individual performance indicators (based on financial and profitability targets); and behavioural competencies
(leadership and transformation)
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VARIABLE

JJThe LTI schemes (RSS and MSS) encourages sustainable long-term returns
for stakeholders. The individual performance component is designed to foster
the achievement of the company’s strategic objectives. The distribution-based
components (i.e. budgeted distribution per share, and growth in distributions per
share) are aimed at achieving higher yields for shareholders over a long-term horizon

PURPOSE

PERFORMANCE PERIOD AND MEASURES

Alignment with long-term
shareholder interests and retention
of key employees

Over a period of time



CHANGES IN THE YEAR
JJParticipation in the MSS is

confined to executives (other
employees participate in the
long term Staff Incentive
Scheme)

OPERATION AND DELIVERY
JJVesting occurs over a period of at least three years. The key measure is total shareholder return measured by growth in
distributions per share and the achievement of budgeted distributions, as well as individual performance (through the
STI performance score)

LONG TERM STAFF INCENTIVE SCHEME

VARIABLE

JJFunctions as a part of Redefine’s approach to fair and responsible remuneration and
managing its internal wage gap

PURPOSE

PERFORMANCE PERIOD AND MEASURES

Drives fair and responsible
remuneration and creates wealth for
employees across the company

Three-year performance period

Attract, retain, motivate and reward
employees and aligns individual
performance with company objectives



CHANGES IN THE YEAR
JJIntroduced in FY2017

Performance measures are imposed for all
employees

OPERATION AND DELIVERY
JJConsists of the following three awards:
−− Nil-cost Option awards
−− Conditional awards
−− Cash bonus awards

Purpose of the remuneration policy
The purpose of Redefine’s remuneration policy is to govern all components of remuneration within the shareholder-approved
remuneration framework and guiding principles. The policy sets out Redefine’s approach to remuneration and is underpinned
by the primary objective of promoting the achievement of the company’s strategic objectives.

Fair and responsible remuneration
Internal equity
Redefine has taken proactive steps to realise the principle of fair and responsible remuneration across the company. Redefine
conducts a rigorous examination of internal pay levels to ensure that they are aligned to the principle of equal pay for work of
equal value, and if not, to identify and address any unjustifiable remuneration disparities. When considering remuneration and
increases, the Remco measures executive remuneration and increases against remuneration and increases for employees
across the company.

Career development
In addition, Redefine is committed to the professional advancement of its employees and encourages their development
through various career-mapping and employee value proposition initiatives (these are expanded on in the social section of this
report and the human capital section of the
report).
The remuneration policy, as available on Redefine’s website, contains a comprehensive discussion on fair and responsible
remuneration (www.redefine.co.za).
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Purpose of the remuneration policy (continued)
Long term staff incentive scheme
The purpose of the long term Staff Incentive Scheme is to attract, retain, motivate and reward employees on a basis which
aligns company performance and individual efforts at junior employment levels and aligns the interests of mid-tier and senior
employees with those of the company’s shareholders. It also creates wealth on an organisation-wide basis, and forms part of
its efforts to manage its internal wage gap.
The scheme consists of:

Awards

Awarded to employees between

Nil-cost Option awards

Paterson Grades E Lower to D Upper

Conditional awards

Paterson Grades D Lower to C Upper

Cash bonus awards

Paterson Grades C Lower to A

Full-time employees excluding executives who have been employed for at least 12 months, will be eligible to participate in the
scheme, within the parameters set out above.
The awards under all three categories are subject to performance conditions and a three-year vesting period. All awards are
subject to continued employment.

Nil-cost option awards
The Nil-cost Option awards are made annually based on a percentage of TGP. The rand value of the award is converted into
shares. The value per share that vests is the full value of the underlying share (nil strike price), but the number of shares that will
vest will depend on the extent to which the company financial performance set at award date and individual performance have
been met. After vesting participants will have a defined period during which to exercise the Nil-cost Option. Upon exercise of the
Nil-cost Option, participants can elect to either receive a specified number of shares based on the number of Nil-cost Options
exercised on the exercise date or the cash equivalent to the value of the Nil-cost Options exercised on the exercise date. An
additional number of shares or the cash equivalent can be received if participants postpone the exercise of the Nil-cost Options.

Conditional awards
The Conditional awards are made annually based on a percentage of TGP. The rand value of the award is converted into
phantom shares. The value per share that vests is the full value of the underlying share (nil strike price), but the number of
shares that will vest will depend on the extent to which the company financial performance set at award date and individual
performance have been met. These awards are settled in cash.

Cash bonus awards
The Cash bonus awards are made annually based on a percentage of TGP. The vesting is subject to company financial
performance and individual performance. These awards are settled in cash.

Composition of executive director remuneration
Remuneration of the executive directors is structured taking cognisance of the short- and long-term objectives of the company
and is designed to support alignment with the company’s overall business strategy and financial performance. The mix is aimed
at ensuring an optimal balance of remuneration between guaranteed and both short- and long-term incentives.
Remuneration is monitored and reviewed on an ongoing basis by the Remco to ensure that the relative percentages of
guaranteed and variable pay are market related and aligned with the strategic objectives to create sustained value for all
stakeholders.
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The following graphs reflect the mix of remuneration between on-target performance compared to below target performance
for executive directors.

2017 TOTAL REMUNERATION ON TARGET PERFORMANCE (%)

15.6%
26.1%
32.4%

32.0%
CHIEF
EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

EXECUTIVE
CHAIRMAN

13.8%

27.1%

12.5%

27.7%

15.6%

28.4%

FINANCIAL
DIRECTOR

33.6%

35.2%

TGP

Cash STI

Deferred STI

LTI

2017 TOTAL REMUNERATION BELOW TARGET PERFORMANCE (%)

8.5%

31.6%

EXECUTIVE
CHAIRMAN

7.9%

29.2%
59.9%

CHIEF
EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

7.4%

29.3%
62.9%

FINANCIAL
DIRECTOR
63.3%

TGP

Cash STI

Deferred STI

LTI

Refer to page 111 for the actual total remuneration outcomes for executive directors.

Total guaranteed package
The company conducts annual external benchmarking and participates in remuneration surveys to determine the market
positioning at all levels in order to remain competitive. The TGP details are contained in the table on page 90 .
The companies forming part of the total reward benchmarking comparator group were selected across all industries, based on
sizing metrics, e.g. earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA), profit and market capitalisation
(the comparator group is disclosed in part 3). The benchmarking comparator group for total reward and the variable pay
comparator group (for testing of the achievement of performance conditions) are different, as the variable pay comparator
group is a relative measure of the achievement of corporate performance measures against other companies in the REIT sector.
The Remco’s position on managing the internal wage gap is set out in the ’fair and responsible remuneration’ section of this
report.

Variable pay
In line with King IV, we have set out the positive outcomes of the performance conditions for the STI and LTI across the six
integrated reporting capitals that Redefine uses or affects.
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Variable pay scheme: LTI

Variable pay scheme: STI

Composition of executive director remuneration (continued)
Performance condition

Positive outcomes

JJTotal return based on NTAV

JJFinancial and manufactured capital: this performance
measure drives capital appreciation on the investments
made by Redefine’s shareholders

JJIndividual performance

JJFinancial and manufactured capital: the strategic
metrics in the balanced scorecards of the members
of executive management are meant to encourage
them to manage the company’s liquidity profile to
meet future cash requirements; as well as to maintain
profit margins, manage assets held in Redefine’s
property portfolio, and grow and diversify the local and
international asset base

JJBehavioural competencies

JJHuman, intellectual, natural and social and relationship
capital: the behavioural competencies deepen staff
engagement, and strive to cultivate and harness the
power of the executives’ passion and commitment. They
also encourage members of executive management to
ensure ongoing transformation in the company

Performance condition

Positive outcomes

MATCHING SHARE SCHEME AND
RESTRICTED SHARE SCHEME

JJFinancial capital: drives the investment of capital
received from Redefine’s equity and debt funders
responsibly in order to return financial capital to them
in the form of sustainable distributions and interest
payments at responsible levels of risk

JJGrowth in distributions per share in relation to peer
companies
JJAchievement of approved budgeted distributions
per share
JJIndividual performance (based on the STI score)

Short-term incentives
The STI scheme is established at all levels of the organisation. It is linked to performance at both an individual and company level
and is measured against a set of predetermined KPIs, which include:
JJCompany financial performance;
JJIndividual performance; and
JJBehavioural competencies.
STIs are not a condition of employment, but are awarded by the Remco based on the principles outlined in this report. The
affordability of incentives and the company’s financial constraints are taken into account when awarding STIs.
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STI SCORE IS CALCULATED AS FOLLOWS:
COMPANY FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

WEIGHTING

Key performance indicators

Measurement scale

JJTotal return based on NTAV is based on the
following formula:^

If total return (%)

Year-on-year change in RDF NTAV per share
+ Distribution for the year per share
RDF opening NTAV

Score

Less than 9.9
X100

= Total return %

0

Between 10.0 – 10.9

30

Between 11.0 – 11.9

34

Between 12.0 – 12.9

38

Between 13.0 – 13.9

42

Between 14.0 – 14.9

46

More than 15.0

50

50%

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE
Key performance indicators

Measurement scale

JJBased on strategic and financial objectives and priorities JJEach director has 5 specific
which have a direct influence on Redefine’s cash flow
KPIs, refer to part 3 for a
and profitability
detailed breakdown per director
JJThe balanced scorecard is specific to each executive
director

JJEach of the 5 KPIs holds equal
weighting of 7%

35%

Refer to pages 105 for each executives’ individual KPIs

BEHAVIOURAL COMPETENCIES
Key performance indicators

Measurement scale

JJLeadership behaviour and achieving transformational
objectives
JJA rating out of 100% is given to each director
measured by conducting 360° perception surveys

Scale

Score

Below 70%

0

Between 70.0% – 79.9%

1 –14@

Above 80.0% or greater
than average score

15

@

15%

Based on a sliding scale

100%*

STI SCORE

^ Total return based on NTAV was introduced as the company financial performance measure to encourage long term strategic thinking to
sustain value creation in line with the nature of the asset class. The achievement of total return based on NTAV is considered an appropriate
and challenging performance measure for executives.
* Should the overall STI score be less than 60% no STI will be payable (Remco will not exercise its discretion to waive this rule in the event of
underperformance).

STI FOR EXECUTIVES ARE CALCULATED BASED ON THE FOLLOWING FORMULA:

50%
TGP

X

200%

X

STI SCORE%

=

gg Paid in cash as bonus

TOTAL STI

50%
#

Current

Deferred#
gg Paid in restricted shares
gg Vesting in equal tranches
over 3 years

As performance is measured on award, the deferral is only subject to an employment condition during the vesting period. The introduction
of a deferral of STIs into shares increases the alignment between shareholders and management.

Refer to page 105 for the implementation of the STI based on FY 2017 performance.
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Composition of executive director remuneration (continued)
The 200% component of the STI formula should be considered in conjunction with the introduction of a bonus deferral mechanism
(for greater shareholder alignment) and MSRs (in addition to the pre-existing deferral opportunity into the MSS). The MSR is
explained in more detail on page 100 . The STI is fully linked to performance, and it lapses in its entirety if the performance score
is less than 60%. Furthermore, the targets for the STI are stretching and relevant to Redefine’s short-term performance objectives.
The Remco may apply reasonable judgement to review the STI outcomes and to moderate any payments to avoid unexpected
or unjustifiable outcomes.

Bonus deferral
For executives, 50% of the STI payment is deferred and converted into restricted shares, which vest over three years at the end
of each year following the award. As performance is measured on the way in, the deferral is only subject to an employment
condition during the vesting period.
The high deferral percentage of STIs into shares increases the alignment between shareholders and management. It also
introduces a longer vesting horizon, so 50% of each executive’s STI vests over a three-year period.
Refer to page 107 for the implementation of the deferred STI based on FY2017 performance.

*
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Long-term incentives
The participants, eligible members of executive management, are invited on an annual basis to participate in Redefine’s LTI
plans, based on each employee’s role, as well as company and individual performance.
The table below is a summary of the LTI plans:

Restricted share scheme

Matching share scheme

Share purchase scheme

JJParticipants will be invited to utilise
a predetermined percentage of
their after-tax annual STI to acquire
Redefine shares
JJParticipants holding these shares
for three years will receive matching
Redefine shares at no consideration
by the company based on a multiple
linked to company and individual
performance.

JJParticipants will be awarded the
opportunity to acquire Redefine shares
by way of a market-related interestbearing loan (JIBAR plus 200 basis
points), on an arm’s length basis,
granted by the company

JJIncentivisation and retention of
executives
JJEnhance employee and shareholder
alignment through achieving and
encouraging direct ownership by
executives of Redefine shares

JJEnhance executive and shareholder
alignment through achieving and
encouraging direct ownership by
executives of Redefine shares. This
is essentially a 'management buyin' plan and exposes participants
to real financial risk of share price
growth and the repayment of the full
loan for purchase of the shares (even
in instances where the share price
decreases from purchase date)

Description
JJParticipants will be awarded
a right to delivery of Redefine
shares at a future date (subject
to conditions being met)
JJThis award is received at no
consideration

Rationale
JJAttraction, incentivisation and
retention of executives and key
employees

Vesting conditions
JJ25% of the award of shares will JJRemain in the employment of the
company
be subject to the participant
remaining in the employment
JJCompany and individual performance
of the company (time vesting).
needs to be met for vesting
This is the retention element of
J
J
Vesting period of three years
the award
JJ75% of the award will vest
subject to meeting predetermined company financial
and individual performance
conditions (performance vesting)
JJVesting period of three years

JJNo vesting conditions

Participation
JJExecutives and key employees

JJExecutives

JJExecutives

JJRefer to note 18 Share-based
payments of the

JJRefer to note 18 Share-based
payments of the

References
JJRefer to note 18 Share-based
payments of the
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Composition of executive director remuneration (continued)
Delivery of shares under LTI schemes
The Remco resolved to settle shares issued in terms of the long-term incentive schemes by buying them on the market, thus
avoiding dilution.
The aggregate number of shares at any one time that may be allocated under all the LTI plans may not exceed 200 000 000
shares (which represent approximately 7.5% of the number of issued shares as at the date of approval of the LTI plans by
shareholders). This dilution limit is lower than the general dilution limit among JSE-listed companies, which is 10% of issued
share capital. The limit excludes shares allocated by way of awards in terms of the LTI plans which have been forfeited by
participants. These limits will be adjusted proportionately in the event of a sub-division or consolidation of shares.

Performance conditions and LTI allocation levels
Redefine’s awards policy is to make annual allocations at the same time each year, thus avoiding the volatility of large irregular
once-off awards.
The Remco will not waive the achievement of performance conditions for normal LTI allocations. Furthermore, the company
does not support the retesting of performance conditions for any of its LTI schemes. The performance criteria and vesting levels
for the LTI schemes (specifically the RSS and MSS) are set out in the table on page 99 .

*
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THE LTI SCORE IS CALCULATED AS FOLLOWS:
COMPANY FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Description of key
performance indicators Measurement scale
Growth in distributions per
share in relation to peer
companies
The variable pay comparator
group for testing the
meeting of the relative
performance condition
comprises:
JJGrowthpoint Properties
JJVukile
JJSA Corporate
JJEmira
JJInvestec Property Fund

Scale
Target achieved
No – Below peer distribution
Yes – Equal to peer
distributions growth
Available stretch
Between 0.10% – 0.49% better
than peer distributions growth
Between 0.5% – 0.99% better
than peer distributions growth
Above 1.0% better than peer
distributions growth

RSS
vesting
(%)

RSS
WEIGHTING

MSS
WEIGHTING

30%

35%

30%

35%

15%

30%

25%

0%

MSS
vesting
(%)

0.0%

0.0%

30.0%

35.0%

33.0%

38.5%

36.0%

42.0%

39.0%

45.5%

RSS
vesting
(%)

MSS
vesting
(%)

0.0%
30.0%

0.0%
35.0%

33.0%

38.5%

COMPANY FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Description of key
performance indicators Measurement scale
JJThe directors are
measured against
meeting the approved
budgeted distribution
per share

Scale
Target achieved
No – Below budget
Yes – Budget achieved
Available stretch
Between 0.10% – 0.49% better
than budget
Between 0.5% – 0.99% better
than budget
1.0% better than budget

36.0%

42.0%

39.0%

45.5%

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE
Description of key performance indicators
JJThe short-term incentive score is used to incorporate individual performance,
behavioural competencies and a further element of company financial performance

CALCULATION
STI SCORE %
(AS CALCULATED PER
PAGE 95 )

X

WEIGHTING

=

EFFECTIVE INDIVIDUAL
PERFORMANCE SCORE

RETENTION
Description of key performance indicators
JJAutomatic vesting of 25% due to the executive still being in Redefine Properties
Limited employ at vesting date

100% 100%#

LTI SCORE*
* The total LTI score is capped at 100%
#
The cumulative score for three years is used

LTI FOR EXECUTIVES ARE CALCULATED BASED ON THE FOLLOWING FORMULA:
NUMBER OF SHARES AWARDED

x

LTI SCORE%

=

TOTAL VESTING SHARES

Refer to page 108 for the implementation of the RSS and MSS based on the FY2017 performance.
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Composition of executive director remuneration (continued)
Minimum shareholding requirements
The MSR policy for executives is intended to encourage
executives to build or to increase their shareholding in
Redefine through the incentive plans and to become
personally invested in the company. This increases executive
ownership and ‘skin in the game’ and encourages alignment
between management and shareholders. It also sends a very
positive message to shareholders in the company.
The salient features are as follows:
JJExecutives are required to hold shares equal in value to at
least 200% of their TGP, which must be accumulated over
five years from the later of the introduction of the MSR
policy or the appointment of the executive.
JJThe executives must maintain the target shareholding
throughout his/her tenure with the company.
JJShares in Redefine must be held outright, and unvested
awards will not count towards this requirement.

JJExecutives may satisfy the MSR by purchasing shares in
Redefine using their after-tax bonuses or by retaining
shares that have already vested under the company’s
deferred STI scheme and the company’s LTI incentive
scheme.
JJExecutives may elect to subject their unvested share
awards to an additional holding period (after the
performance and employment conditions have been met),
during which they cannot trade with the shares. These
shares will count towards meeting the MSR target.
JJExecutives will not be entitled to a larger than normal
(market benchmark) STI or LTI award in any year to assist
them in meeting their MSR.
JJThe company may require that MSR shares be held in a
separate account with an administrator appointed by the
company.
Refer to page 111 for the MSR test as at 31 August 2017

Malus and clawback
MALUS
The Remco may, on or before the vesting date of an award,
reduce the quantum of an award in whole or in part after
an actual risk event (trigger event) occurs which, in the
judgement of the Remco, had arisen during the relevant
vesting or financial period.
In the event of early termination of employment during the
vesting period of an award, the Remco will consider whether
a trigger event arose between the award date and the date of
termination of employment.

CLAWBACK
The Remco may apply clawback and take steps to recover
awards that have vested in a participant (on a pre-tax basis) as
a consequence of a trigger event which, in the judgement of the
Remco, arose during the clawback period. The clawback period
will run for three years from the vesting date of the awards.
In the event of a breach of directors’ duties by a participant,
Redefine reserves the right to pursue any remedies available
to it in terms of the clawback policy, as well as common and
statutory law.
The clawback policy makes provision for the implementation
of certain methods of recovery in the event that the participant
disposes of the shares after the vesting date, but before the
clawback period ends, as well as in the event that the shares
are retained throughout the clawback period.
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In the event of termination of employment by the participant
during the clawback period (irrespective of whether the
participant is classified as a good or bad leaver), the clawback
period for the restricted share award will be deemed to have
come to an end on the date of termination of employment.
The summarised trigger events for Malus and Claw back include:
JJEmployee misbehaviour, dishonesty, fraud or gross
misconduct;
JJA material misstatement of the financial results for the
performance or employment period of the award, resulting
in an adjustment in the audited consolidated accounts of
Redefine (or an employer company);
JJThe assessment of any performance metric or condition
(where applicable) in respect of an award which was based
on error, or inaccurate or misleading information;
JJAny information used to determine the quantum of a cash
STI or long term staff incentive scheme payment, or the
number of shares subject to an LTI award was based on
error, or inaccurate or misleading information; and/or
JJEvents or behaviour of the employee that had a significant
detrimental impact on the reputation of Redefine.
Redefine’s malus and clawback policy applies to any variable
pay awards (excluding the SPS) made from 1 September 2017
onwards. Decisions made by the Remco regarding the
application of malus and/or clawback are final and binding.
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Executive director service contracts
Executive directors are on standard employment contracts with three-month notice periods. They will also be subject to the
company’s rotation policy for executive directors (expanded on in the corporate governance section of this report). While the
normal retirement age is 65, the company’s retirement policy makes provision for extending the working relationship between
the executive and the company beyond the normal retirement age. There are no contractual arrangements for balloon payments
or other special severance payments or loss of office payments on termination of employment for underperformance. For early
termination, there is no automatic entitlement to bonuses or share-based payments, and any bonus payments made on early
termination are at the Remco’s discretion. There are no restraints of trade on executive directors.
While there is no automatic entitlement to a payment in the event of a change of control, LTIs will vest in accordance with the
approved share plan rules.

External appointments
Executive directors may not serve as non-executive directors in other companies without the express approval of the board.

Sign-on awards
Redefine may make ad hoc sign-on awards to new executives and key employees. The awards will be made subject to a threeyear vesting period. If the executive forfeited awards at a previous employer (with shorter vesting periods), the quantum of the
sign-on award should be increased to reflect this. The award will also be subject to forfeiture should the employee leave the
company during the vesting period. Redefine has also introduced clawback over the award (i.e. if the executive resigns before
the end of the three-year period, he will be compelled to return any restricted shares which have vested in him to the company).

Non-executive director fee policy
Non-executive director fees are reviewed annually, based on inflation, market benchmarks following research into trends in
non-executive director remuneration among companies of a similar size and complexity. The fees recognise the responsibilities
borne by the director throughout the year and not only during meetings. The fees comprise an annual fee as tabulated in part 3
of this report.
The fee proposals endorsed by the board are proposed at the AGM for shareholder approval, by special resolution, prior to
payment for the following financial year. Proposed non-executive director fees are set out on page 102 . Non-executive directors
are paid in cash.
In addition, non-executive directors are reimbursed for travel expenses on official business, where necessary, as well as other
direct business-related expenses.
Non-executive directors do not participate in the company’s variable pay plans in order to avoid any potential conflict of interest
and to maintain their independence.
None of the non-executive directors have a contract of employment with the company. Their appointments are made in terms
of the company’s memorandum of incorporation and are confirmed initially at the first AGM of shareholders following their
appointment, and thereafter at a minimum of three-year intervals.
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Non-executive directors’ proposed fees
PwC was commissioned to benchmark non-executive directors’ fees against Redefine’s total reward comparator group.
Currently Redefine’s non-executive fee structure does not differentiate between fees earned by the chairman and members
of the remuneration and/or nomination committee, the social, ethics and transformation committee and the investment
committee. Given the benchmark information and prevailing market practice the introduction of chairman fees are proposed.
The information in the table below illustrates the current shareholder-approved and proposed fee increases in respect of nonexecutive directors.
Please note that all fees proposed for FY 2018 are exclusive of value added tax (VAT) where applicable to non-executive directors.
Approved
FY 2017
excluding VAT

Proposed
FY 2018 fees
excluding VAT

Increase
in proposed fees %

Lead independent director

530 000

561 800

6%

Non-executive director

380 000

402 800

6%

Audit and risk committee chairman

180 000

240 000

33%

Audit and risk committee member

Committee and role

150 000

159 000

6%

Remuneration and/or nomination committee chairman

70 000

187 500

168%

Remuneration and/or nomination committee member

70 000

93 000

33%

Social, ethics and transformation committee chairman

70 000

148 000

111%

Social, ethics and transformation committee member

70 000

87 000

24%

Investment committee chairman

110 000

148 000

35%

Investment committee member

110 000

116 000

5%

The proposed 2018 non-executive directors’ fees will be tabled for approval by shareholders in accordance with the Companies
Act and King IV at the group’s AGM to be held on 15 February 2018. Refer to special shareholders’ resolution number 1 in the
notice of AGM.

Shareholder engagement and voting
In line with King IV, the company will table its remuneration policy and implementation report for two separate non-binding
advisory votes by shareholders at the AGM. In the event that 25% or more of the shareholders vote against either resolution (or
both), the Remco will engage with the dissenting shareholders to ascertain their concerns with the company’s remuneration
framework.
The Remco may engage with shareholders using one or more of the following methods:
JJEmails, telephone calls, meetings and other methods of communication to the relevant contact persons at the shareholders,
after the AGM concerned (and throughout the financial year), regarding the reasons for the dissenting votes; and
JJResponses to shareholder queries explaining, in more detail, the elements of the remuneration policy that caused concern.
Where appropriate, the board may resolve to amend certain elements of the remuneration policy to align the policy to
market norms.
The Remco may take steps to address the valid and reasonable concerns raised by dissenting shareholders and disclose the full
shareholder engagement process, responses and resolutions in part 1 of the remuneration report for the following financial year.
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PART 3
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE POLICY –
EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS’ AND PRESCRIBED
OFFICERS’ REMUNERATION
Adherence to the remuneration policy
The Remco has monitored the implementation of the remuneration policy and is of the view that there were no deviations from
the remuneration policy in FY2017.

Total guaranteed package
In determining the TGP increases for executive directors, the Remco referred to market conditions, as well as data drawn
from the companies in the total remuneration comparator group for purposes of benchmarking. The basis of selection of
the benchmarking comparator group is to consider JSE-listed companies of a similar size to Redefine. This differs from the
variable pay comparator group (used for testing of the meeting of performance conditions), which was selected primarily based
on industry.

Benchmarking comparator group for total
remuneration
Liberty Holdings, Life Healthcare Group Holdings, Capitec
Bank Holdings, MMI Holdings, Netcare, Tiger Brands,
Mr Price Group, Growthpoint Properties, Discovery,
Woolworths Holdings

Variable pay comparator group (for testing of the
meeting of performance conditions)
Growthpoint Properties, Vukile, SA Corporate, Emira, Investec
Property Fund

The Remco did not rebase executive pay levels in FY2017.

Internal wage gap
Redefine is committed to addressing the internal wage gap. In this regard, when determining average executive remuneration
increase levels, we have taken into account the average increase levels for middle management and general employees.
Overall, salaries increased by 7.2% on a like-for-like basis compared to FY2016. Redefine recognises that the employees at the
lower levels in the organisation in particular have been affected by the current economic environment. In order to assist these
employees, Redefine increased the salaries effective September 2017 for junior staff by an average of 8.2% (2016: 9.0%), senior
and mid-level staff on average by 7.3%, (2016: 7.3%) and executives by 6.0% (2016: 6.0%) respectively. The introduction of the
long term staff incentive scheme in 2017 will assist in reducing the internal wage gap and gradually create wealth for our more
junior staff.
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Implementation of the policy (continued)
Executive remuneration
The table below provides an analysis of remuneration received in FY2017 (compared to FY2016), presented as the total
remuneration of executives.

EXECUTIVES
Short-term

Figures in R’000

Salary and
allowance

Postemployment

Long-term

Bonuses and
performance
related
payments

Other benefits
and payments Share schemes

Defined
contribution

Total
13 601

FY2017
AJ König

3 898

3 740

155

5 363

445

LC Kok

2 910

2 872

203

2 267

342

8 594

M Wainer

5 127

5 118

1 182^

7 251

–

18 678

DH Rice*

3 416

3 185

243

5 485

315

12 644

MJ Ruttell*

2 250

1 845

–

2 155

–

6 250

17 601

16 760

1 783

22 521

1 102

59 767
11 339

#

#

FY2016
AJ König

3 680

2 730

144

4 365

420

LC Kok

2 750

2 096

186

1 334

323

6 689

M Wainer

4 842

3 585

1168^

6 310

–

15 905
10 901

DH Rice

3 243

2 412

209

4 740

297

MJ Ruttell

2 120

1 378

−

2 246

–

5 744

16 635

12 201

1 707

18 995

1 040

50 578

^ Fees for executive directors sitting on company boards that are part of the group are earned by Redefine Properties Limited, except for a
fee of R997 000 (2016: R999 000) paid to M Wainer in his capacity as non-executive director for the Cromwell Property Group. This has been
included in the other benefits and payments column.
* DH Rice and MJ Ruttell resigned as directors on 9 February 2017. However, they still form part of the Executive committee and meet the
definition of a “prescribed officer” in terms of the Companies Act
#
Long and short term incentive schemes paid in FY2017 relate to the company and individual performance outcomes for FY2016.

Refer to page 107 for the FY2017 LTI and STI outcomes based on company financial and individual performance

*
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STI scheme score
The tables below show the average STI outcomes against each element of the STI performance metrics

COMPANY PERFORMANCE
Total return based
on NTAV

Performance measurement scale: total return based on NTAV
If total return:

Score

0 – 9.9%

0%*

Year-on-year change in RDF NTAV per share

10.0 – 10.9%

30%

+ Distribution for the year per share

11.0 – 11.9%

34%

X100

RDF opening NTAV

= Total return %
(30.2) + 92.0
942.9

X100

= 6.6 %

12.0 – 12.9%

38%

13.0 – 13.9%

42%

14.0 – 14.9%

46%

15.0 % +

50%

* As Redefine’s total return based on NTAV was 6.6% the score for company performance was 0%

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each executive is measured based on five specific strategic and financial objectives. These KPIs have a direct influence on
Redefine’s cash flow and profitability. Each of the KPIs below holds a weighting of 7%.
Each executive below has been rated on individual performance and behavioural competencies
Individual performance and
behavioural competencies
Andrew König
JJDiversify exposure to new asset classes outside of the traditional property sectors (nontraditional asset classes in % of total asset base)
JJExpand into markets offering growth and secure income streams (international income in
% of total Income)
JJSupport expansion of existing investments in listed securities (growth in existing
international listed assets)

43.0%
out of 50%

JJInvest in improving existing directly held assets (growth in existing international directly
held assets)
JJImprove investor sentiment of international exposure (investor perception survey)
JJLeadership behaviour and achieving transformational objectives
Leon Kok
JJRefine BEE strategy to align with changes in codes and maintain rating (BEE rating)
JJContinue to maintain margins and maximise cash flow (net operating income margin)
JJImprove capability, availability and use of electronic communication platforms (% uptime
of servers and networks)
JJFocus on balance sheet management (fixed charge cover ratio)

44.4%
out of 50%

JJImplement hedging of income (% of international income hedged)
JJLeadership behaviour and achieving transformational objectives
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Implementation of the policy (continued)
Individual performance and
behavioural competencies
Marc Wainer
JJDisciplined growth and diversification of the property asset base (5-year average asset
value growth of core portfolio)
JJGrowth and geographic diversification in international real estate markets(international
assets in % of total assets)
JJUnlock value-add opportunities to existing properties (yield on expansion projects)

47.2%
out of 50%

JJProvide mentorship and strategic thought leadership to fellow executives
JJEnsure the effective and efficient functioning of the board
JJLeadership behaviour and achieving transformational objectives
David Rice
JJCritical assessment of each property’s investment life cycle (% of total asset value covered
with an asset management plan for Industrial, Retail and Commercial)
JJLet vacant space (vacancy rate for active Industrial, Retail and Commercial portfolios)
JJMaintain strong focus on tenant retention and relationships (tenant retention by GLA in %
for Industrial, Retail and Commercial)

25.2%
out of 50%

JJIncrease focus on parking and non-GLA income
JJCritically evaluate specialist non-core functions
JJLeadership behaviour and achieving transformational objectives
Mike Ruttell
JJDeal with the electricity supply crisis (number of relevant buildings addressed)
JJIdentify yield-enhancing development opportunities around owned properties
JJPursue pre-let/tenant demand-driven development opportunities (% of projects delivered
within or under project budget)
JJEstablish long-term master plans for development of key assets (% of projects delivered
within specifications)

36.4%
out of 50%

JJExplore yield-enhancing opportunities in new market segments outside traditional property
sectors
JJLeadership behaviour and achieving transformational objectives

Executive
Total weighting

Company
performance
(Total return
based on NTAV)

Individual
performance
and behavioural
competencies

FY2017
STI score

Adjusted FY2017
STI score*
100.0%

50.0%

50.0%

100.0%

AJ König

0.0%

43.0%

43.0%

0.0%

LC Kok

0.0%

44.4%

44.4%

0.0%

M Wainer

0.0%

47.2%

47.2%

0.0%

DH Rice

0.0%

25.2%

25.2%

0.0%

MJ Ruttell

0.0%

36.4%

36.4%

0.0%

* As the FY2017 STI score is less than 60% no STI will be payable
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STI OUTCOMES FOR THE FY2017
Adjusted STI
score

Executive

TGP
R’000

Cash bonus* Deferred portion^
R’000
R’000

AJ König

0%

4 719

–

–

LC Kok

0%

3 624

–

–

M Wainer

0%

5 630

–

–

DH Rice

0%

4 169

–

–

MJ Ruttell

0%

2 385

–

–

* This cash bonus would have been payable in December 2017, which falls in FY2018
^ The deferred portion of the bonus would have vested over the next three years

LTI outcomes
The table below illustrates on an individual executive level the value of LTIs allocated, settled, forfeited and the current value
of shares not yet settled.

NUMBER OF SHARES

Executive
AJ König

LC Kok

M Wainer

DH Rice

MJ Ruttell

Scheme

Year
granted

01-Sep-16

Allocated
in year

VALUE

Forfeited

Vested

31 August
2017

Share
close price
31 August
2017
R

Total
estimated
value
R’000

RSS

2015/16/17

705 000

365 000

(7 560)

(172 440)

890 000

10.66

9 487

MSS

2015/16/17

984 084

453 213

(47 269)

(261 005)

1 129 023

10.66

12 035

Deferred
STI

2016/17

260 248

362 724

–

(86 749)

536 223

10.66

5 716

RSS

2015/16/17

550 000

248 000

(6 720)

(153 280)

638 000

10.66

6 801

MSS

2015/16/17

228 963

322 809

–

–

551 772

10.66

5 882

Deferred
STI

2016/17

199 833

278 520

–

(66 611)

411 742

10.66

4 389

RSS

2015/16/17

1 000 000

475 000

(12 600)

(287 400)

1 175 000

10.66

12 526

MSS

2015/16/17

1 182 795

519 513

(53 290)

(301 979)

1 347 039

10.66

14 356

Deferred
STI

2016/17

341 730

496 389

–

(113 910)

724 209

10.66

7 720

RSS

2015/16/17

725 000

267 000

(9 450)

(215 550)

767 000

10.66

8 176

MSS

2015/16/17

887 703

400 887

(44 541)

(239 766)

1 004 283

10.66

10 706

Deferred
STI

2016/17

229 886

308 964

–

(76 629)

462 221

10.66

4 927
4 989

RSS

2015/16/17

455 000

163 000

(6 300)

(143 700)

468 000

10.66

MSS

2015/16/17

80 757

35 118

(3 893)

(21 505)

90 477

10.66

964

Deferred
STI

2016/17

131 363

178 952

–

(43 788)

266 527

10.66

2 841
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Implementation of the policy (continued)
LTI SCHEME SCORE
Each executive is measured based on company financial performance (growth in distributions and achievement of budget) and
individual performance (STI score).
The tables below show the LTI outcomes against each element of the LTI performance metrics

COMPANY PERFORMANCE
Growth in distributions

Vesting (%)

Scale

RSS

MSS

Target achieved
No – Below peer distribution
Yes – Equal to peer distribution growth

0.0%

0.0%

30.0%

35.0%

Available stretch:
Between 0.10%-0.49% better than peer distributions growth

33.0%

38.5%

Between 0.5%-0.99% better than peer distributions growth

36.0%

42.0%*

Above 1.0% better than peer distributions growth

39.0%

45.5%

* As Redefine’s distribution growth was 0.97% better than it’s peer groups distribution growth a stretch target was met

Growth in distribution (%)
8.0

(2.0)%

Vukile

SA Coporate

Emira

7.0%

6.3%

Growthpoint
properties

6.0%

7.1%

2.0

6.5%

4.0

2.5%

6.0

0
(2.0)

Investec
Weighted
PropertyFund average peer
group growth

Redefine

Achievement of budget

Vesting (%)

Scale

RSS

MSS

Target achieved
No – Below budget
Yes – Budget achieved

0.0%

0.0%

30.0%

35.0%*

Available stretch:
Between 0.10%-0.49% better

33.0%

38.5%

Between 0.5%-0.99% better

36.0%

42.0%

1.0% better than budget

39.0%

45.5%

66.0%

77.0%

Company performance subtotal
* As Redefine’s achieved the budget the target was met.
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INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE
Vesting (%)
Scale

RSS

MSS

15.0%

30.0%

AJ König

6.5%

12.9%

LC Kok

6.7%

NA

M Wainer

7.1%

14.2%

DH Rice

3.8%

7.6%

MJ Ruttell

5.5%

10.9%

25.0%

25.0%

AJ König

97.5%

89.9%

LC Kok

97.7%

NA

M Wainer

98.1%

91.2%

DH Rice

94.8%

84.6%

MJ Ruttell

96.5%

87.9%

2017
LTI score

Award
available for
vesting

Shares vested
November
2017

AJ König

97.5%

225 000

219 263

LC Kok

97.7%

160 000

156 256

M Wainer

98.1%

300 000

294 240

DH Rice

94.8%

225.000

213 255

MJ Ruttell

96.5%

150 000

144 690

Each executive rated out of:

Automatic vesting
Retention

TOTAL LTI SCHEME SCORE (COMPANY PERFORMANCE + INDIVIDUAL
PERFORMANCE)

Shares vested in terms of the:
RESTRICTED SHARE SCHEME

Executive

MATCHING SHARE SCHEME

Executive
AJ König
LC Kok*
M Wainer

2017
LTI score
89.9%

three-year
cumulative
LTI score^
82.1%

Award
Shares
available
vested
for vesting November 2017
304 506

250 101

NA

NA

–

–

91.2%

82.7%

356 877

294 971

DH Rice

84.6%

80.3%

273 447

219 450

MJ Ruttell

87.9%

81.4%

28 470

23 167

* No award in 2014
^ 2015, 2016, and 2017 cumulative LTI score for MSS
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Implementation of the policy (continued)
DEFERRED – RESTRICTIVE SHARE SCHEME
Automatic
vesting of
2015 award

Automatic
vesting of
2016 award

AJ König

86 750

120 908

207 658

LC Kok

66 611

92 840

159 451

Executive

M Wainer

Shares vested
November
2017

113 910

165 463

279 373

DH Rice

76 629

102 989

179 618

MJ Ruttell

43 788

59 651

103 439

Share purchase scheme
In terms of the SPS, the executives are able to purchase Redefine shares by way of loan from the company. The loan bears an
interest rate of JIBAR plus 2% and is secured by the shares purchased under this scheme. This is not considered remuneration,
as the directors pay Redefine a market-related interest rate and bear real financial risk.

NUMBER OF SHARES PURCHASED UNDER THE SHARE PURCHASE SCHEME
Executive

August 2016

Acquired

Disposed

August
2017

AJ König

3 339 143

–

–

3 339 143

LC Kok

1 200 000

–

–

1 200 000

M Wainer

3 632 751

–

–

3 632 751

DH Rice

2 400 000

–

–

2 400 000

MJ Ruttell

300 000

–

–

300 000

10 871 894

–

–

10 871 894

Approved LTI dilution limits
The board has resolved that the company settle the LTI awards made in terms of the LTI scheme by buying shares in the market,
thus no shares were issued to settle any LTI obligation.
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TOTAL REMUNERATION OUTCOMES
The graphs below reflect the earnings potential compared to the actual remuneration outcomes for the executive directors
relating to performance in FY2017.

2017 POTENTIAL TOTAL REMUNERATION ON TARGET PERFORMANCE (R’000)
Executive
chairman
Chief executive
officer
Financial
director
0

5 000

10 000

15 000

20 000

25 000

2017 ACTUAL TOTAL REMUNERATION OUTCOME (R’000)
Executive
chairman
Chief executive
officer
Financial
director
0

5 000

10 000

TGP

15 000

Cash STI

20 000

Deferred STI
TGP

LTI

Cash STI

Deferred STI

LTI

MINIMUM SHAREHOLDING REQUIREMENT
The following table sets out the extent to which the MSR requirements have been met, as of 31 August 2017.

MSR target
(% of TGP)

MSR Actual as at
31 August 2017
(% of TGP)

Compliance

A König

200%

552%

Target achieved

L Kok

200%

292%

Target achieved

M Wainer

200%

928%

Target achieved

DH Rice

200%

527%

Target achieved

M Ruttell

200%

216%

Target achieved

Executive
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Non-executive directors’ fees
The table below shows the fees paid to non-executive directors in FY2017. Please note that these fees were deemed to be VAT exclusive.

Non-executive director

Fees paid in
FY2017

B Mathews*

262 500

B Nackan

860 000

D Nathan

615 000

G Steffens^

300 000

H Mehta

450 000

M Watters#

190 000

M Barkhuysen

416 667

N Langa-Royds

450 000

P Langeni

470 000

* Appointed with effect from 9 February 2017
^ Retired with effect from 9 February 2017
# Resigned with effect from 9 February 2017

The board is of the view that the current fee structure of an annual fee, rather than a retainer and meeting attendance fee, is
more appropriate for the board and the committees in light of the workload and responsibilities of the members.
Non-executive directors’ fees are paid biannually in arrears. The performance of directors is assessed by the chairperson of the
Remco on an ongoing basis and by way of an annual board assessment.

Approval
This remuneration report was approved by the remuneration committee of Redefine Properties Limited on 2 November 2017.
Yours sincerely

Bridgitte Mathews
Chairperson
Remuneration committee
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*

Rosebank Link, Rosebank
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SELF-ASSESSMENT
OF ESG SCORECARD
2017

*

Rosebank Towers, Rosebank
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Redefine’s ESG scorecard
Self-assessment on environmental-related matters
ENVIRONMENTAL

COMMITMENT TO GOOD
ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES

NOTES

COMPLIANCE WITH LOCAL
ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS

JJDoes the company comply with
all relevant local environmental
laws, standards and
regulations?

Redefine complies with all relevant local environmental
laws, standards and regulations.

RISK MANAGEMENT

JJDoes the company assess the
environmental risks arising
from its operations? What
processes are in place?

Redefine does assess the environmental risks arising
from its operations and risk management procedures
with regard to environmental issues are integrated into
a multidisciplinary company-wide risk management
process. An enterprise risk management framework
is applied consistently across all business units and
incorporates the identification and assessment of risks
at both an asset and company level. A review of all risks
identified and possible new risks is carried out annually
with quarterly updates. After risk identification, a rating
table is developed which determines the risks’ possible
impacts and likelihood of occurrence. Mitigating factors
are similarly identified in relation to identified risks. For
more information, please refer to our

JJPlease elaborate e.g. a risk
plan that identifies the risk and
mitigates.

EMISSIONS

JJDoes the company take action
to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions? If yes, how does
the company offset carbon
emissions?

Although Redefine’s total carbon footprint increased
from 2016 due to organic portfolio growth, Scope 2 and
3 electricity consumption, which contributes to the
majority of our emissions, have reduced with 3% on a
like-for-like basis.
In 2016 Redefine had a target to reduce scope 1 and
2 emissions by 5% in the current year. Our scope 2
emissions reduced by 5.15% meeting this target. Our
scope 1 emissions increased by 51% mainly as a result
of increased diesel use for standby electricity regulation
due to increased supply interruptions.
Redefine recognises energy efficiency and renewable
energy as an opportunity to reduce scope 2 electricity
consumption, as well as a method to retain tenants
as this similarly assists in tenants’ goals and targets.
Redefine aims to offset the increase in scope
3 emissions by implementing energy efficiency
and renewable energy initiatives in the portfolio.
Additionally, Redefine anticipates that scope 3
electricity emissions will reduce through continued
tenant awareness and campaigns.

EMISSIONS

JJDoes the company disclose
carbon emissions?

Redefine discloses carbon emissions in, inter alia, its
integrated report, sustainability report and various
other benchmarking platforms - DJSI, GRESB, and the
CDP.
For more information please refer to the natural capital
and
.
section in our
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COMMITMENT TO GOOD
ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES

GOVERNANCE

NOTES

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

JJHas the company planned
or taken any measures to
reduce or optimise its energy
consumption?
If yes, explain.

Redefine is continually refining its energy strategy in
line with best practice and business requirements. The
cost and continuity of electricity supply are financial
drivers promoting investment in energy-efficiency
projects. The energy strategy has the initial aim of
implementing alternative and/or renewable energy
sources and reducing the consumption of several
energy-intensive buildings. Lighting systems are being
retrofitted with efficient lighting technology and solar
PV plants are being installed to provide renewable
energy. For more information, please refer to the
natural capital section in our
and
.

WASTE MANAGEMENT
AND RECYCLING

JJHas the company planned
or taken any measures to
reduce or optimise its waste
consumption? If yes, explain.

Redefine conducted its first full waste footprint during
2017 for inclusion in its carbon footprint. The waste
footprint provides a platform to track and inform
waste-to-landfill reduction targets. Redefine strives to
further reduce the impact that external environmental
factors, such as waste proliferation, have on business
operations. The company has consequently identified
material issues that require continuous attention and
implemented “adaptation” or “mitigation” strategies
to reduce the risk of these material environmental
concerns.

WATER STEWARDSHIP

JJHas the company planned
or taken any measures to
reduce or optimise its water
consumption?

Redefine reports on water consumption as part
of its annual carbon footprint assessment. Water
consumption is tracked through the recordal of water
meter readings or water consumption readings
provided by municipalities. Using a like-for-like
comparison on properties in the portfolio in 2016 and
2017 our water footprint has reduced with 10.3%.
Redefine will continue to install more water meters
at its key and other water-intensive properties and
continues to implement water efficiency and recycling
projects.

JJIf yes, explain.

GLOBAL COMPACT
PRINCIPLE
Principle 7: Businesses
should support a
precautionary approach to
environmental challenges.
It is more cost-effective
to take early action to
ensure that irreversible
environmental damage
does not occur.
Companies should seek
to promote environmental
responsibility.

JJDoes the company have a
code of conduct or practice for
its operations and products
that confirms commitment
to care for health and the
environment?

Redefine has developed an environmental policy to
reflect our vision regarding future environmental
performance and to demonstrate our commitment
to meaningfully contributing to improving the
environment. The policy encompasses all operations
in Redefine’s portfolio and includes the commitment to
make resources available for the effective integration,
management and implementation of the policy. The
company similarly has various policies, including
a code of conduct in place, which demonstrate the
company’s commitment.
We have also developed an integrated approach to
holistically evaluate and optimise the environmental
performance of our properties. We continue to
benchmark the performance of our properties and
strive to increase the number of Green Star rated
buildings in our portfolio.
Please refer to our website for additional information.
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Redefine’s ESG scorecard (continued)

ENVIRONMENTAL

COMMITMENT TO GOOD
ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES

NOTES

JJDoes the company have
a mechanism for twoway communication with
stakeholders, in a proactive,
early stage and transparent
manner, to ensure effective
communication of information
about uncertainties and
potential risks and to deal
with related enquiries and
complaints?

Stakeholder engagement and communication is
proactively managed and driven through various
channels and across platforms, targeting all of
Redefine’s key stakeholders. Community complaints
are taken seriously and dealt with through a centralised
call centre. These complaints are dealt with timeously
and effectively through evolving business processes.
We publically report on the processes and tools
used to identify and prioritise critical environmental
issues within the sustainability strategy, including a
consideration of impact on the company’s business
performance.
For more information, please refer to our social and
relationship capital section in our
.
and
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JJDoes the company measure,
track and communicate
progress in incorporating
sustainability principles into
business practices, including
reporting against global
operating standards?

Redefine measures, tracks and communicates
progress in incorporating sustainability principles
into business practices and reports against global
operating standards, including the Carbon Disclosure
Project (Climate Change and Water), GRESB and DJSI.
The company is on the sustainability committee of the
South African Property Owners Association and we are
members of the Green Building Council of South Africa.
Ilse Swanepoel (Head of utilities) is a non-executive
director of GBCSA.

JJDo the company’s vision,
policies and strategies include
the “triple bottom line” of
sustainable development
— economic prosperity,
environmental quality and
social equity?

Redefine integrates the principles of the triple bottom
line and good governance into its business activities,
vision, policies and strategies.

JJDo the company’s vision,
policies and strategies
include sustainability targets
and indicators (economic,
environmental, social)?

Redefine’s vision, policies and strategies include
sustainability targets and indicators.

JJDoes the company work
with suppliers to improve
environmental performance,
extending responsibility up the
product chain and down the
supply chain?

We acknowledge our responsibility not just to manage
and minimise our day-to-day environmental impacts,
but also to share good practices and influence our
partners. We undertake to familiarise ourselves with
the environmental practices of our supply chain and/
or other companies from which we source significant
inputs and continuously monitor compliance with
these practices. We continue to engage with suppliers,
which will encourage replication of the company’s
sustainability practices.
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For more information, please refer to our

Please see our

and

.

.

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

Self-assessment on social-related matters

SOCIAL

LABOUR AND WORKING
CONDITIONS

NOTES

COMPLIANCE WITH
LOCAL LAWS

JJDoes the company comply with
all relevant local labour laws,
standards and regulations? If
not, then state in which ones
it is non-compliant and the
reason/s?

Redefine does comply with all relevant local labour
laws, standards and regulations

MINIMUM WAGE

JJDoes the company adhere to
local and /or industry minimum
wage standards? If not, then
state why?

We comply and adhere to minimum wage
determinations.

DISCRIMINATION

JJDoes the company have a
non-discriminatory policy
with respect to gender, race,
colour, disability, political
opinion, sexual orientation,
age, religion, social or ethnic
origin, or HIV status? If yes,
then please provide a copy.

We have a non-discriminatory policy in place. For
additional information, please refer to our human
capital section in our
and
.

JJDoes the workforce appear to
be representative of the local
population with respect to
gender, race, etc?

Redefine is representative of the local population at
entry, junior and mid-management levels.

JJDoes the company have a
human resource policy which
informs workers of their rights
and conditions of employment?

Redefine has numerous human resources policies
which inform workers of their rights and conditions
of employment. This information is contained in
our internal human resources policy and procedure
document and is available to employees on our intranet.

JJAre proper contracts in
place for all staff, including
temporary and seasonal
workers?

All our employees, including temporary and contract
workers have employment contracts in place.

SUPPLY CHAIN

JJIs the company aware of
the labour practices of its
sub-contractors and/or other
companies from which it
sources significant inputs?

We undertake to familiarise ourselves with the labour
practices of our sub-contractors and/or other companies
from which we source significant inputs and continuously
monitor compliance with these practices. We have a
policy and code of conduct for our sub-contractors which
cover issues, including, inter alia, ILO conventions and
working conditions and encourage replication of our
labour practices down the supply chain.

COMPLIANCE WITH
LOCAL LAWS

JJDoes the company comply with
all relevant local health and
safety laws, standards and
regulations? If not, then state
why.

We comply with all relevant local health and safety
laws, standards and regulations and have accordingly
appointed health and safety service providers to
assist with and monitor compliance in terms of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act. Compliance
assessments are conducted on a quarterly basis.

HUMAN RESOURCES

For a detailed breakdown of employment equity
statistics, refer to our
.
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Redefine’s ESG scorecard (continued)

SOCIAL

NOTES

COMMUNITY HEALTH
AND SAFETY

JJAre there any health and safety
risks for local communities
or consumers associated with
the company’s operations or
products?

The nature of the majority of Redefine’s operations is
such that no material health and safety risks arise for
local communities and/or consumers. However, when
undertaking a new or redevelopment and/or where
significant construction is taking place, appropriate
precautions are taken to ensure that any potential
health and safety risks that might arise are limited to
the extent possible.

SUPPLY CHAIN

JJIs the company aware of the
health and safety practices
of its sub-contractors and/or
other companies from which it
sources significant inputs?

We are aware as far as possible of the health and
safety practices of our sub-contractors and/or other
companies from which we source significant inputs.

JJWhat risks have been identified
as a result of the company’s
activities for local communities
and other stakeholders? Please
elaborate if there are any.

No risks have been identified as a result of our activities
for local communities and other stakeholders.

JJIf there is any significant
impact, has the company
conducted a social impact
assessment and followed
up on its findings and
recommendations with
mitigating measures?

Not applicable.

LOCAL COMMUNITIES

JJIs there a procedure for
managing community
complaints?

Stakeholder engagement and communication is
proactively managed and driven through various
channels and across platforms, targeting all of the
company’s key stakeholders. Community complaints
are taken seriously and dealt with through a centralised
call centre. These complaints are dealt with timeously
and effectively through evolving business processes.
For more information, please refer to our IR and SES.

RELOCATION

JJAre people being moved as a
result of the company’s new or
expanded operations?

No people have been relocated as a result of Redefine’s
new or expanded operations.

LOCAL COMMUNITIES
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LABOUR AND WORKING
CONDITIONS
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As part of the general health and safety processes
within the company, all service providers are required
to sign an Occupational Health and Safety Act Section
37(2) Agreement, wherein they agree to adhere to our
health and safety regulations and perform all work and
use all machinery and plant in accordance with the
provisions of the said Act. Service providers are also
required to keep a health and safety file that must be
immediately available for inspection upon request
by Redefine.

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

Self-assessment on governance-related matters

GOVERNANCE

AUDIT COMMITTEES AND
INTERNAL AUDIT

NOTES

COMMITMENT TO GOOD
JJDoes the company have a
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
corporate governance code
and/or policies?

Redefine has a formal code of business conduct among
other governance-related policies. The policies are
central to the growth and sustainability of the company
and are designed to entrench a culture of intolerance
towards unethical conduct, fraud and corruption.
The code includes a whistle-blowing policy that offers
several anonymous avenues for reporting unethical
conduct.

JJDoes the company have a
designated officer responsible
for ensuring compliance with
the company’s corporate
governance policies?
ROLES AND FUNCTIONS OF JJDoes the company have
THE BOARD
a charter or articles of
incorporation according to local
legislation, with provisions on
(tick where applicable):
JJ(i)
Protection of shareholder
rights and the equitable
treatment of shareholders?
JJ(ii)
Distribution of authority
between the annual general
meeting of shareholders,
the board of directors and
executive bodies?

The financial director, head of risk and compliance
and company secretary are responsible for ensuring
compliance with the company’s corporate governance
policies.
Redefine’s Memorandum of Incorporation (MOI)
includes provisions on protection of shareholder rights
and the equitable treatment of shareholders.
The MOI details the distribution of authority between
shareholders, directors and executive bodies and
prescribes the manner in which directors are appointed
by shareholders.
Details regarding the company’s activities are
transparently disclosed in the
and other external
reports, ensuring that stakeholders are able to make
informed assessments of the company’s performance.

JJ(iii)
Information disclosure and
transparency of the company’s
activities?
JJ(iv)
Shareholder agreements,
provisions of the company’s
charter, or informal
understandings that specify
which shareholders appoint
directors?
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Redefine’s ESG scorecard (continued)

GOVERNANCE

AUDIT COMMITTEES AND
INTERNAL AUDIT

NOTES

Does the company have board
sub-committees with independent
non-executive committees? If yes,
indicate which of the below:

The company has the following board sub-committees,
all of which are chaired by independent non-executive
directors:

JJRemuneration committee

JJRemuneration committee

JJAudit committee
JJRisk committee
JJOther, please specify
Is the role of the board of directors
in relation to management,
particularly with respect to the
following, defined? (tick where
applicable).
JJSetting strategy and vision of
the company
JJSelection of the CEO and senior
management
JJRisk management, oversight of
internal controls, external audit
and preparation of financial
statements
JJMajor capital expenditures and
large-value transactions
JJDoes the board have an
independent non-executive
director as chairman?

JJAudit and risk committee
JJNomination committee
JJSocial, ethics and transformation committee
JJInvestment committee
The roles of the board of directors and of executive
management are defined in the
board charter.
The boards primary governance role and
responsibilities include:
JJSteering and setting strategic direction (including in
relation to risk governance);
JJApproving policy and planning;
JJOversight and monitoring; and
JJEnsuring accountability.
The board appoints the CEO and other members of
the company’s executive committe and is responsible
for ensuring role clarity and the effective exercise of
authority and responsibilities.
The board is led by an executive chairman and
therefore, in compliance with regulation 3.84(c) of the
JSE Listings Requirements and as recommended by
the King IV, a lead independent director (LID) has been
appointed.
The board recognises that the function of the LID is to
maintain the effectiveness of the board by providing
leadership and advice when the chairman has a conflict
of interest, without detracting from or undermining
his authority. The LID similarly provides support to
the executive chairman, is available as a trusted
intermediary for the other directors, as necessary and
chairs a meeting of the non-executive directors at
which the performance of the Executive Chairman is
considered.

JJIs the chairman of the board a
majority shareholder? If yes,
refer to internal ‘note’.

The chairman of the board is not a majority
shareholder, but does hold shares in the company in
compliance with the company’s minimum shareholding
requirement. This ensures that executive directors are
personally invested in the company, which encourages
alignment between executive directors and stakeholder
interests
The LID is not a shareholder of the company.

JJIs the chief financial officer of
the company a director e.g.
financial director?
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The chief financial officer of the company, Mr Leon
Kok, is the financial director and is a member of the
company’s executive committee and board

ENVIRONMENTAL

GOVERNANCE

SOCIAL

AUDIT COMMITTEES AND
INTERNAL AUDIT

GOVERNANCE

NOTES

JJHave you had any material
transactions that involved
conflicts of interest with
any directors in the past 24
months?

A small related-party transaction, involving conflicts
of interest with directors, was disclosed on stock
exchange news service (SENS) during the 2017
financial year. The conflicts referred to related to the
sale by Redefine of certain of its shares in Echo Polska
Properties N.V. to various executive directors.
In terms of company Policy, directors are required to
timeously inform the board of conflicts, or potential
conflicts, of interest that they may have in relation to
particular items of business or other directorships.
Comprehensive registers are maintained of individual
directors’ interests in and outside the company and
these are updated annually and noted by the board at
each board meeting.
Where there are conflicts of interest or potential
conflicts, these are minuted and the affected director/s
recused from the relevant debate and/or resolution,

COMPOSITION OF
THE BOARD

BOARD APPOINTMENT
PROCESS

JJ(i)
What is the split of board
members who are nonexecutive directors (NED)
versus executive directors
(ED)?

RATIOS

JJ(ii)
Number of non-executive
directors who are independent?
JJDescribe the process to
appoint directors. Are all the
appointments done through a
formal process?

ED: NED

3:7

Independent NED:
Non-independent NED

6:1

Female: Male

3:7

BEE: Non-BEE

4:6

In terms of Redefine’s MOI, the board must comprise at
least four directors, to be elected by the shareholders as
contemplated in Section 68 of the Companies Act, No 71
of 2008 (as amended) (Companies Act). All directors are
elected by an ordinary resolution of the shareholders at
a general or annual general meeting of the company.
The board similarly has authority to appoint any person
as a director, either to fill a casual vacancy or as an
addition to the board, provided that such directors
are elected by shareholders at the next AGM of the
company.
Directors are appointed in line with the company’s
formal and transparent appointment of director’s policy.
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Redefine’s ESG scorecard (continued)

GOVERNANCE

AUDIT COMMITTEES AND
INTERNAL AUDIT
JJIs there a re-election process
for directors?

NOTES
Any newly appointed director who has been appointed
by the directors during the year has to retire at the next
AGM and has to be re-elected by shareholders.
One-third of all non-executive directors and one-third
of all executive directors retire on a rotational basis and
make themselves available for re-election at the AGM.
The board, through its nomination committee, provides
shareholders with a recommendation in the notice of
the meeting at which the
re-election of a retiring director is proposed, as to
which directors are eligible for re-election, taking
into account that director’s past performance and
contribution.
Any shareholder has the right to nominate directors.

PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT

JJIs the evaluation of the
board, its committees and
the individual directors and
chairman performed every
year?

The Nomination committee is responsible for the
annual assessment of the board’s performance and
the appropriateness and effectiveness of the board,
its committees, individual directors and governance
procedures. The assessment process includes an
appraisal of the Chairman of the board, committe
Chairmen, CEO and Financial director.
During 2017, a comprehensive independent evaluation
of the board was undertaken by an external service
provider in line with best practice, to ensure that the
board is in a position to add value to the company
through the alignment of composition and skills to
strategy.

JJDo the shareholders approve
the company’s remuneration
policy or is it an independent
remuneration committee?

The company’s remuneration policy and the
implementation report are approved by the company’s
independent remuneration committee and then put
to shareholders to pass non-binding advisory votes
thereon at the AGM.

JJIs the audit committee chaired
by an independent nonexecutive director?

The audit and risk committee is chaired by an
independent non-executive director, Ms Phumzile
Langeni.

JJWhat is the composition of the
audit committee? Provide the
percentage of independent and
non-executive members.

The committee is made up of three members, all
of whom are independent non-executive directors.
Executive directors, group financial management,
internal and external audit attend the meetings as
invitees.

JJDoes the board of directors/
audit committee review key
elements of the company’s
financial statements?

The audit and risk committee and the board review key
elements of the company’s financial statements.
During the course of these reviews, the committee and
the board
JJensure that the financial statements are prepared
in accordance with IFRS and in compliance with the
provisions of the Companies Act and the LR;
JJconsider the appropriateness of the accounting
policies and the disclosures made therein; and
JJcomplete a detailed review of the going concern
assumption, confirming that it is appropriate in the
preparation of the financial statements.
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GOVERNANCE

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

AUDIT COMMITTEES AND
INTERNAL AUDIT

NOTES

JJDoes the company have an
internal audit (IA) function?

The company has an internal audit function and is
subject to an annual external audit.

JJIs the company subject to an
annual external audit?

KPMG was appointed in 2016. Prior to their
appointment, Grant Thornton had been in engagement
since the company was incorporated i.e. 15 years.

JJHow long have the existing
auditors been in engagement?
JJIs there a rotation in partners?
If yes, please stipulate previous
partners and when the new one
came into effect.

Audit partners rotate every 5 years. Mr Gawie Kolbe
was appointed as the company’s external audit partner
in 2016 and has since carried out the FY2016 and
FY2017 audits.

JJDoes the company have a
written information disclosure
policy that seeks to make all
material information (financial
and non-financial) fully,
timeously and equally available
to all stakeholders?

All material information, financial and non-financial, is
made available to all stakeholders on an annual basis
in the form of the company’s
.

JJDoes the board of directors
set the company’s risk profile
and periodically review the
company’s risk management
system and process?

The board and the audit and risk committee set the
company’s risk profile and periodically review the
company’s risk management system and process.
During the course of these reviews, the Audit and Risk
committee:
JJreview and approve the Enterprise Risk
Management Policy and Framework and the annual
risk management plan and monitor compliance
therewith;
JJreview the Risk Appetite Framework, setting out the
company’s propensity to take appropriate levels of
risk;
JJconduct assessments of the strategic risks and
opportunities emanating from the triple context
in which the company operates and monitor
management’s consideration and implementation of
appropriate risk responses;
JJmonitor fraud risk management, including the
Whistle-Blower facility; and
JJreview the risk disclosures, including key
sustainability risks, to be included in the
.
The committe is reasonably satisfied that adequate
controls are in place in order to mitigate identified
significant risks in 2017.
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Redefine’s ESG scorecard (continued)

GOVERNANCE

AUDIT COMMITTEES AND
INTERNAL AUDIT
JJDoes the board ensure that
the company complies with
applicable laws and considers
adherence to non-binding rules
i.e. Companies Act, Regulator,
CRISA Codes?

NOTES
The board subscribes to full compliance with applicable
laws and regulations in the jurisdictions within which it
operates. Oversight of compliance risk management is
delegated to the Audit and Risk committe, who receive
quarterly reports on the status of compliance within the
company, significant areas of non-compliance, as well
as feedback on interaction with regulators.
During 2017, the company was fully compliant with the
requirements of the Companies Act, the Companies Act
Regulations and the JSE listings requirements.
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JJDuring the last 24 months has
the company had to report to
the regulator, exchange or
SARS on any material matters?

The company has not had to report to the regulator,
exchange or South African Revenue Service (SARS) on
any material matters in the last 24 months.

JJHas there been negative media
coverage about the company or
its staff/ management/board of
directors in the last 24 months?

No, there has not been negative media coverage
about the company or its staff/management/board of
directors in the last 24 months.

JJIs ultimate beneficial
ownership of shares disclosed
by controlling shareholders and
management?

Ultimate beneficial ownership of shares by controlling
shareholders and executive management is disclosed
in the company’s Annual Financial Statements.

JJDescribe the minority
shareholders protection
mechanisms in place.

Minority shareholder protection mechanisms are
provided for in sections 61, 115, 156, 159, 162, 164 and
252 of the Companies Act. Similarly, the company’s
compliance with the King Code ensures enhanced
risk management processes and audit requirements,
disclosure of directors’ and senior executives’
remuneration, ethical leadership and corporate
citizenship and stakeholder engagement which
broadens the scope for consultation and constructive
engagement with minority shareholders. Integrated
reporting also drives transparency and accountability.

JJDoes the preparation
and calling of annual
and extraordinary
shareholders’ meetings
enable the participation of
all shareholders (sufficient
notice; agenda and supporting
materials; proposing agenda
items; participation personally
or through proxy; the right to
ask questions; dissemination of
the results of the meetings)?

The preparation and calling of annual and
extraordinary shareholders’ meetings enable the
participation of all shareholders.
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Definitions
AFS

Annual financial statements

IR

Integrated report

AGM

Annual general meeting

<IR>

Integrated reporting framework

BEE

Broad-based black economic empowerment

IT

Information technology

Buskaid

Buskaid Music Academy, a Redefine CSI
initiative

JIBAR

Johannesburg interbank average rate

Capex

Capital expenditure

JSE

Johannesburg Stock Exchange

CDP

Carbon Disclosure Project

King IV

King IV report on Corporate Governance for
South Africa 2016

CEO

Chief executive officer

KPA

Key performance area

CINDI

Children in Distress Network

KPI

Key performance indicator

CO2e

Tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent

kWh

Kilowatt per hour

Companies
Act

Companies Act, No 71 of 2008 (as amended)

LED

Light-emitting diode

CRM

Client relationship management

LID

Lead independent director

CSI

Corporate social investment

LTI

Long term investment scheme

DJSI

Dow Jones Sustainability Index

MOI

Momorandom of incorporation

DoE

Department of Energy

MSR

Minimum shareholding requirement

EAP

Employee assistance programme

MSS

Matching share scheme

EBIDTA

Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation
and amortisation

MWh

Megawatt hour

NQF

National Qualifications Framework

EBP

Existing Building Performance

NTAV

Net tangible asset value

ECO

Environmental Conversation Organisation

ED

Executive director(s)

OECD

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development

ESG

Environment, social and governance

PV

Photovoltaic

EVP

Employee value proposition

REIT

Real Estate Investment Trust

EWP

Employee well-being programme

Remco

Remunueration committee

FTSE

Financial times stock exchange

RSS

Restricted Share Scheme

FY2015

2015 financial year

SA

South Africa

FY2016

2016 financial year

SACSC

South African Council of Shopping Centres

FY2017

2017 financial year

SAFMA

South African Facilities Management
Association

FY2018

2018 financial year

SARS

South African Revenue Services

GBCSA

Green Building Council of South Africa

SDGs

Sustainable Development Goals

GLA

Gross lettable area

SENS

Stock exchange news service

GRESB

Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark

SPS

Share purchase scheme

HVAC

Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning

STI

Short term incentive scheme

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

TGP

Total guaranteed package

IIRC

International Integrated Reporting Council

VAT

Value Added Tax

ILO

International Labour Organisation

ZAR

South African Rand
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Administration
REDEFINE PROPERTIES LIMITED

Company secretary

Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa
Registration Number 1999/018591/06
JSE Share Code RDF ISIN: ZAE000190252
Approved as a REIT by the JSE

B Baker
Telephone +27 11 283 0041
Email bronwynb@redefine.co.za

Registered office and business address
Rosebank Towers, Office Level 5, 19 Biermann Avenue,
Rosebank 2196
PO Box 1731, Parklands 2121
Telephone +27 11 283 0000
Email investorenquiries@redefine.co.za
www.redefine.co.za

Independent auditors
KPMG Inc
85 Empire Road, Parktown 2193
Telephone +27 11 647 7111
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Transfer secretaries
Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited
Rosebank Towers, Office Level 2, 19 Biermann Avenue,
Rosebank 2196
Telephone +27 11 370 5000

Corporate advisor and sponsor
Java Capital
2nd Floor, 6A Sandown Valley Crescent, Sandton 2196
Telephone +27 11 722 3050

Investor relations
Should you wish to be placed on the mailing list to receive
regular 'breaking news' email updates, please send an
email to investorenquiries@redefine.co.za
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